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INTRODUCTION

1.1 Research Objectives

- The major objective of our research program is to

"- determine the mechanisms which induce intrinsic and extrinsic

failure of ceramic capacitors. Towards this end we are making

extensive electrical measurements and microstructural evaluations

on both commercial and laboratory-prepared specimens. The

measurements being performed include:

(1) Current as a function of time, temperature, and

applied field to evaluate both low and high voltage

degradation.

/2) Destructive microstructural evaluations.

;'3) Thermally stimulated polarization / depolarization

current (TSPC/DC) measurements.

This combination of experiments has provided us with a great

deal of information concerning degradation phenomena. The report

is divided into three sections:

1) LOW VOLTAGE DEGRADATION-)

/2) HIGH VOLTAGE DEGRADATION i

3) TSPC/DC MEASUREMENTS

1.2 Cooperative Programs

4 In an effort to expand our capabilities and increase our

overall knowledge concerning degradation we have established

cooperative research programs with Charles Stark Draper Labs, the

Materials Research Lab at Penn State University, and Virginia

ii -1!



* Polytechnic. These programs are described below.

1 1.2.1 UMR / Draper Labs

We began the cooperative research program with Draper Labs in

- June 1983. Draper Labs has obtained several thousand leaded and

chip capacitors from commercial manufacturers of which UMR has

received half. Our units consist mainly of encapsulated, leaded

* capacitors while Draper has retained the identical unencapsulated

units. The compositions are all NPO, X7R, or Z5U, and cover a

* wide range of capacitances. A complete listing of the commercial

capacitors included in our study is included in the low-voltage

degradation portion of this report.

This joint program has allowed us to not only obtain a

broader data base f rom which to work, but to also make a direct

comparison of our results with an independent program which is

* testing nearly Identical units from the same manufacturers.

Refer to the low-voltage degradation section for the results of

* measurements carried out on these specimens. This joint effort

is an ongoing one, as both Draper Labs and UMR are continuing to

collect and compare data.

1.2.2 UMR / Penn State University

Over the past two years UMR has been Involved with the

* Dielectric Center at the Materials Research Lab at Penn State

University. The purpose of this Interaction has mainly been to

6 coordinate the graduate programs of Wayne Huebner (UMR) and Dean

Anderson (PSU) in order to combine the strengths of both

-2-



universities as far as experimental capabilities are concerned.

The following has been accomplished:

1) UMR has prepared several kilograms of BaTiO 3 with variable

Ba:Ti ratio for joint use, which should allow for meaningful

comparisons of results. UMR is carrying out its work on disk

specimens, while PSU will hopefully carry out their

measurements on multilayer configuration specimens. A large

problem has been encountered with the fabrication of MLC's

from the powder prepared by the organnometallIc process (see

section 3.2.1). Due to the extremely small grain size,

* agglomeration problems are extensive, which results in porous,

nonuniform sintered structures. Several milling techniques

and binder/dispersant combinations have been tried, but have

not alleviated the problem. However, it appears that a higher

calcination temperature will coarsen the grains which

minimizes the agglomeration problems. To date, all of the

measurements carried out on these compositions have been made

using pressed, disk specimens, but it appears that multilayer

structures are achievable.

2) UMR and PSU are both studying the high-voltage degradation

of BaTiO 3 as a function of Ba:Ti ratio. In order to optimize

* output, the large number of variables involved has been

divided, with a deliberate overlap to check for consistency.

Results from this joint effort are included in the high-

* voltage degradation section (see section 3.0).

* -3-



3) During the summer of 1984 UMR personell visited PSU in

order to make QiJ measurements on TSPC/DC specimens. These

values are needed in order to apply Devonshire theory to the

interpretation of the TSPC/DC results. Another trip will be

scheduled early in 1985 to continue these measurements and to
U

make Saywer Tower measurements.

4) UMR and PSU have met three to four times a year in order to

discuss future plans and the results of the program.

Results from this joint program are being presented at

the Fall Meeting of the Electronics Division of the American

Ceramic Society held in San Francisco, California, 1984.

1.2.3 UMR / Virainia Polytechnic

During the summer of 1984 we embarked on a joint program with

Virginia Polytechnic. In this program we are mainly exchanging

specimens: a) UMR is sending Virginia Polytechnic BaTiO 3

Ispecimens with variable composition, density and grain size to be
used to make carrier concentration, mobility, thermoelectric

power, and I-V measurements. b) Virginia Polytechnic is sending

*UMR commercial capacitors which exhibit non-ohmic I-V behavior

for current injection studies.

To date, this interaction is only partially underway as UMR

is still in the process of preparing the needed specimens for

shipment. Hopefully this will be completed by the end of

October.

9-4-
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1.3 Recent Results and Achievements

Our research program has progressed to the point that a

* number of the initial goals of the program have been achieved.

The most significant accomplishments are listed below:

Low Voltaae Degradation

* 1) 1400 encapsulated, and 600 unencapsulated capacitors were

subjected to the methanol test. None of these 2000 capacitors

tested as received from the manufacturer failed the methanol

test. This implies the either the encapsulant integrity is

excellent, or the capacitors contained no physical flaws

* connecting electrodes of opposite polarity.

2) None of the 1100 capacitors tested using the 85 C / 85% RH /

1.5 VDC life test developed the "classic" low voltage short.

3.6% of the capacitors decreased in resistance by two orders

- of magnitude or greater during life testing. It was evident

that gradual degradation of the dielectric was occurring. The

low resistance could not be "cleared" by application of a high

voltage, or by heating at 125 0C in a dry atmosphere (except

for 1 NPO capacitor).

3) The methanol test was not able to detect those capacitors

which failed the 85/85 test; i.e. the failure mode did not

seem to be a result of structural imperfections.

0
4) MLC's exhibit non-ohmic I-V behavior, which may be related to

their high voltage degradation. The current flowing through

these capacitors may be purely a function of the current
0

Injection mode, not the dielectric.

0 -5-
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Hiah Voltage Dearadation

Compositional Effects

Ti-rich BaTiO:

1) Increasing the density, thereby decreasing the porosity

results in a greater tendency to degrade. This could be

indicative of grain boundary diffusion, porosity blocking the

movement of V°  , or a change from Intergranular to

intragranular porosity resulting in resistivity

inhomogeneities due to altered field-splitting.

2) For those samples which degrade, increasing the field

substantially reduces the time over which the "rapid

degradation region" extends, and increases the current

non-ohmically, but does not change the degradation rate in the

region of gradual current increase (section 3.4).

3) Increasing the amount of excess Ti decreased the current

levels and the tendency to degrade. All compositions with

excess Ti exhibited higher current levels and enhanced

degradation compared to the stoichiometric composition.

Stoichiometric BaTIO

1) The stoichlometrlc composition exhibited the lowest current

levels at all fields and temperatures. This would lead one to

suspect that the second phases present from the excess Ba and

Ti are contributing to the degradation.

h
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Ba-rich BaTiO

1) At fields 2000 V/cm the excess Ba compositions all exhibited

current levels 1-2 orders of magnitude than the excess Ti

compositions. This would lead one to suspect the excess Ba

second phase increases the mobility of the charge carrier

responsible for degradation.

-* 2) Increasing the amount of excess Ba results in overall lower

current levels, and improved degradation resistance. All

compositions with excess Ba exhibited higher current levels

and enhanced degradation compared to the stoichiometric

* composition.

3) The form of the degradation behavior between the excess Ti and

Ba compositions is different. When degradation occurs in the

excess Ti compositions, the current rises rapidly (RDR

region), and then tapers off to a linear region. The excess

Ba compositions which degrade also exhibit two regions of

4 degradation, but the initial rise In the current is never as

rapid. This leads one to suspect the mobility of the charge

carrier causing degradation changes due to the different grain

boundary phases.

Measurement Effects

1) Disc specimens measured for degradation tendicies need to be

reequilibrated between current-time runs in order to obtain

reproducible results, particularily for those units which

degrade. Equilibration of specimens at 1000 °C for 8 hours

0 -7-



was found necessary to bring specimens back to a non-degraded

state. If reequilibration was not carried out, the specimensU
exhibited non-reproducible results; increasing the field

sometimes resulted in lower current levels, or the current

started off at the same level it left off with the previous
I]

run.

2) The current-voltage behavior exhibited by the specimens

measured for degradation ranged from ohmic to voltage

dependencies greater than that predicted by space-charge-

limited current. However, the validity of applying non-ohmic

current injection analysis to specimens which exhibit

degradation is questionable; the high current levels

may simply be a result of degradation, not of a non-ohmic

current injection mechanism. Specimens which exhibit ohmic

behavior are the most relelable.

TSPCIDC Measurements
a

1) TSPC/DC measurements are capable of determining:

- phase transformation temperatures

- formulations of commercial capacitors (i.e. NPO, BX, ZSU)

and its useful temperature of constant capacitance

- the order of the tetragonal-cubic phase transformation in

BaTiO 3 ; i.e. first or second order

- whether or not BaTIO 3 is nonstoichiometric; judged through

the grain size and its effect on the presence of current

peaks

- the effects of donors, acceptors, shifters, and depressors

p-8-
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on the ferroelectric behavior, resistivity, and

energy of the conduction process

- the low temperature resistivity and activation

any material

2) TSPC/DC measurements cannot predict the abi]

capacitor to pass life testing. It can distinguJ

"good" and "bad" capacitors following life testin

TSPC/DC measurements are useful In terms of chai

the failure mechanism.

Degrees, Publications, and Presentations
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P.D. Martin, "Thermally Stimulated Current Studies

Titanate Capacitors", M.S. December 1984

Publications

1) W. Huebner, J.D. Keck, and H.U. Anderson,

Degradation of High Purity BaTiO 3 1, 4th Capacitor ar

Technology Symposium, March 1984

2) H.U. Anderson and D.E. Day, "Reliability Studies

Capacitors", Progress Report for the period of July

June 30, 1983, ONR Contract No. NOOO14-82-K-0294

0

3) W. Huebner, H.U. Anderson, and D.E. Day, "Reliabil

of Ceramic Capacitors", Progress Report for the per

* 1, 1983 to October 1, 1984, ONR Contact No. N00014-1
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Presentations
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II2) P.D. Martin, et al, "Thermally Stimulated Polarization and

Depolarization Current Measuremenxts for Ceramic Capacitors",

ibid.

3) W. Huebner, et al, "Electrical Degradation of Ceramic

Dielectrics", 36th Pacific Coast Regional Meeting of the

* American Ceramic Society, October 3-5, 1983

4) W. Huebner, et al, "Electrical Degradation of High Purity

BaTiO "1 4th Annual Capacitor and Resistor Technology

I Symposium 1984, March 7-8, 1984

5) W. Huebner and H.U. Anderson, "Electrical Degradation

*Behavior of BaTio3 1"' 86th Annual Meeting of the American

Ceramic Society, April 29 - May 3, 1984

6) P.D. Martin, et al, "Thermally Stimulated Current Aspects

of Barium Titanate and Ceramic Capacitors", ibid

7) H.U Anderson, "Degradation of Ceramic Capacitors", Seminar

at Sandia Corp., October 5, 1984

8) W. Huebner and D.A. Anderson, "Electrical Degradation

Studies of High Purity BaTiO3" Pacific Coast Regional

Meeting of the American Ceramic Society, October 29-31, 1984
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. 9) H.U Anderson and W. Huebner, "Thermally Stimulated Current

Measurements on Barium Titanate", 2nd US:Japan, ONR-sponsored

Seminar on Dielectrics and Piezoelectrics, Williamsburg, VA,

Nov. 4-7, 1984

2.0 Low Voltaue Degradation

Introduction

In recent years a problem has been identified concerning the

insulation resistance failure of ceramic capacitors biased well

below their rated voltage; I.e. "low voltage" failure. As a

part of our degradation studies we wished to study low voltage

phenomena in order to: a) confirm or reject theories put forth to

explain low voltage degradation, and b) develop a testing

procedure capable of determining those capacitors likely to fail

before they are put into use.

Before presenting the results of our studies on low voltage

degradation, a brief literature review is included.

2.1 Literature Review

Low voltage failures of MLC's have been identified as a

problem only in recent years1 '2 . As a result, a tremendous

effort has focused on determining the cause of low voltage

failures, and finding a testing procedure which can effectively

screen out those capacitors prone to low voltage failure
1- 1 8

Failure Mechanisms

Several models have been proposed to explain low voltage

degradation in ceramic capacitors, most of which involve the

71-



water-induced electromigration of the electrode materials along
3-8 7

structural defects .This process involves

1) Dissolution of the anode material.

2) Transport of the metal towards the cathode in the form of a
simple ion, complex ion, or a colloidal ion (oxide or
hydroxide).

3) Deposition of a conducting dendrite by electroconduction or
precipitation.

The resulting dendrites essentially create a "short" within

the dielectric, rendering them useless as a capacitor. This type

of low voltage failure can be "cleared", i.e. the capacitor

returned to a high resistivity state, with the application of a

*high voltage which vaporizes the dendrite. Current-time studies

exhibit switching between high and low resistivity states, as the

dendrite grows, shorts, partially vaporizes, and then grows

again.

other studies 9 1 have found that the failure path Is not

necessarily a metall1ic-dendrite, but instead a degraded portion

of the dielectric. The reason for the degraded dielectric was

not clear, but may have been a result of absorption of water Into

the dielectric as protons or hydroxyl ions, or possibly the

migration of V 0 - (see section 3.1.1). These failures could not

be cleared by the application of a high voltage, nor were they

low resistance failures (i.e. failure defined by resistance 10

megohms). This gradual compared to abrupt decrease of the

resistance has been reported elsewhere1 3 In this study It was

6 found that failed specimens recovered if they were stored in a

dry environment at room temperature, or If they were baked at 125

* -12-



0C. All specimens which failed had a crack on the chip surface.

This is a strong indication the low resistance was due to the

presence of water in structural imperfections. The electrode

material was not specified, but no evidence of electromigration

was found.

Screening Methods

With the knowledge that low voltage failures seemed to be

* related to the presence of water and structural defects, a large

number of screening methods have been tested In order to assess

their ability to eliminate capacitors prone to failure.i
Methods to determine whether structural imperfections are

14 15-17present include ultrasonic scanning acoustic emission
7,8

and methanol testing7'8  These have been reported capable of

determining if delaminations or cracks are present in the chip

capacitors , the latter pertaining to cracks which extend to the

surface of the dielectric. Sweep voltammetry has also been

utilized 10 ' 11, but was found incapable of detecting units prone

for failure.

The other method of screening parts involves the use of life

testing, such as the MIL-C-123; the 850C/85% RH, 1.5 VDC 1
test - 3  This test has been used extensively, with mixed

results. It appears capable to detect lots with failure-prone6

units, but lacks definition in terms of test time. Capacitors

subjected to the 85/85 test have been found to exhibit steady or

Increasing failure rates up to 500 hours, Instead of decreasing

11until no parts failed

6 -13-



-* 2.2 Capacitors Studied

The majority of the capacitors utilized In this study were

obtained from the Charles Stark Draper Labs as part of a joint

effort to study low voltage degradation (see section 1.2.1).

Draper Labs has obtained several thousand leaded and chip

capacitors from commercial manufacturers, of which UMR has

* received half. Our units consist mainly of encapsulated, leaded

capacitors, while Draper has retained the identical,

unencapsulated units. A complete listing of the capacitors being

utilized in our study is contained in Table 2.2a-b. The

compositions are all NPO, BX, or Z5U, and cover a wide range of

capacitances. Some of these capacitor lots are "suspect", in

terms of reliability and structural integrity.

2.3 TESTING / Results

Based upon past results obtained concerning low voltage

degradation, the following tests were chosen to be included in

our study:

1) MIL-C-123: 85°C / 85% RH 1.5 VDC life test

2) Methanol Testing

3) Current-Voltage measurements

4) Thermally-stimulated polarization / depolarization current
measurements

The results obtained from these tests will be discussed

separately. First a description of the initial measurements and

bhandling procedure Is Included.

D -14-
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LOT # TYPE # Units Size Cap. Encap Comments

545976678909 X7R 100 CACO3 22000 pF Yes

545976678909 X7R 100 CAC03 22000 pF Yes Burned-In

CGB 103 KDX BX 100 - 10 nF Yes

- 735300 COG 100 CAC04 2200 pF Yes

. 735300 COG 100 COG 2200 pF Yes Burned-In

" E424A BX 100 CGB103 .01 uF Yes -

CK14BRIO4K BX 157 CK14 100 nF Yes

MA1O5A3O1K NPO 105 MAIO 270 pF Yes

MA1O15C153J BX 100 MA1O 15 nF Yes
I
' MA1O5A270K NPO 108 MA1O 270 pF Yes

- MA201C682K BX 100 MA20 100 nF Yes

. C124B103 BX 100 K1X5CA 10 nF Yes

. 8304ZR NPO 100 K1G5CA 1000 pF Yes

_ C124C102 NPO 100 J1G5CA 1000 pF Yes

C124B103 BX 42 K5X5EA 10 nF Yes

821J4 NPO 100 B-1805 220 pF No

7943A6 BX 100 B-1805 40 nF No

" 8137D2 NPO 100 F-2225 20 nF No

8134XE BX 100 F-2225 450 nF No

8103B8 NPO 100 E-1825 10 nF No

7907JF BX 100 D-1813 15 nF No

I--

TABLE 2.2a Commercial Capacitors utilized In the low-voltage
degradation study.

6 -15-
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Lot # Type # Units Size Cap. Encap Couments

8132A7 NPO 100 A-0805 120 pF No

8201C8 BX 100 D-1813 5000 pF No

8135C5 BX 30 B-1210 100 nF No

CKR11BX68OM BX 330 CKRI1 70 pF Yes

CKR12BX1O3K BX 256 CKR12 10 nF Yes

CKR11BX105L BX 160 CKR11 10 nF Yes

U

TABLE 2.2b Commercial capacitors utilized in the low-voltage
degradation study.

-16-



2.3.1 Initial Measurements

Immediately after receiving, filing, and storing the

commercial capacitors, each unit was subjected to initial

measurements of capacitance, dissipation factor, and Insulation

resistance. Refer to figure 2.3.1 for a flow chart of the

-overall handling and measurement procedure. Capacitance and

*dissipation factor at 1 kHZ were measured at 25 0 Cusing a General

Radio 1689 LRC meter. Insulation Resistance was measured at 10

VDC at 250C using an Hewlett Packard 4140B pA Meter / DC Voltage

Source and the shielded HP16055A test fixture. In order to

* correlate data with the methanol test results, ten volts was

chosen as the applied voltage. Both meters were operated in

conjunction with a Hewlett Packard 85 computer for data storage.

Of the 3088 capacitors collected for study , all were mzeasured

for initial capacitance and dissipation factor, and 2900 units

were measured for insulation resistance (IR) at 10 VDC.

None of the capacitors measured were out of specifications In

terms of capacitance, dissipation factor, or insulation

resistance.

UAfter life testing the capacitors were remeasured for

* capacitance, dissipation factor, and IR in order to check for any

* changes In these parameters.

6 -17-



RECEIVE COMMERCIAL
* CAPACITORS

IDENTIFY, FILE

MICROSTRUCTURE - CAP, D.F. @ 1 kHz TSPC/DC
- IR AT 10 VOLTS

100 % METHANOL
SCREEN

850 c / 85% R.H.
CONTINUOUS IR AT 1.5 VDC

- MIL-C-123 -
500 HOURS

FINAL MEASUREMENTS
- CAP, D.F. @ 1 kHz
- IR AT 10 VOLTS

FAILED LIFE TEST ? - THEN:
- TSPC/DC
- IR AFTER DRYING; CLEARING
- DPA
- REPEATED METHANOL TEST

REVIEW DATA AND COLLATE1

* Figure 2.3.1: General flow chart of the handling procedure and
measurement process for the low voltage
degradation study.
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2.3.2 Methanol Testing

Due to the success imparted to the methanol test as an

7,8effective screen for low voltage failures ,we chose to subject

all of the capacitors being life-tested with the methanol test.

In this manner we could determine its effectiveness as a

7screening method. This test consists of the following steps

1) 10 VDC is applied to the capacitor and the current (I is
measured after 10 seconds.

2) The capacitor is heated to 85 0C and then Immersed in
methanol for a minimum time of 15 minutes to allow full
penetration into any cracks or open porosity present. We
used an ultrasonic cleaner filled with methanol to aid in
the penetration.

3) The capacitor is removed from the methanol, dried on a
tissue, and blow-dried with air at room temperature to
remove all traces of methanol on the surface.

4) Step #1 is repeated immediately after drying and the
current (I2) is measured.

Those capacitors which fail the methanol test have an 1 2

several orders of magnitude greater than 1I1* In our study, 1I1

was determined along with the Initial measurements. All current

measurements were computer-controlled, as determination of the

still rapidly decreasing current is difficult to ascertain

accurately manually. Some problems were encountered with

instability of the current, i.e. positive/negative fluctuations,

despite the use of the shielded HP16055A test fixture in

conjunction with the HP4140B pA Meter/DC Voltage Source. In the

past, we have used this measurement system to measure stable

-14 19*currents down to 10 amps. Burton has encountered similiar

problems in acquiring stable currents in MLC's; at room



temperature. While this problem should not effect the outcome of

the methanol test, it does pose problems when determining the IR.U
Results

1400 encapsulated and 600 unencapsulated capacitors were

subjected to the methanol test. None of these 2000 capacitors

tested as received from the manufacturer failed the methanol

test. This was an unexpected result, as some of the

capacitors when received were labelled suspect In terms of

structural integrity. This implies two things:

1) The encapsulant integrity is excellent.

2) The unencapsulated capacitors contained no physical flaws
connecting electrodes of opposite polarity.

1 After obtaining this result we were very interested in seeing

if any low voltage failures would occur at all.

a 2.3.3 85 0C / 85% RH / 1.5 VDC Life Testing

As stated previously, the 85 0C / 85% RH / 1.5 VDC (85/85)

life test (MIL-C-123) has proven the most useful in determining

the low voltage failure tendencies of ceramic capacitors, with

certain limitations. One of the purposes of our program was to

determine its effectiveness in identifying low voltage failures

in conjunction with the methanol and TSPC/DC testing.

The first year of our program was spent building and refining

a computer-controlled capacitor life testing system (Figure

2.3.3a). This system is capable of continuously monitoring the
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Figure 2.3.3a:

Capacitor Life Testing

System
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leakage current of 90 capacitors housed in nine separate

furnaces, each of which allows precise variation of the

temperature, atmosphere, or voltage. The heart of the system is a

Hewlett Packard (HP) 3054 DL Data Logger, which consists of an HP

85 computer and a HP 3497A Data Acquisition Unit. The HP 3054 DLII

is essentially a 100 channel auto-ranging voltmeter with

temperature measurement capabilities. Capacitors are mounted on

a circuit board (Figure 2.3.3b) which plugs into a connector

sealed into the furnace faceplate. Each channel of the voltmeter

is connected to a capacitor on the board by the circuit shown in

Figure 2.3.3c.

DC VCLTAC5E SOURCE

, r ------- i KNOWN I
I R RESISTOR

F
CAFACITOR:

FURNACE

'C LT ME- R /I Vx G;A£
MII LU 6 G -

SCA NNE
-

VOLTAGE* R.
READ " V I[ R+R(j

CAPACITOR'S
RESISTANCE Rj L ] R

LEAKAGE: 
C= [vx]

CURRENT R x

FigurL 2.3.3c: Schematic circuit diagram for the low voltage
capacitor measurement system.
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Results

Of the 3088 capacitors which were being studi

voltage degradation 1100 have been life tested usin,

screen. The results of these measurements can be su

follows:

1) None of the 1100 capacitors tested has exi
"classic" low voltage short due to a dendritic S

4 2) 40 of the 1100 capacitors tested ( 3.6%
resistance by 2 orders of magnitude.

- These did so in a gradual fashion; no abrup

resistance was observed during continuous

- 21 of these were unencapsulated.

- 12 of these were within the same lot.

- Only 1 had a r%sistance less than 109

resistance was 10 ohms, a change of fivi
magnitude. The other 39 had resistances in
range, representing a change of 2-3
magnitude.

- Application of a high field does not
resistance.

- Heating the capacitors at 125 0C in a dry
did not change the resistance for 39/40 cap;
lone case an NPO capacitor.

* - These capacitors did not fail the methanol
life testing.

These 40 capacitors were microstructurally examin

to attempt to determine the cause of these non-cl

resistances. No areas could be found which exhibit

of any sort of degradation, albeit a degraded
I

dielectric due to anything other than a crack, ext

-
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-porosity, or delaminations will be nearly impossible to identify.

From every lot of capacitors we received, an untested

capacitor was analyzed microstructurally. Even after repeated

polishings none of the capacitors have been found to exhibit any

type of gross physical defect in the form of a crack, a

delamination, a macrovoid, or extensive, connected, open

porosity. The physical integrity of these capacitors is

excellent, including the state of the encapsulant as far as

bonding and homogeneity are concerned. After seeing the

microstructures, the results we have obtained studying low

voltage degradation are not too surprising.

Based upon these measurements the following conclusions can
be made:

1) The failure mechanism for those capacitors which failed in
our study was not the dendritic growth of an electrode
material.

2) Based upon the fact that a) heating in a dry atmosphere
did not clear the low resistances (except for 1 NPO
capaci- tor), b) the encapsulant Integrity is excellent,
and c) methanol testing did not detect any structural
defects both before and after life testing, water does
not appear to be the cause of the observed degradation.

3) The methanol test was not able to detect those capacitors
which failed the 85/85 test. This result is not too
surprising, as the mode of failure did not appear to be
due to any sort of cracking or open porosity.

2.3.4 Current-Voltage Studies

Burton20 has shown that both degraded and new MLC's exhibit

non-ohmic I-V behavior, which leads one to suspect that some of

the problems associated with degradation may well be related to

the current Injection mode (see section 3.1 for a review of

-24-
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current injection mechanisms). Since I-V behavior was being

measured for the laboratory-prepared specimens, we recently

decided to expand the specimens measured to include MLC's from

our low voltage testing program.

Initially we attempted to duplicate Burton's results carried

out at room temperature, but found the current levels were too

low (10- 13 amps), and hence the noise level too high to make

any accurate I-V determinations. To increase the current

substantially, we raised the measurement temperature to 150 °C

and then made I-time (I-t) measurements, from which I-V behavior

can be obtained. Figures 2.3.4a-f are representative I-t, I-VI

curves we have obtained measuring just a few of the MLC's. Refer

to section 3.1 for full explanations of non-ohmic current

injection modes and the I-V behavior associated with each.

Three types of behavior can be seen. Figures 2.3.4a-b are of

an NPO capacitor which reached stable current levels during the

I-t measurement. The I-V curve exhibits a distinct transition

in slope from 1.2 to 2.13. We suspect this is due to a

transition to space-charge-limited current injection. Note the

time independence of the high slope region, indicative of the

absence of degradation.

Figures 2.3.4c-d are of a BX capacitor which also attains

steady-state current levels during the I-t tests. Note the

I-V behavior is linear, with slope 1.6, also non-ohmic. This

comes close to Burton's value of 1.5, which he has attributed to

SCLC injection from a hemispherical electrode, i.e. the electrode

protuberances into dielectric layers.
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Figures 2.3.4a-b: Current-time, and current-voltage results for
NPO capacitor #1-B.
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Figures 2.3.4c-d: Current-time, current-voltage results for BX

a capacitor #13-A.
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Figures 2.3.4e-f: Current-time, current-voltage results for NPO
capacitor *26-D.

Figures 2.3.4e-f are of an NPO capacitor which does not

attain steady-state current values, but exhibits degradation for

voltages 40. A distinct transition from ohmic to non-ohmic

behavior is also seen at 40 V, the voltage at which degradation

is beginning to occur. Note the magnitude of the slope in the

non-ohmic region does not change, even though degradation is

* occurring.

These results represent preliminary measurements we have

carried out on a few capacitors, but already a several

conclusions can be made:
I,

1) MLC's exhibit non-ohmic I-V behavior, which may or may not
be related to degradation. Note the applied voltages are
well within the operating range of the MLC's.

2) It's Important when gathering data for I-V analysis that
* the nature of the I-t curves be known.
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2.3.5 TSPC/DC Studies

One of the original goals of our research program was to

determine if TSPC/DC measurements could provide an easy way to

predict life-testing behavior. The measurements which were

carried out to decide if this were the case are contained in

section 4.4, the TSPC/DC degradation section. Th, conclusions

are summarized here:

1) TSPC/DC measurements have not been found capable of detecting

the structural flaws which lead to low voltage degradation.

Therefore it is not an adequate method to predict capacitor

reliability.

2) TSPC/DC measurements do exhibit a large difference between

those capacitors which failed the life test and those which

U did not. Therefore, TSPC/DC measurements are useful for

studying the results of degradation.

3) TSPC/DC measurements would have clearly shown if any of the

5failures were due to dendritic growth by the temperature

dependence of the resistance, i.e. increasing resistance with

increasing temperatures for metals.

In recent months the life testing portion of our low voltage

degradation program has been halted in order to use the computer

system for TSPC/DC and capacitance measurements.

* -28-
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3.0 High. Voltage DeQradation

The stability of BaTIO3 -based capacitors biased under DC

fields has long been recognized as one of the important factors

determining the reliability of ceramic capacitors. Electrical

degradation, characterized by a gradual increase in the

electrical conductivity over a period of time, becomes an

increasing problem as dielectric thicknesses decrease, and the

corresponding field the dielectric must withstand increases

(eg.in MLC's). Even though degradation has been extensively

studied in the past, the mechanisms behind the degradation

process are not clearly understood. The purpose of our research

program is to clarify which mechanisms are responsible for

degradation in order that they may be better understood. This

section of the report covers the research which has been carried

out studying the degradation of laboratory-prepared specimens

biased under high DC voltage stress. We are currently studying

*degradation as a function of:

1) Ba:Ti ratio
2) Acceptor and donor doping
3) Porosity
4) Grain size
5) Applied field
6) Temperature
7) Humidity

Our Initial measurements have focused mainly on the effects

of excess Ti and Ba. By studying the effects of

nonstoichlometry, one also obtains information on the effect of

porosity, field, and temperature on the degradation rate. All of

the initial measurements have been carried out in a "dry"
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atmosphere in order to minimize the possible influence of

humidity on the results. The experiments being carried out are:

1) 1 vs. Short Time
2) 1 vs. Field
3) 1 vs. Temperature
4) 1 vs. Extended Time

* 5) Thermally-Stimulated Polarization / Depolarization

Current vs. short time ( < 5 hours ) measurements are the

primary source of our conclusions. We have discovered that if a

capacitor is going to exhibit degradation behavior, then It does

so in the first few minutes. Current vs. field analyses are

obtained from the I-time results and are used to see if non-ohmic

current injection behavior is occurring. Current vs. temperature

measurements are made in order to determine the activation energy

of the conduction process. In the past, those specimens

exhibiting degradation had a low activation energy. Current vs.

extended time ( > 5 hours ) measurements are made in order to

confirm if long term behavior matches that of the short. time

experiments, I.e., do "good" specimens from the short time tests

* tail, or begin to degrade at a later time. TSPC/DC measurements

are being made in order to see If a relationship exists between

*degradation phenomena and polarization mechanisms. As it turns

out, TSPC/DC measurements have not proven fruitful in terms of

degradation, but has provided a wealth of information concerning

polarization processes in BaTiO 3* This combination of

experiments, in conjunction with a thorough microstructural

analysis, represents a powerful tool for studying degradation.
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3.1 Literature Review

[Before presenting the results and discussion of our

investigation, a brief literature review will be presented so

-. that the conclusions reached later have meaning to the reader.

First a review of the mechanisms which have been found to

influence degradation will be presented.

3.1.1 Degradation Mechanisms

Previous studies have shown qualitatively thet the

degradation of BaTiO3 is dependent upon many factors. These

. include:

1) Choice of electrode material
2) Incorporation of water
3) Composition
4) Non-ohmic current injection

The first of these, the effect of electrode material, has

- been found to effect degradation either through electromigration,

or by the enhancement of one of the current injection modes.

Branwood and Tredgold 2 1 found that BaTIO single crystals tend to3

degrade only with Ag or Au electrodes; while Cr, Al, or Zn

electrodes formed stable combinations. Initially this was

*. thought to be due to an electromigration problem, but was later

ascertained to be enhanced hole injection at the anode. This

0 results in abnormally high current levels. Complexing of water

with electrode materials and subsequent migration through

structural imperfections is also thought to be responsible for

the low voltage degradation of multilayer capacitors.

The second mechanism concerns the incorporation of water into
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the dielectric either during firing, or by absorption of water

from the atmosphere under ambient conditions. Water incorporated

during firing exists in the lattice either as hydroxyl groups,

OH_, or as protons, H ~.These are thought to result in high

current levels due to their migration under the influence of a

II 22*field. Water can also form charged complexes with electrode

materials, which may result in dendritic growth through

*structural imperfections and subsequent failure. Past studies

- clearly show these mechanisms can be inhibited by annealing

BaTiQ in a dry atmosphere at temperatures greater than 1000 00,

and by hermetic sealing.

Varying the composition of BaTiO 3through the Ba:Ti ratio or

by doping greatly effects the degradation behavior. Studies in

the past qualitatively attribute this directly to the

corresponding variation in the oxygen vacancy (Vo

* concentration, and their migration under the Intluence of a high

field. Oxygen migration is thought to effect degradation as

illustrated in Figure 3.1.1a.

Positively-charged V o.migrate towards the cathode with a

corresponding migration of oxygen ions to the anode where oxygen

evolves. The V 0 pile up at the cathode, creating two Ti +3

centers (electron binding energy <.1 eV) to maintain electrical

neutrality. This region, characteristically blue, has a low

resistivity and slowly moves towards the anode, a "virtual moving

cathode". Current levels increase, leading to eventual breakdown

from ohmic heating or an electron avalanche, "Zener" breakdown.
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Figure 3.1.1a: Illustration of oxygen vacancy migration and
its effect on degradation.

Evidence supporting this model is substantial. Lehovic and

Shim 23 found degraded polycrystalline BaTiO3 formed a dark blue

low resitivity region at the cathode, and a dark brown high

resistivity region near the anode, corresponding to the V0
Heka 24  an an 25

concentration gradient. Glower and Heckman, and Payne found

from oxygen concentration cell experiments an inordinate

* proportion of ionic conduction at tempertures below 250 °C. Payne

also found those specimens exhibiting ionic conductivity tended

to degrade. Gruver et.al. 22 found that by hermetically sealing

the anode with a layer of BaTiO they could increase the
3

lifetime by 2-4 orders of magnitude compared with specimens

with only the cathode sealed.I

The addititon of donor impurities has been found to decrease

the degradation rate, due to the corresponding decrease In the

V '" concentration ( refer to Section 3.1.3B ). Gruver et. al. 22

found additions of cations with valency greater than +4 on the Ti
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site, or anions with valency greater than -2 on the 0 site

substantially improved the resistance to degradation. MacChesney

et.al. 26 found additions of La 3 to polycrystalline BaTiO 3

stabilized its resistivity, with a 0.5 mole % addition being

optimal. Lifetime compared to pure BaTiO 3 was increased from two

hours to over 1000 hours without a failure. Keck 2 7 found donor

additions to improve the degradation resistance of BaTiO 3 for

Ba:Ti ratios less than one, with a decrease in degradation

resistance if the Ba:Ti was greater than one.

Past studies have also indicated, though not conclusively,

that BaTiO 3  specimens exhibiting non-ohmic current-voltage

characteristics were those most likely to degrade (refer to

Section 3.1.2). Payne studied two mil thick BaTiO 3 capacitors

and found the current-voltage behavior to be accurately describedK
by Schottky emission. Those specimens exhibiting this non-ohmic

behavior were those most likely to degrade. Keck 2 7 found the

onset of degradation in BaTIO 3 to coincide with the field at

which space-charge-limited current began to occur.

The degradation of BaTiO 3 seems to be dependent upon many

factors. In our research program, we hope to delineate many of

these factors. The UMR/PSU joint effort on this problem is

progressing rapidly, with a substantial data base being

established on the undoped compositions before the effects of

dopants are considered. The results of this program are included

in Section 3.4
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3.1.2 Current InJection Mechanisms in Solids

Past studies 2 4'2 5 have indicated that there exists a possible

connection between non-ohmic current injection mechanisms and

electrical degradation. Sections 3.4 and 2.3.4 contain the I-V

behavior we have measured on various commercial and

laboratory-prepared specimens, the results of which are discussed

in terms of ohmic and non-ohmic behavior. Understanding the

analysis would be difficult without prior knowledge of injection

mechanisms. For this reason a brief review of the

current-injection mechanisms found to occur in insulators is

presented

Electronic conduction through an insulator can be separated

into three distinct phases: 1) carrier injection from the

metal electrode to the Insulator, 2) carrier motion through the

insulator, and 3) carrier extraction from the insulator to theJ

metal. Any observed steady-state electrical behavior exhibited

by a specific metal-insulator combination will necessarily be

controlled by one or a combination of these three phases.

When a metal and an insulator are joined, carriers such as

electrons or holes will diffuse from one into the other until

their Fermi energies align. If the work function of the metal is

less than that of the insulator (n-type conduction), then

electrons will transfer from the metal to the insulator, forming

an ohmic contact (Figure 3.1.2a). In this case, electrons are

able to move freely in either direction across the interface, not
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OHMIC CONTACT

METAL SEMICONDUCTOR

Ew E W

Figure 3.1.2a:_ Energy band structure of an ohmic contact for a
n-type semiconductor - metal junction.

effecting the conduction process. Therefore, for an

insulator with ohmic contacts biased under low fields, observed

steady-state electrical behavior will be controlled by the bulk

properties of the insulator, the second phase of the conduction

process. Ohmic behavior is the simplest case and is governed by:

J =q(]uE()

where: J =current density
q =electronic charge

(]=carrier concentration
u =carrier mobility
E =applied field

Note that bulk properties of the Insulator control the

conduction process. From this equation it can be seen that a

log J vs. log E plot would have a slope of one if ohmic behavior

were occurring.
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E

For thinner insulators biased under higher fields,

behavior may not be governed by bulk properties, but

three current injection mechanisms. These mecha

Schottky Emission, Tunneling, and Space-Charge-Limito

Each will be discussed separately.

Schottky Emission

I Schottky emission of electrons from a metal into a

is analogous to the the thermionic emission of elect]

metal into a vacuum. Essentially, this mechanis

the transfer of electrons from the electrode to the i

a result of temperature and field effects alone.

For a metal-vacuum system there exists a potential

£ the surface of the metal which keeps electrons fr(

(Figure 3.1.2b). The height of this barrier is equal

function of the metal.

0 X x
Inside Outside

BARRIER
WITH NO
FIELD* 8'

V) Potentiol Energy
Due to Field

•, / I(°

* i

BARRIER
WITH

FIELD

V

Figure 3.1.2b: Surface potential barrier at a metal s
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only those electrons with sufficient thermal energy to

surmount this barrier are spontaneously emitted from the metal

into the vacuum. Fermi-Dirac statistics describe the energy

distribution of electrons in a metal. As can be seen in Figure

3.1.2b, applying an accelerating potential "lowers" the barrier,

- representing a decrease in the effective work function of the

metal. Now, more electrons in the tail of the Fermi-Dirac

N distribution have sufficient energy to pass over the barrier.

The equation relating the current density of electrons being

emitted to the temperature and applied field is the equation for

* Schottky emission:

3 T 4amk'T exp{- 4T'Ej

h (2)

I=current density
mn electron mass
q =electronic charge
k =8oltzman constant

@1h =Plancks constant
T x absolute temperature
E =field

E. permittivity of free space

Note the resulting current density is strongly dependent upon

the temperature and the square root of the field.

Correspondingly, a plot of log J vs. E 12(constant temperature),

or log J/T 2 vs._ l/T (constant field) would be linear if Schottky

emission were occurring ( Figure 3.1.2c).

Although the equation for Schottky emission was derived in

terms of a metal-vacuum system, the same analysis applies for



SCHOTTKY EMISSION

I.-

i

• ,"

cost T nJ s const. V: In J/T* vs.T-

Figure 3.1.2c: Injected current density as a function of field.
and temperature governed by Schottky emission.

a metal-insulator system. The only difference concerns the

height of the surface potential barrier, which will now be

governed by the difference In work functions between the

insulator and the metal. The contact necessarily needs to be a

rectifying one, as the work function of the metal must be greater Cl
than that of the insulator. It Is also possible that the

rectification may be a result of a surface depletion layer, or a

surface dipole layer present at the Interface28. In any case,

electrons which are thermionically emitted from the insulator

enter directly into the conduction band of the insulator and are

swept towards the anode. This constitutes the Schottky emission

current.
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Several of the assumptions utilized in this approach which

may cause deviations from theory are: 1) interfacial conditions

15 are ignored, 2) the work function may be temperature dependent.

and 3) electrons may be reflected at the surface of the metal.

As mentioned previously, charge or dipole layers at the surface

may alter the effective work function of the the metal-insulator

contact. These arise as a result of surface irregularities and

interdiffusion of atomic species. The net effect is to change

the slope of the log J vs. E 12graph from expected values, but

the observed current density-field behavior does not change if

Schottky emission is still occurring. For semiconducting

insulators, the temperature dependence of the Fermi energy alters

the surface potential barrier. This has the effect of making the

constant voltage, log J/T 2 vs. graph nonlinear; however this can

be taken into account by determining the temperature dependency

of the Fermi energy. Ref le'ction of electrons at the metal

interface arises from quantum-mechanical effects, which allow the

electrons to be reflected at the potential barrier even though

they have sufficient energy to overcome it. A full

quantum-mechanical treatment of this phenomonem yields a minor

effect at extremely high fields and temperatures but produces a

more significant effect at lower fields and temperatures where

the electrons barely have sufficient thermal energy to clear the

lowered barrier. Certainly the effect could create no more than

a 1 % deviation, which is much less than experimental error.

Schottky emission has been found to occur in Insulating

materials with thicknesses on the order of 2 mils or less under
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applied fields of approximately 105 V/cm. These conditions

correspond to 250 V/mil, well within the fields withstood by most

* high voltage multilayer capacitors and the grain boundaries in

devices such as barrier layer capacitors and varistors. Several

authors have found that Scottky emission occurs in insulating

materials:

29Emtage and Tantraporn first observed Schottky emission in

100 A thick films of polymerized silicon oil with gold

electrodes. They concluded that at room temperature the current

is totally due to Schottky emission, but at lower temperatures

(-70°C) tunnel emission becomes dominant. They also observed

Schottky emission in 50 A thick Al2 03 and GeO2 .

Lengyel30 found that 1.1 mul thick films of polyethy-

lene-terephthalate and 2.2 mil thick films of polyvinylformal

* exhibit Schottky emission as the limiting factor when one tries

to establish a steady-state current. The fields varied from

20-200 KV/cm, and temperatures from 25 - 100 0C.

Tantraporn and Harris3' observed Schottky emission in 100

A thick mica.

Hacaskaylo3 2 measured 100 A thick films of Al 203 and

found that Schottky emission accurately described the

current-field behavior up to fields of 107 V/cm.

Payne 25 studied 2 mil thick BaTiO 3 capacitors and found that

the current injection mechanism exhibited the current-field,

current-temperature characteristics described by Schottky

emission. This study is of particular interest as Payne found

those capacitors exhibiting non-ohmic behavior tended to degrade.
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Johansen3 3 studied 0.1-1 u thick films of SiO 2 and

observed Schottky emission and the Poole-Frenkel effect. The

Poole-Frenkel effect is internal Schottky emission in which the

conduction process is limited by the enhanced thermal emission of

electrons from a discrete trap level into the conduction band.
W

Tunneling

Tunnel emission, also known as Fowler-Nordheim tunneling,

occurs in very thin insulators, 10-100 A, under fields on the

order of 107 V/cm. Unlike Schottky emisson in which electrons

pass over the surface potential barrier of the metal-insulator

contact, "tunneling" electrons pass through the energeti-

cally-forbidden region. The current density arising from such an

injecton mechanism is directly proportional to a transmission

coefficient which describes the fraction of electrons that tunnel

through the barrier.

IFor simple "square" barriers, the Schroedinger equation is

directly solvable, and an exact transmission coefficient can be

found. However, for barriers such as the effective surface

potential barrier of Figure 3.1.2b, the Schroedinger equation is

not solvable, and an approximation method must be used. For

tunneling, the Jeffreys-Wentzel-Kramers-Brilliouin (JWKB)

approximation theory is used. This theory is valid in the region

of a slowly varying potential, i.e., the momentum of the electron

does not change appreciably over a distance of several deBroglie

* wavelengths. The current density using this approximation method

is given by:
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4

E"q{ [42my ]"'SJ'8,, N exp 3riq E J

J current density (3)
q = electronic charge

E = applied field
= adjustable parameter

h Plonck's constant
z work function

m = electron mass
= adjustable parameter

A plot of log J/E2 vs E- I yields a straight line (Figure

3.1.2d). The important thing to notice is the temperature

independence, which makes it easy to distiguish from Schottky
4

emission.

TUNNELING

W

Iw

4 E t

•ln /E e  vs. E - 11

Figure 3.1.2d: Injection current as a function of field for
Fowler-Nordheim tunneling.

Tunnel emission in insulators has been identified

4 experimentally by several investigators:

Fisher and Giaever 3 4 observed that the current injection
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mechanism in 50 A Al 23 is tunneling emission.

Ekrut and Hahn3 5  performed extensive studies on tunnel

emission in Ta/Ta2 05 /Ag and Al/A1 20 3  junctions. Their oxides,

which were on the order of 10-50 A thlc', were grown by

careful oxidation of the electrode.

Maserjian and Zamani3 6 studied 50 A thick films of SiO 2

grown on silicon and observed classical Fowler-Nordheim

tunneling. An interesting finding of theirs was that the tunnel

junction degraded as a function of time, i.e., its current

increased. They explained this behavior by introducing the

formation of positive-charge centers which form at the interface.

As stated earlier, tunnel emission occurs only in very thin

insulators, which are on the order of several hundred / thick

under applied fields of 107 V/cm. This corresponds to 25,000

V/mil. Obviously, tunneling is not going to occur in multilayer

" capacitors; however, 10 V/cm also converts to 10 V/I00 A,

p which is not an unreasonable field to see applied across a grain

boundary. Matsuoka37 theorized that ZnO varistors work because

the electrons tunnel through a double Schottky barrier at the

grain boundary when a critical field is reached. Tunneling is

easily identified by its temperature independence.

Space-Charge-Limited-Current

For insulators with ohmic contacts biased under high fields,

it is possible for electrons to be directly Injected into the

conduction band of the insulator from the cathode. The injection

is at such a rate that all of the electrons cannot immediately
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move through the conduction band to the anode. This results In a

"space-charge" buildup at the cathode. This space charge of the

uncompensated electrons alters the f ield in such a way as to

limit the current, hence the name space -charge-l1imi ted current

(SCLC). This Is analogous to the limited emission of electrons

through a vacuum from cathode to anode first described by Child 8

*in 1911. Mott and Gurney 39pointed out that a solid-state analog

*of this phenomenom would be possible. Rose 40 later developed

this idea into a concise theory concerning SCLC and its

dependence upon the intrinsic properties of the insulators

themselves.

The main point is, insulators with ohmic contacts biased

under low fields will initially exhibit ohmic behavior, but at

some point the field will become high enough such that SCLC will

take over. The field at which this occurs will depend upon the

* bulk properties of the insulator, such as the free and trapped

carrier concentrations, and the overall defect chemistry.

* Different types of SCLC behavior will be exhibited for various

combinations of these quantities. Lampert and Mark41 explicitly

derived the various possible cases and their limitations.

Basically there are six cases which can arise: 1) perfect

trap-free insulator, 2) trap-free insulator, 3) insulator with

shallow traps, 4) insulator with deep traps, 5) insulators with

an exponential trap distribution, and 6) insulator with a uniform

trap distribution.

The current-field relationships governing each of these six

* relationships can be derived using Poisson's equation and the
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relationships describing the concentrations of free and trapped

carriers as a function of temperature and Fermi energy (Figure

3.1.2e). Each is discussed briefly below.

" ~n . E cli 
•  

"•

-..---..------- F. .

THERMAL STEADY-STATE""..
EQUILIBRIUM INJECTION

n. Nc exp F-Ec n Nc exp FEc
C kTkT

N, N
t.0 tF n,

Q kT n 4I-eo kT

Figure 3.1.2e: Band structure at thermal equilibrium and for
steady-state injection of electrons for SCLC.

U
Perfect Trap Free Insulator

A perfect insulator is free of traps, and has a negligible

concentration of free carriers. All of the injected electrons

remain free in the conduction band and contribute to the space

charge. The current density is given by:

where: c = permittivity of the insulator
u = carrier mobility
V = applied voltage
L = electrode separation

Note the current-field behavior; current increases with the
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square of the voltage, not linearly as in ohmic behavior. The

importance of this simple case is that it represents the highest

current which can flow when all traps are filled, and the

injected concentration of electrons is much greater than any

other contribution. Thus the trap-free insulator case is the

limiting case for all of the SCLC injection mechanisms at high

fields.

4 Trap-Free Insulator with Thermal-Free Carriers

In this case carriers are assumed to be present in the

conduction band due to the thermal ionization of electrons from

band to band processes or from donor levels lying close to the

. conduction band. If one looks at the concentratJn gradient of

electrons across the insulator ( Figure 3.1.2f ), it may be seen

that at low fields the thermally-ionized electron concentration

is greater than the injected concentration, and ohmic behavior is

dominant. However, when the injected electron concentration

exceeds that of the thermally-ionized concentration, then the

SCLC trap-free square law Is observed. Graphically this would

[ Iappear as a change in slope of magnitude 2 on a log J vs. log E

plot ( Figure 3.1.2g ). The critical voltage at the transition

" point is defined as:

8qnoL2
V (5)
c9

-47
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Figure 3.1.2f: Injected electron concentration as a function of
distance from the metal-insulator contact.

l

slope 2

JOhm's Law

S Trap - Free
Square Law

Ci

slopel

In E

Figure 3.1.2g: Current-field behavior for a transition from
40 ohmic to SCLC behavior when no=n (x) in Figure

3.1.2f.
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Insulator with Shallow Traps

If traps, which are initially empty, exist within the

insulator, the net effect would be to decrease the magnitude of

the injected current. Electrons which would have stayed in the

conduction band and contributed to the space charge, are

captured. For shallow traps, which are defined to be those lying

between the conduction band and the Fermi energy, the

*corresponding current density Is reduced by an amount , the

ratio of free to trapped carriers. Increasing the trap

concentration results in a transition to SCLC at a higher field.

Shallow traps may arise as a result of low lying acceptor

states, or dislocations. This case has been found to be a good

approximation for single crystals with a high chemical and

structural purity.

Insulator with Deep Traps

Undoubtedly, some crystals will contain traps which lie

energetically between the Fermi energy and the valence band,

i.e., deep traps. In this case, e, the ratio of free to

trapped carriers, is no longer field dependent. This is a direct

result of Poisson's equation and the relationships between the

free and trapped carrier concentrations. The result is that at

some voltage at which ohmic behavior ceases, there is a region

where the current abruptly increases instead of immediately

transforming to the trap-free square law. The steep rise

corresponds to a filling of the deep traps (Figure 3.1.2h).
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Pr fect Insulator with Deep Traps

SLOPE - 2

rap Free
Square Law

Ut

O s Law -Deep Traps Fled

SLOPEt .1

In V

Figure 3.1.2h: Injected current as a function of field for
an insulator with deep traps.

Insulator with a Uniform or Exponential Trap Distribution

Real crystals, particularily those of polycrystalline

materials, are unlikely to contain a single, discrete trap energy

but will most likely exhibit an energetic distribution of traps.

This distribution may be uniform or exponential. In any case,

the ratio of free to trapped carriers again becomes field

dependent, which results in a more gradual increase in

the current after ohmic behavior (Figure 3.1.2i). During trap

filling the current becomes dependent upon some power of the

field higher than two, dependent upon the trap distribution.

Eventually, a point is reached where all of the traps are filled

and again the trap-free square law takes over.
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Figure 3.1.21: Injected current as a function of f:
insulator with discrete or distributec

The consequences of the trap-free sq'iare law

paramount. In this region the current is limited (

space charge of the Injected electrons. It does n(

difference what Is in between the electrodes. This

remarkable result. The existence of an abnormally h

current in an Insulating device may not be due to pr

the insulator but may be due solely to the onset c

injection mechanism.
27

The derivation of the preceeding SCLC relatIonsh

upon two key assumptions: 1) the contacts are

otherwise unimportant, 2) the influence of the conti

conduction band profile, i.e. band bending, is cor
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depth that is small when compared to the insulator. O'Reilly and

DeLucia 4 2 and Rosenthal and Sapar 4 3 investigated thin insulatorsr
in which the contact regions are significant. Essentially, the

conductivity of the insulator increases as a resilt of the

overlap of the space-charge regions of the two ohmic contacts.
U

In this case, Rose and Lampert's theory become inapplicable.

Edwards and Jones4 4 addressed themselves to this problem by

modeling the the zero-bias conduction band profile and

investigated its effects on the current density-voltage

characteristics.

Space-charge-limited current has been found to occur in

insulators several mils thick under applied fields on the order

" of 1000-10000 V/cm. This correponds to only 25 V/mil, which is

not a high field and is well within the range of that applied to

MLC's. Evidence for SCLC in BaTiO 3 can be seen in several
!3

*. investigations.

Originally, Smith and Rose 4 5 observed SCLC behavior in CdS

single crystals.

Branwood and Tredgold2 1 and Branwood et.al.46 measured BaTiO 3

single crystals and found SCLC behavior described by:

2

J = a - + b (6)
L

where a,b = experimental parameters to fit the data
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Their single crystals were 100-600 u thick with applied

fields up to 8000 V/cm.

Rhys-Roberts and Tredgold47 studied BaTiO and found they
3

could accurately describe the resulting SCLC behavior by I
introducing the effects of a surface trapping layer.

Keck 2-A found that SCLC occurs in 10 mil thick specimens of

polycrystalline BaTiO 3. His data shows a distinct ohmic to SCLC

4 transition. In addition, those samples exhibiting SCLC behavior

had the highest tendency to degrade electrically.

More recently Burton20 has found SCLC behavior to describe

the current-voltage behavior of MLC's. The capacitors exhibit a

3/2 power dependency on the field which Burton has attributed to

electron emission from electrode protuberances in the dielectric.

Mark and Lambert 4 1 have shown theoretically that electron

emission from a hemispherical point results in a 3/2 power

dependency on the field. Burton also has shown how carrier

characteristics such as concentration and mobility can be

determined if trap filling is occurring.

Nepurek and Sworakowski48 developed an analytical method that

enables one to extract qualitative information about the

energetic distribution of traps from SCLC measurements. They

also described the effects of temperature, current instability,

and spatial non-uniformity of traps.

Mathur and Dahura 4 9 developed a distribution that broadly

encompasses all the characteristics of the Gaussian distribution

and accurately predicts the current density-voltage dependence in

the region from SCLC to ohmic behavior.
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"-. summary

Four current injection mechanisms have been found to occur in

solids: ohmic injection, Schottky emission, tunneling, and

space-charge-limited current. Figure 3.1.21 summarizes the

insulator thicknesses, current-voltage dependencies, and fields

under which each has been found to occur. The bottom line

concerning all these current injection mechanisms is:

current technological advances are aimed towards using thinner

and thinner dielectrics as the active layer in various electronic

devices. As thicknesses decrease, and the fields increase, a

Mechanism I -V Behavior Field Thickness

Ohmic log s. E low >several mils
slope = I

Schottky log J vs. E 0 Vkm <2 mils

Tunneling log J/E 2 vs. E-1 0 V/cm <400 A

Space log J vs. log E
Charg slopIO 10 V/cm several mils

Charge slope = 2

Figure 3.1.2i: Summary of the current injection mechanisms with

their field, thickness, and I-V behavior.
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departure from ohmic behavior becomes more likely, which in turn

may have a detrimental effect on the electrical properties of the

device. Multilayer capacitors, barrier layer capacitors,

varistors, and PTC devices have all been shown to exhibit

non-ohmic behavior. In some cases, this deviation results in

advantageous properties, whereas in others it limits their

capabilities. In any case, a thorough knowledge of the various

4current injection mechanisms found in insulators is needed.
Since our last progress report, many current-voltage

measurements have been made on both commercial and

laboratory-prepared specimens. In all cases, non-ohmic behavior

has been observed. Whether or not this is due to a non-ohmic

current injection mechanism is not known. Many of these same

specimens degrade, which may invalidate use of SCLC theory

altogether. Refer to Sections 3.3 and 2.3.4 for further analysis

of the current-voltage results.

!

I

I
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3.1.3 Defect Chemistry

In order to understand the electrical properties and

sintering behavior of BaTiO3 it is particularily important to

have a full working knowledge of the defect chemistry. Our

results indicate degradation is strongly dependent upon the

* composition; ie: whether or not nonstoichiometry results in a

second phase or alters the point defect concentration leads to

dramatic differences in the degradation rate. Understanding the

effect of adding dopants to the system also requires full

knowledge of the defect chemistry, as does understanding the

* sintering behavior. This section presents the proposed defect

model for BaTiO 3 as it has been elucidated in the literature,

mainly through high temperature electrical conductivity and

weight loss measurements. Throughout this section the defect

notation of Kroger and Vink50 will be used. The first part will

cover the case of undoped BaTIO

3.1.3A Undoped Barium Titanate

Three possible configurations need to be covered for undoped

BaTiO3: 1) stoichiometric ; 2) excess barium; and 3) excess

titanium.

Stoichiometric Barium Titanate

Past investigations of stoichiometric BaTIO 351-62 have shown

it to be an n-type semiconducting oxide. The defect model

developed assumes that the predominating defects are 0 vacancies
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ioII

(V ), electrons (n), holes (p), and Ba vacancies (VBa ). The

other major assumption is that the defects are fully ionized,

which is supported by numerous experimental results
5 1-62.

If band to band processes are occurring the intrinsic

ionization reaction can be written as:

Intrinsic Reaction: nil e' + h' (1)

K1 np (2)

If oxygen leaves its lattice position , it leaves behind a

vacancy and the corresponding electronic defects. This can be

written as:

Oxvgen Deficiency: 0 x 1/2 0 + Vo'" + 2 e' (3)
0 2 oK 3  n2  ""0 O (4) '

Although unlikely to occur, if excess oxygen is absorbed onto
I t% 

lJ JJ

the lattice then Cationic defects, VBa and VTi would form.

To simplify treatment it will be assumed that only VBa form

however if VTi forms the conclusions will not be altered, only

the formation reaction. This reaction could be written:

Oxygen Excesq : 1/2 02 ---7 0 + VBa + 2h' (5)
2 1 /2

K 2  VBa P02  (6)

Nature requires that the material as a whole remains neutral.
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The relationship relating the various point and electronic

defects is the neutrality condition:

Neutrality Condition n + 2 [VBate] = p + 2 [V o ] (7)

In general the defect stucture can be broken into three

regimes: low, intermediate, and high PO 's.
2

Low PO ; n = 2[V 0

Under highly reducing conditions the oxygen is removed from

the lattice, resulting in a conducting oxide . The predominating

point defect becomes V°  Using the preceeding equations the n,

p, and VBa concentrations are found to be:

I
n = ( 2K3 )1/3 P0 2-1/6 (8)

p = K1 ( 2K2 ) O3 P21/6 (9)

(VBa) ( K5 ) K1 2( 2K 3 )2/3 PO 2
1 /6  (10)

Therefore as the PO2 decreases the concentration of e' and

V increases, and the concentration of h and VBa" decreases.

This would continue until a second phase was exsolved.

Intermediate PO : Intrinsic Region

In this region either intrinsic ionization of electrons from

the valence band to the conduction band or formation of Schottky
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defects may be the dominating defect reaction. For this

L treatment, we will assume that the band to band process
1dominates. Usually this region Is Ignored as the concentration

of ionic defects and their corresponding electronic defects is

greater than the concentration of intrinsic electronic defects.

However, if the the band gap is small enough, and the

polycrystalline material Is very pure, then this region could

occur. For this region then the electronic def3ct concentration

is constant and expressed as:

n = p = constant (1

The corresponding V 0 and V Ba concentrations are

(V)= K 3n-2 PO21 /2  (12)

* ( -2 1/2 (3V Bal K =15 p PO2(3

Conductivity in this region would be constant, but the

*concentration of V 0.- would be suppressed.

E If Schottky defects prevailed, the cationic defects would be

constant and the electron and hole concentration would depend

upo PO- 1/4 and PO0 +1/4repcily

upon PP-p2  2 repetvey

p= [ Ba"

In this region we are assuming the oxygen is incorporated

IInto the lattice with a subsequent formation of V Bal V Ti
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could also form). Therefore a transition to p-type behavior

would be expected, and has been experimentally verified51 '5 4 '58

I The concentration of the corresponding ionic and electronic point

defects are then given by:

p = ( 2K5 )1/3 PO2 1/6 (14)

n = K1 ( 2K )-1/3 P02-1/6 (15)

* -2 ),2/3 -1/6 (6
Vo ") = K 3 K 1 2 ( 2K5  ) PO 2  (16)

Therefore with increasing PO2 the concentration of V " and2 Ba

L h" would increase, and the concentration of e' and V 0 " would0

decrease. Figure 3.1.3a is a Kroger Vink diagram representing

the defect scheme over the entire pressure regime.

U
STOICHIOMETRIC UNDOPED BaTiO 3

Region I Region 2 Region 3
n. 21Vo] ., . 2[V;]

-V--

log PO2

6 Fiqure 3.4.1a: Kroger Vink diagram for stoichiometric undoped
BaTiO3.
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It should be pointed out that another possibile defect

reaction could occur in the high PO2 region.. Chan 57 has

pointed out a PO2 1/4 dependency of the p-type conduction process.

This can be explained by assuming oxygen incorporated into the

lattice is filling V already present due to acceptor

impurities nearly always present in BaTiO3 on the order of 100

57, 58ppm5  . In this case the defect reaction may be expressed as:

1/2 02 + V°  0  0o X + 2 h" (17)

K17 = p2 [V °  ] PO2 1/ 2  (18)

If the concentration of holes is negligible compared to the

concentration of V, then

p K17 (V. 1 P 2 
1 4  (19)

Reactions of this sort emphasize the need to distinguish

between the two types of excess oxygen

1) Stoichiometric excess - more oxygen is incorporated into

the lattice than is needed to satisfy the valency of the

cations.

2) Lattice Excess - more oxygen is present than the

available number of lattice positions.

Under atmospheric conditions, BaTiO 3  will normally

exhibit n-type behavior, with a possibility of p-type behavior

* occurring at slightly higher PO2 Is.
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Ti 2 - Rich Barium Titanate

Considerable controversy has been raised over the issue of

the solubility of excess titanium onto the perovskite lattice of

BiO63,64,66 65BaTiO3 3 In 1955 Rase and Roy published the first

complete binary phase diagram of BaO - TiO 2 ( Figure 3.1.3b ).

It included a substantial amount of Ti+ 4 solubility, nearly four

0. uca 6 6
percent at 1400 C. Kulcsar examined up to one percent excess

Ti + 4 and found a second Ti-rich phase which he identified as
Ba~i Nega 6 3  41 0

BaTi307 Negas6 found the Ti-rich phase to be Ba 4Ti 3030' and

below 1320 0C found the adjacent phase on the Ti-rich side to be

Ba Ti 1740. Sharma5 6 more recently has found a intergranular

second phase which he has identified to be Ba 6Ti 1040 from the

ratio of Ti/Ba counts from microprobe analysis.

I I

- --- -- - -

1 i1

6S

e3_..3b _ Phase diagram of the binary system BaO-TiO .
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While the exact composition of the Ti-rich phase is not

* agreed upon, there is a general consensus that the solubility

range of Ti+ 4 onto the lattice is very small, on the order of <

0.1 . The following derivation of the defect chemistry assumes

some solubility is possible, and follows closely a method

ro 67,68introduced by Smyth

One additional equation needs to be introduced in order to

derive the defect chemistry. Excess Ti+4 absorbed onto the

lattice creates an V' and a V " . the underline indicating
- 1-Ba

their source. This reaction is written:

TiO d_ x +20x + V + V (20)

2  7 Ti 0o -o -Ba

SK20 [o' ][ V " ]i(21)20= --Ba aT1O2A

The neutrality condition becomes:

2[ V'" ] + 2( V " ] + n = p + 2[ V ] + 2[ V ] (22)-Ba Ba 0-o

We define PO2  to be the oxygen partial pressure where the

number of oxygen ions is exactly equal to the number needed to

compensate the cations present. le:

U,

No = NBa + 2 NTi (23)

In this case then the only ionic defects present are those

+44 due to the excess Ti ie:
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[ v " I = I V ." (24)

The theoretical PO2 regime is divided into 5 regions: 1) Very

low PO2 ; 2) Low P02 ; 3) Intermediate PO 2; 4) High P0 2 and 5)

Very high PO2.

VeryLow P0£ : Two Phase Region

In this region we have removed sufficient oxygen to cause a

second phase to exsolve, which for simplicity we assume to be

BaTi 3 07. A similiar set of equations could easily be derived

assuming the second phase to be either Ba4Ti13030 or Ba6 Ti1040*

The reaction occurring as the second phase exsolves can be

written:

U
3BaTiO 3 + 2V Ba + 2V 0 BaTi307 + 2BaBa + 200 (25)

20 x 0 + 2V + 4e' (26)
0 2+2

3BaTiO + 2V " __ BaTi 0 + 2Ba x + 0 + 4e' (27)
3 Ba 3 37 Ba 2

K27 = n [ VBal PO2  (28)

Essentially then, the second phase exsolving reduces the

concentration of the VBall Utilizing the fact that the activity

of the TiO 2 in this region is constant, the concentrations of the

other ionic and electronic point defects become:

S4K 27 )1/6 ( 20 aT1O2 )1/3 PO 2-1/6 (29)
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P=( 4K2 7 ) -1/3 -1/6

S2 2 0 aT12 1 P0 2

( [VBa"] = 2K27 -1/6 ( K20 aTi0 2 )2/3 K 1
1 /2 PO2 1 /6

Therefore the PO2 dependency of the e' and h' cc

Iremains unchanged, as will be seen in the next PO 2 re

Low P0 Single Phase, n = 2[V ]

e Before a second phase exsolves there is a PO2 reg

the predominate defects are V "'. In this range the

constant, fixed by the excess titanium present in

* Also, the concentration of oxygen vacancie

non-stoichiometry, Vo  , will be much greatez

concentration of oxygen vacancies due to the excess T

G V " The concentrations of the point defects become
-o

1/3 P0 -1/6n = ( 2K3 )/ P02O /

n=(2 3  2

-1/3 1/6p = K1 ( 2K) PO2

aTi2 = 1/2 K2 0 -1 V Bal ( 2K 3 )1/3 PO2-1/ 6

Intermediate PO2 : Excess Ti+4 Dominated

SAs the PO2 increases eventually the [ Vo  Iwlll
2 o

than the [ V " ]. In this region then the exc

dominating the defect scheme. The amount of soli

determine the range over which this region dominati

indicates this range will extend to atmospheric PO
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expect this region to be of paticular interest. The excess Ti+ 4

fixes the barium and oxygen vacancy concentration, ie:
r

V[V " = constant (35)
'-Ba -0

[ 0 >> [ v ' (36)

The defect concentrations become:

n = K31/ 2 (V''] 1/2 P0 2-1/4 (37)

P = K 3-1/2 [V 0''] PO2 1/4 (38)

aTO 2 =K 20 [V [-] a" ] = constant (39)

* Notice the 1/4 power dependencies of the electron and hole

concentrations; this would be a likely region for a n-p type
tranitio 5 1 ,5 4 ,5 8

transition Also note in this region the oxygen

concentration is exactly that required to compensate the cations.

High PO: V o' Filling, [VBa] Constant

As the PO 2 increases further, the V begin to fill, but the

[V remains constant ( closed system ). This fixes the hole

concentration, therefore the conductivity in this region would be

constant. The governing releationships become:

p = 2[ VB" ] = constant (40)
Ba
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n = 1/2 K 1  -VBa (41)

(V ] = 4 K1-2 K( 2 1/2 (42)
o1 K3  Ya 1  P02

aTi0 2 = 4 K1
2 K20 [VBa"]3 K3 PO 2 -1 2  (43)

Very High PO p = 2 [VBai]

Eventually the V will be filled, and excess 02 absorbed

onto the lattice now creates additional VBa" ( equation 5 ). In

this case the concentration of VBa " will be greater than the

concentration of MBa" " Excess 02 could also be compensated by

the formation of V T"", but for simplicity we will consider only
I I lI II

VBa . If V do form, the overall behavior remains the same,

only the details of the equilibrium constant and power of the PO2

dependency change. Interstitial 02 is also unlikely due to the

close-packed structure of BaTiO The defect scheme
3.

corresponding to this region

p = 2 [VB a ] ( 2K 5 )1/3 PO 2 1/
6  (44)

n = ( 2K5 2-i/3PO2 1/6 (45)

(V]2/3 -1/6V = K3 ( 2K 5 ) PO 2  (46)
-1

* aTiO 2 = K5 K3 K2 0  = constant (47)

This region is one of more theoretical interest, as a

substantial PO 2 would be required to reach It. In practical

situations the defect scheme will be dominated by the
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incorporation of excess Ti + 4 . Smyth6B has expanded this analysis

to include the effects of the V and the V°  forming a neutral

Ir. complex. This essentially results in a shorter region over which

the the excess Ti+4 dominates the defect chemistry, and decreases

the likelihood of a second Ti-rich phase exsolving as the PO2 is

areduced.

Figure 3.1.3c is a Kroger-Vink diagram of the five PO2

regions included in the excess Ti+ 4 analysis.

Region I Region 2 Region 3 Region 4 Region 5

n

[V 61 _

1/6

log

5 lo- I. ......- .- 1-4 -1/4

OT10 2  1/21/

1/ 6 ..: . ......... ................ . 2 .
-. /6

". -/2

log P0 2

Figure 3.1.3c: Kroger Vnk diagram tqr nonstoichiometric BaTiO 3

the case of excess Ti
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BaO - Rich Barium Titanate

Past studies have indicated that BaO does not go into

solid solution in BaTiO The question becomes, where

does it go and what phase does it form ? Some studies support the

theory that a Ba-rich phase such as Ba 2TiO 4 forms in the grain

boundaries. This second phase acts as a grain growth inhibitor,

resulting in porous structures. Our study has found sintering to

4be inhibited the only if the calcination temperature of the

BaTiO is greater than approximately 800 °C. Ba-rich BaTiO 's3 3

calcined at lower temperatures sinter to dense structures,

exhibiting normal grain growth. (refer to Section 3.5:

69Microstructure ) Anderson has attributed this phenomena to

the existence of BaCO 3 remaining in the ceramic, which turns into

Ca liquid at low temperatures and aids the sintering. However, we

do find that the resulting Ba-rich phase is Ba TiO and it does
2 4

reside in the grain boundaries.

It has also been suggested that the excess Ba may form a

superlattice accomodation of BaO layers such as the SrO layers

theorized to exist in SrTiO 70 However, more recent studies

seem to indicate these Ruddleson and Popper phases are

nonexistent in BaTiO 3. Nonetheless, if the excess Ba does not go

into solid solution, then it will have no effect on the defect

chemistry of BaTiO It does have an effect on sintering

characteristics and electrical properties, such as resistivity

and degradation. These effects are covered in section 3.4.
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3.1.3B : Doped Barium Titanate

Two possible schemes need to be derived; 1) Donor doping and

2) Acceptor doping.

Donor Doped BaTiO

The incorporation of cations onto the Ba2 lattice position

with valency greater than +2, or cations onto the Ti+ 4 site with

valency greater than +4 constitutes donor doping. Donors have an

effective positive charge with respect to the lattice due to

their "donation" of an electron either to the conduction band, or

+33to some Ionic point defect. For BaTiO 3 common donors are La +

and Nb+ 5

Two possible compensation mechanisms occur when a donor is

added to BaTiO3, depending upon the dopant concentration.I
Numerous studies27 '7 1 '7 2'5 5 '7 3 have shown that the resistivity of
BaTiO 3 exhibits a minima with respect to the donor doping levels.

This minima occurs for doping levels around several thousand ppm,

at which point further additions of dopant dramatically

increases the resistivity. This behavior is interpreted as the

change in compensation mechanism from ionic to electronic, and

back to ionic as doping levels increase. ie:

Resistivity. High Low High

Donor < 1000 ppm 1000-4000 ppm > 4000 ppm
Concentration:

Comgensation Ionic Electronic Ionic
Mechanism:

S-;0-



These phenomena are all easily explained by simple analysis

of the defect structure. Equations #1-6 still apply; the net

effect of the donor dopant is to change the neutrality condition.

It becomes:

Neutrality Condition

n + 2 [VBa"] = p + 2[Vo0"+ [D'] (48)

If we assume the donor is electronically compensated, then

for every donor added, an electron state is created which lies

close to the conduction band in energy ( ionization energy <0.1

eV ). Physically, the electron lies in the 3d band of the

titanium ion; changing it to a +3 valence state. Conduction can

be characterized either by a small-polaron hopping model from

Ti+3 to Ti+3 , or by conduction within the 3D band of Ti. The

defect scheme can be divided into three PO2 pressure regimes, as

was done for the stoichiometric undoped case in section 3.1.3A.

The low and the high PO2 regions remain unchanged, these being

the cases for which the defect chemistry is dominated by VO  and

o VB" respectively. The high PO2 regime becomes one of moreVBa2

theoretical than practical interest, as the addition of donors

will move this region to PO2 's much greater than 1 atm 02.

The defect chemistry of the intermediate PO2 regime is

dominated by the addition of donors, and represents the only

change to the overall defect chemistry.

T-7
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Intermediate PO: Donor Dominated

In this region the electron concentration is fixed by the

concentration of the donor. le:

n n = (D] = constant (49)

The concentration of the other defects becomes:

p = K1  [D] (50)

[V 0 K 3 n
- 2 P02-1/2 (51)

The range over which the donor dominates the defect chemistry

depends upon its concentration. Several thousand ppm donor added

to BaTiO 3
5 ' 54 results in a semiconducting material which is dark

blue in color; electronic compensation is occurring. Figure

3.1.3d is the Kroger Vink diagram for the doped case.

Region I Region 2 Region 3

1I/6
n

" /4
log- [ "

p - [ o 1 --.. ... " .

I//B

\P

log Po2

Table 3.1.3d: Kroger Vink diagram for the case of donor-doped
BaTiO 3.
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In the higher PO2 range lesser or greater additions of donor

result in a tan, high resistivity material. In this case the

donors are being compensated ionically; for every two donors

added one oxygen ion is absorbed into the lattice, and the donors

become compensated by the formation of a cationic type defect.

The exact mechanism is still not well understood, however the

behavior Is well described. In the lower PO2 regions, the excess

oxygen is lost and the donors once again are compensated by

electrons. It is assumed that oxygen interstitials will not form

to compensate the donors due to the close-packed structrure of

the perovskite lattice.
6

Acceptor-Doped BaTiO3

Incorporating cations onto the Ba+2 site with valency +1, or

cations onto the Ti+4 site with valency less than +4 constitutes

acceptor-doping. Common acceptor dopants for BaTiO3 are Mg+2

3 +4
and Al+ , both of which fit onto the Ti site. Acceptors are

negative with respect to the lattice due to their "acceptance" of

an electron from the valence band, an ionic point defect, or a

trap. Acceptors can be compensated electronically or ionically,

similiar to the donor-doped case. Electronic compensation

involves the formation of holes in the valence band, and may

result In p-type behavior. Ionic compensation occurs when the

acceptor dopant fixes the V concentration. In BaTiO 3  the

latter is nearly always the case. The net effect of the

acceptors is to change the neutrality condition of the defect
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chemistry. It becomes:

Neutrality Condition:"

n + (A'] = p + 2(V 0] (51)
m0

In the low PO 2 region the defect scheme is dominated by the

presence of V , equation 3. Increasing the PO 2 moves us into

the acceptor-dominated region. Here the V 0 concentration is0

fixed by the acceptor concentration. ie:

2[Vo ' = [A'] (52)

The corresponding defects are given by:

n = K 3 1/2V ] PO 2  (53)

p = K1 K3-1/2 [V ]1/2 P0 2 1/4 (54)

Therefore the electron concentration is suppressed, which

would be reflected by a corresponding decrease in the

conductivity. As the PO 2 is increased further the V 0

concentration decreases slightly as excess 00 x is added. We see

the hole concentration is increasing while the electron

concentration decreases. As long as the number of oxygen ions is

less than the number of cations present, n-type behavior will be

observed. However, as we pass this point equation 54 will

dominate and a switch to p-type conductivity will oc..ur. This

corresponds to region #3 on figure 3.1.3e, the Kroger Vink
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diagram for acceptor-doped BaTiO Note V are still present
-3.

. due to the acceptor present. The range over which the acceptor

dominates the defect chemistry will depend upon its

concentration.

ACCEPTOR - DOPED BoTiO 3

Region I Region 2 Region 3

n

[ . " , 1

[-..Le I ,: ...... : ........ ........ .. .......... ............ .. ........ .........

elog f t ac o

1/ 1/

*P. 3.

~log P02

FIume 3.1.3e: Kroger Vink diagram for the case of acceptor-
doped BaTiO 3 .

.'-Sharma s  found this to be the defect structure of Al-doped

1/4BaTiO 3 . The p-type region was characterized by a PO 2

•dependency, matching the predicted behavior. An important

assumption here is that the change in V °0 concentration as

oxygen is absorbed is small compared to the V0  concentration

0 set up by the acceptor dopant.
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3.2 Compositions / Test Specimens

3.2.1 Compound Preparation

The method utilized for preparing the barium and strontium

titanate compositions used in this study was first described by

Pechini Essentially the process involves the quantitative
p

mixing and and dissolution of the desired cations into an organic

solution. The cations link to the oxygen radicals of the organic

network in a random fashion, evenly dispersing the cations and

dopants The advantages to using this method include:

1) Powders are chemically homogeneous, with an evenly

distributed dopant concentration . This is never the case

when using titanates which have been prepared under the

assumption that solid-state diffusional processes go to

completion.I
2) Resulting crystallites are uniformly-sized and very small;

approximately 500 angstroms in diameter.

3) Powders require no ball milling or grinding, eliminating

the addition of impurities often added during this step.

4) The process is simple and easily repeated. This should

allow for meaningful comparison of results; not only of

our own but with other studies' results also utilizing

this process.

The experimental procedure involved in this process is

outlined in Figure 3.2.1. A complete list of the raw materials

and their respective sources is contained in Table 3.2.1. The

steps in the entire process are as follows:
-
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8001 (c

aPress pellets and

paint Pt electrodes

Vacuum fire at 13750(-1 hr.

Anneal in dry air 1050-C-6 hr.

- Figure 3.2.1: Typical flow sheet for preparation of BaTiO3capacitors.

a) An organic Ti+ 4 solution is prepared by mixing 200 ml oi

tetraisopropyl titanate (TPT) with 400 grams of anhydrous

citric acid and 600 ml of ethylene glycol in a 2000 ml

beaker. This solution is heated on a hot plate at

approximately 1500C to dissolve the citric acid and the

white hydrated TiO 2 which forms upon initial mixing. The
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Raw Materials and Sources

Material Source

BaCO 3  E.I. DuPont, De Nemours & Co.
Solid State Dielectrics Div.

SrCO3  E.I. DuPont, De Nemours & Co.
Solid State Dielectrics Div.

Tyzor TPT E.I. DuPont, De Nemours & Co.
(tetraisopropyl titanate) Chemicals Division

Ethylene Glycol E.I. DuPont, De Nemours & Co.
Chemicals Division

Anhydrous Citric Acid Chem Tech Industries

Al(NO 3 )3-xH 20 Apache Chemicals

La2 (CO3 )3 -xH 20 Apache Chemicals

Niobium Oxalate Fisher Scientific

Zirconium Acetate Fisher Scientific

Mg(N03 )2 Fisher Scientific

PbCO3  Fisher Scientific

Table 3.2.1 Raw materials and their respective sources.

concentration of Ti+ 4 in this solution is determined by

careful thermogravimetric analysis.

b) The cationic sources of BaCO3, SrCO 3, MgCO).

La 2 (CO 3 )3 -xH 2 0, AI(NO 3 )3 -xH20, and PbCO 3 are also

thermogravimetrically analyzed. Reaction products are

always X-rayed to ensure completion ot rhoreact on anrij

purity of the end product. These sources :eadily dissolve

in the organic Ti+4 solution, hence it is not necessary to
S

predissolve them.
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COMPOSITIONS STUDIED

Nonstoichiometric:

Ba xTiO 3  x = 0.96, 0.97, 0.98, 0.99, 0.995, 0.998, 0.999,
1.000 1.001, 1.002, 1.005, 1.01, 1.02,

1.03, 1.04

U)
Donor - Doped:

Ba xLa xTiO 3  x = 0.001, 0.005, 0.01, 0.05

BaTi 1xNbx03  x = 0.001, 0.005, 0.01, 0.05

Acceptor - Doped

BaTi lxAlx03 x = 0.001, 0.005, 0.01, 0.05

BaTi 1xMgxO3  x = 0.001, 0.005, 0.01, 0.05

Curie Point Shifted

Ba xSr xTiO 3  x = 0.05, 0.10, 0.15, 0.20, 0.25
1-BaIxPbxTiO 3  x = 0.05, 0.10, 0.15, 0.20, 0.25

BaTi x Zrx0 3  x = 0.05, 0.10, 0.15, 0.20, 0.25

Table 3.2.2: Compositions prepared for degradation study.

degradation. This variation will also allow us to study the

effect of density, grain size, and porosity on the degradation.

The doped compositions were chosen in order to study the affect

of both donor and acceptor dopants on the degradation. Note both

A and B site dopants have been chosen. All the compositions have

also been prepared for strontium titanate.

Twenty-five gram batches of all 73 compounds have been

prepared. Larger quantities of the compounds have been made in
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order to restock supplies and to supply the UMR / PSU program.

(see section 1.2.2)

3.2.2 Pressing Test Specimens

r After the calcination step of the preparation process, the

powders are transferred to a Spex mill jar and subsequently

"Spex-milled" to help break up the agglomerates present. Then,

six weight percent polyvinyl alcohol solution (PVA) is added and

thoroughly mixed , again with the Spex mill. The powder is now

ready for pressing.

* The powder is pressed into disks using a 1.25 cm diameter

stainless steel die at a compaction pressure of 3500 kg/cm2

50000 psi ). The thickness of the specimen depends upon the

experiment in which it will be used. Previously, Keck27 had

encountered rupture problems during die release which he solved

using a vacuum die. Our PVA binder system eliminates this

problem.

To date, a complete set of ten .5 gram pellets has been

pressed for each of the 73 compositions being studied. In

addition, nearly 750 pellets have been pressed (and fired) for

the joint PSU/UMR program.
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3-.2.3 Sintering-

After pressing, the pellets were sintered in a SiC muffle

tube furnace. An additional furnace was built in order to

facilitate rapid firing of all of the initial 730 pellets, which

is now complete.

Several problems were encountered during the sintering

process which delayed electrical measurements until they were

solved. These problems and the solutions we found to them are

included here in order that it may be of some help to others who

have encountered the same difficulties.

1) Initially the pellets were fired on a zirconia setter covered

with ZrO2 powder, but this resulted in unwanted surface

contamination. Therefore, a layer of BaTiO 3was substituted,

both above and below the specimens. This solved the

contamination problems but introduced problems with sticking.

Powder stuck to the surface can be ground away; but we have found

that those specimens which are ground contain impurities from the

polishing media or suffer mechanical damage which alters the

electrical properties. Though expensive, our final solution has

been to sinter the samples on platinum foil. This also allows

for stack firing of up to 24 pellets at a time. Since we started

this practice, no problems with contamination have occurred.

2) The next problem encountered was sintering the pellets to a

high density. The doped compositions sintered to high densities,

95 % theoretical at 1375 0C- 4 hours, but the undopF

compositions proved to be more difficult to sinter. While we
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found these easy to sinter to any density 92 %, increasing the

density above this point using the compounds prepared by the

organnometallic technique was difficult. This is particularily

true for the nonstoichiometric BaTiO 3 's, as the presence

of excess barium or titanium drastically changes the sintering
74-79

characteristics. Many studies in the past have addressed

this problem. Bratschun7 4  found the final density of

stoichiometric BaTiO 3 is limited by the entrapment of pores due

to rapid grain growth. He obtained high densities by firing at

1350 °C for times of 50 hours or greater. Miller 7 5 sintered

BaTiO 3 to 99% theoretical using an addition of 0.8 wt % sugar,

but this required a firing time of 200 hours at 1350 °C.

Anderson 76  studied the initial sintering characteristics of

BaTiO 3 and found oxygen ion vacancy diffusion through the grain

boundaries controlled the initial sintering rate. Hyatt et.al.77

found maximum densities were achieved in the 1260-1320 0C range,

generally on the order of 93-95 % theoretical. Kulcsar78

sintered BaTiO with variable Ba:Ti ratio and found excess barium
3

inhibited grain growth, while excess titanium did not.

Anderson 7 9 found the sintering rate of Ba-rich BaTiO 3 , prepared

by the organometallic technique, depended strictly upon the

calcination temperature. Calcining at 700 0C results in the

excess barium existing as BaCO 3, which was found to increase the

densification rate due to enhanced grain boundary diffusion of

oxygen ions. Calcining at 1000 0C results in the formation of

BaO, which was found to hinter the sintering kinetics.

The problem became one of obtaining a high density without
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firing the pellets for 200 hours. Initially, samples were

sintered by placing them in a cool furnace, heating the furnace

to either 1325, 1350, 1375, or 1400 0 C at 7 0 C/minute, holding

the temperature from 1--4 hours, and then cooling at approximately

4 0C/minute. Densities for the Ti-rich compositions were never

above 91 %6 theoretical due to rapid grain growth entrapping

* pores. Maximum densities were obtained at 1325 'C, but resulted

* - in a non-uniform grain size due to exaggerated grain growth.

Ba-rich compositions, which were calcined at 850 0 C, sintered to

92 %6 theoretical. Ba-rich compositions calcined at 7500

sintered to 97 %6 theoretical, reflecting the results obtained by

65Anderson . Stoichiometric compositions sintered to 93 %6

theoretical. Obviously, only the excess barium compositions

calcined at low temperatures gave satisfactory results.

The next step tried was vacuum firing for short times at the

temperatures which had previously yielded the maximum densities,

generally 1350 0 C. This resulted in an increase in the density

on the order of 1-2 %6 across the board, but unfortunately

resulted in not only extremely large grain sizes for the excess

titanium compositions, but also reduced the specimens, thereby

decreasing their resistivity. Subsequent annealing in air at the

sintering temperature never seemed to completely bring the

samples back to a fully-oxidized condition.

The last step tried was to leave the furnace constantly at

the sintering temperature, and push the samples directly into the

hot zone af ter binder burnout in a region at 450 0 C. After

various sintering times the pellets were pulled out and quenched
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into a region of the furnace at 700 0C. After half an hour the

pellets were moved to the "cool" end of the muffle tube, still

300 0C, from which point they were transported into the room and

cooled on an insulator. The results of this method are contained

in Tables 3.2.3a-d. In all cases, the density was substantially

improved. We are not sure why rapid sintering results in this

behavior, but it may be due to lesser time being spent In a

temperature region where the grain growth mechanism does not

result in densification (i.e. surface diffusion).

Maximum densities for the excess-titanium compositions are

still only 94-95 % theoretical, but this is quite good

considering the sintering time. Density in this case is limited

by the entrapment of pores, which can be seen in the

microstructures of Section 3.2.4. A great deal of grain growthU
has occurred for all these compositions due to exaggerated grain

growth. The excess-barium compositions sintered up to 97.5 %

theoretical, without any excessive grain growth. This is due,

again, to the BaCO3  leftover from the low calcination

temperature. Refer to this Section 3.2.4 for a complete

microstructural analysis of the undoped BaTiO 3 compositions.

Summary

All of the specimens required to carry out our degradation

* and TSPC/DC measurements have been pzepared. This represents

about 1500 specimens, including those prepared for joint use with

PSU. Numerous problems were encountered, but were overcome to a

* great degree. In general:
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Ba 9 8T10 3

38

r Firing (C/hrs) Density (g/cm 3 ) % Theoretical % Open Porosity

1250 / 4 5.07 84.5 8.2

1325 / 2 5.48 91.3 1.6

U 1325 / 4 5.60 93.3 0.0

1375 / 1 5.53 92.2 0.1

1375 / 2 5.57 92.9 0.5

1375 / 4 5.61 93.5 0.1

1400 / 4 5.46 91.0 0.4

Ba TiOU .99 3

Firing C/hrs) Density (g/cm ) Theoretical % Open Porosity

1250 / 4 5.05 84.2 8.4

1325 / 2 5.39 89.9 2.2

1325 / 4 5.68 94.7 0.0

1375 , 4 5.65 94.1 0.5

1400 / 4 5.42 90.4 0.0

TABLE 3.2.3a: Densities of barium titanates Ba:Ti = .98, .99

a
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Ba . 9 9 5 TiO 3

Firing (C/hrs) Density (g/cm3 ) 3 Theoretical % Open Porosity

1200 / 4 4.63 77.2 14.9

1250 / 4 5.39 89.8 4.3

1325 / 2 5.47 91.2 0.9

1325 / 4 5.64 94.0 0.0

1375 / 4 5.42 90.3 0.3

1400 / 4 5.54 92.4 0.0

aBa 
1 0 00 TO 3

3Piring (C/hrs) Density (g/cm3 ) % Theoretical % Open Porosity

1200 / 4 5.14 85.6 7.3

1250 / 4 5.60 93.3 1.6

1325 / 2 5.62 93.6 0.7

* 1325 / 8 5.66 94.4 0.3

1375 / 4 5.69 94.9 0.1

TABLE 3.2.3b: Densities of barium titanates: Ba:Ti = .995, 1.000

0
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Ba1. 0 0 5 Ti0 3

I
Firing (C/hrs) Density (g/cm 3 ) % Theoretical % Open Porosity

1200 / 4 5.41 90.1 3.5

1250 / 4 5.53 92.1 2.6

1325 / 2 5.60 93.3 1.1

1325 / 4 5.65 94.1 0.8

1375 / 2 5.63 93.8 1.2

1375 / 4 5.66 94.3 0.6

1400 / 4 5.55 92.5 0.0

U
Ba1.01 TiO3

Firing (C/hrs) Density (g/cm 3 ) % Theoretical % Open Porosity

1200 / 4 5.40 90.0 4.1

1250 / 4 5.52 92.0 1.7

1325 / 2 5.54 92.3 1.4

1325 / 4 5.63 93.8 0.2

1375 / 8 5.60 93.4 0.6

1400 / 4 5.55 92.5 0.0

TABLE 3.2.3c: Densities of barium titanates Ba:Ti = 1.005,
1.01
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Ba1 0 2 TiO3It I
Firing (C/hrs) Density (g/cm3 ) % Theoretical % Open Porosity

1200 / 4 5.57 92.8 1.9

1250 / 4 5.68 94.6 0.8

1325 / 2 5.64 94.0 1.9

1325 / 4 5.75 95.9 0.3

1375 / 4 5.74 95.6 0.7

1400 / 4 5.84 97.3 0.0

TABLE 3.2.3d: Density of barium titanate Ba:Ti = 1.02

I) Pellets need to be fired on platinum to eliminate surface

contamination and sticking problems which result from the use of

ZrO 2 or BaTiO 3 powder to cover a setter.

2) The best densification for the undoped compositions is

obtained by rapid firing the pellets. The sintering temperature

and time is dependent upon the degree of nonstoichiometry.
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3.2. 4 MICROSTRUCTURE

A thorough microstruccural analysis is necessary in order to

characterize the specimens in terms of grain size, porosity, and

chemical homogeneity. Towards these ends a scanning electron

microscope (SEM) is being used to take micrographs of the fired

surface and the fracture surface of the specimens being used for

degradation. Initially, optical micrographs of these specimens

were being made but problems associated with polishing and

etching were too numerous to obtain sufficient resolution and

quality.

Figures 3.2.4 - 1 through 3.2.4 - 50 represent the

microstructures of the undoped BaTiO 3 compositions which were

used for degradation and TSPC/DC studies ( section 4 ) A

c implete listing of the grain sizes for these specimens is

contained in Tables 3.2.4a-b. The densities and porosity values

are contained in Tables 3.2- 3  Keep in mind the amount of

porosity as seen in the fracture t-irtazes may appear higher than

measured values due to the effec-t of porosity on cleavage paths,

and grain pullouts. Kevex measurements were made on various

specimens to detect possible second phases; these analyses are

contained within the individual microstructural evaluations. Not

all ot the conclusions drawn on the microstructures are evident

in the micrographs; notes were taken during SEM sessions to allow

for a more complete analysis than could be covered by pictures

alone. A short analysis of each specimen studied follows:
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Ba:Ti Ratio Firing (OC/hrs) Grain Size Range Average
(microns) (microns)

1250 - 4 <1 - 6 2

.980 1325 - 4 <1 - 2 1
10 - 50 EGG 35

1375 - 4 10 - 80 EGG 40

1250 - 4 <1 - 2 1

.990 1325 - 4 <1 - 2 1
10 - 40 EGG 30

1375 - 4 10 - 50 EGG 25

1250 - 4 <1 - 2 1

.995 1325 - 4 <1 - 2 1
10 - 80 EGG 45

1375 - 4 10 - 40 EGG 20

---------- - - --- -

1250 - 4 1 - 8 4

1.000 1325 - 4 1 - 12 5

1375 - 4 1 - 11 4

1250 - 4 <1 - 8 3

1.005 1325 - 4 <1 - 15 10

1375 - 4 3 - 30 13

Table 3.2.4a Grain size ranges and averages for the undoped
BaTiO3 compositions.
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Ba:Ti Ratio Firing (0C/hrs) Grain size Range Average
(microns) (microns)

-------------------------------------------------------------------------

1250 - 4 <1 - 8 3

1.010 1325 - 4 <1 - 10 2

1375 - 8 1 - 10 5

1250 - 4 <1 - 8 2

1.020 1325 - 4 <1 - 12 6

1375 - 4 <1 - 15 7

Table 3.2.4b : Grain size ranges and averages for the undoped
BaTiO 3 compositions.

I

The micrographs utilize the following abbreviations

TD = theoretical density
OP = open porosity
GS average grain size ( line intercept method
S = fired surface
F = fracture surface
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Ba 9 8 Tio 3

1250 0 - 4 hours At this sintering temperature we do not

expect liquid-phase sintering to occur. The microstructure

exhibits a variable grain size ranging from sub-micron to 8

*. microns in diameter, the variability probably due to agglomerates

which sintered together. Normal grain growth Is occurring, but

not with a great deal of densification, Indicating the sintering

fat this temperature may be surface-diffusion controlled.

Porosity is entirely intergranular, the majority of which is

open. No evidence of a second phase Is detectable.

1325 °C - 4 hours At this firing temperature liquid forms

(refer to Section 3.2.3) and enhances the sintering. This

specimen exhibits exaggerated grain growth (EGG). The larger

grains are 10-50 microns in size, with the small grain matrix 1-2

microns. The distribution Is approximately 50/50. From the

1] fracture surface it can be seen that the small grains are

sintered well, with a small amount of intergranular porosity.

Porosity is nearly entirely closed, as evidenced by the large

amount of intragranular porosity contained in the large grains.

Not evident on the micrograph, but a recrystallized second phaseF. was evident in the grain boundaries. Note the large grains

fractured through the grains.

1375 °C - 4 hours Increasing the sintering temperature

resulted in virtually no increase in density, but did allow EGG

L... to completely absorb the smaller grains. The grain size now
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. Ba:Ti =.98 1250°C 4hrs Ba:Ti =.98 1250 °C 4hrs

S84.5 %TD GS=2p t-t 84.5 %TD GS=2,u
S8.2 %OP I0p 8.2 %OP I y

SFigure 3.2.•4-1 : S Figure 3.•2.•4-2 : F

c i Ba:Ti =.98 1325°C 4hrs Ba:Ti = .98 1325°C 4hrs

- U'- . I ',

AAk

933 %TD GS=Ip - 93.3 % TD GS=Ip ;

0.0 % OP I35pEGG lOp 0.0% OP 351 EGG l0p

Figure 3.2.4-3: S Figure 3.2.4-4: F

Figures 3.2.4, 1-4 : Microstructures of the undoped BaTiO3 ' s.
- T=Ba:Ti = .98
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Ba:Ti =.98 1375°C 4 hrs Ba:Ti = .98 1375°C 4hrs

0- ""- A , ., IW o
A. , ,. ,•

)K

-40 * $

. . n _ _V' L* - ....

IA

93.5 % TD GS 40 ,- 93.5 % TD GS 40I

0.1% OP IOyJ 0.1 %OP lop

Figure 3.2.4-5: S Figure 3.2.4-6: F

Ba:Ti=.98 1375*C 4hrs Ba:Ti 99 1250°C 4hrs
AA

92.2%TD GS=40p 84.2 % TD GS=Im

0.1 % OP 1? 8.4 % OP Iu

Figure 3.2.4-7: F Figure 3.2.4-8: S
-------------------------------------------------------------------------
Fingures 3.2.4 2 5-8: Microstructures of the undoped BaTiO .

Ba:Ti = .98, .99
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ranges from 10-80 microns, with nearly total intragranular

porosity. A second phase is evident in the grain boundary, with

*the Kevex unit finding the Ba:Ti ratio in this region to be

around three. Whether this phase is BaTI307 , Ba 4TI 1 30 3 0, or

Ba 6 Ti 7 04 0
5 6 ,6 4 ,7 0 is indeterminable, as the Ba:Ti ratios of all

of these Ti-rich phases lie close to three.

Ba 99TiO3

1250 °C - 4 hours This porous specimen exhibits a grain size

on the order of 1-2 microns, with a great deal of open,

intergranular porosity. Normal grain growth is occurring, as

evidenced by the uniform size and shape of the grains. Some

clustering is seen, probably due to agglomeration of the powder.

No evidence of a second phase can be seen.

1325 °C - 4 hours Increasing the firing temperature results in

EGG as in the Ba:Ti = .98 specimen. However, the portion of

large grains has decreased to approximately 30 % of the specimen,

due to the lesser amount of the Ti-rich liquid phase. The 1-2

micron grains have sintered to a dense structure, the majority of

the porosity being intragranular within the large, 10-40 micron

grains. Small amounts of a second phase are in the grain

boundaries.

1375 'C - 4 hours Exaggerated grain growth has engulfed the

smaller grain matrix, resulting in large grains 10-60 microns in

diameter. This specimen decreased slightly in density, which is
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Ba:Ti =.99 1250°C 4 hrs Ba:Ti =.99 1325 0C 4hrs

. , >+ s... , , , , . .

.,, 
..j -. - ..- .. ,*.-* .. . . . ", .. -

.. • ... . . . .i" , i

84.2 %TD GS=Ijj 94.7 % TD GS=Ipu

:'8.4 % OP i 0.0 %OP =30pEGG lOp

Figue 3.' .4-9" S Figure 3.2.4-10: S

Ba:Ti-= .99 1325"(3 4hrs Ba:Ti =.99 1375°(C 4 hrs

• '., , 
-, "

-a,4--- 
a -,

.,-£ .,-. , - .. .,+ .

4 -, l _.-. p..

94.7 %TD GS=Ip 94.1 %TD GS25 ?-5'

0.0 % OP =30.u EGG '0 M 0.5 % OP IOpl

Fitgure 3.2.4-11: F Figure 3.2.4-12: S

Figures 3.2.4 ; 9-12: Microstructures of the undoped BaTiO3 's.

Ba:Ti = .99
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probably due to the high grain growth rate and the resulting

large amount of intragranular porosity. A second phase is

evident in the grain boundary.

Ba 9 9 5TiO 3

04 1250 0 - 4 hours : This porous specimen exhibits 1-2 micron

grains, with a large amount of intergranular porosity. Normal

grain growth is occurring, as evidenced by the uniform grain size

and shape. No second phase is evident. This specimen is very

simillar in appearance to the Ba:TI =.98, and .99 specimens fired

at the same temperature.

1325 °C - 4 hours: This firing temperature results in a duplex

structure of large, 10-80 micron grains, interdispersed with

small, 1-2 micron grains. This is due to EGG. Porosity is

intragranular and closed. The large grains exhibit an

interesting phenomena on their surfaces, appearing to have

0recrystallized from surface diffusion or an evaporation-

condensation process.

1375 °C - 4 hours This specimen has large grains, 10-40

microns in size, as a result of liquid phase sintering. The

grain size is somewhat smaller than the 1325 °C firing due to

uniform liquid-phase sintering of the entire matrix compared to

the EGG of a few large grains. Porosity is closed and

intragranular. Less second phase is evident in the grain

boundaries compared to the Ba:Ti =.98, and .99 specimens.
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Ba:Ti.99 1375*C 4hrs Ba:Ti =.995 1250°C 4hrs

- -i 7pjS .,. , .-
'

94.1 %TD GS= 20p 89.8 % TD GS~l. ; :

0.5 % OP I0)1 43 % OP IO0)1

JIJ' 14.1. A-.

acI

9.8%TD GS20p 89. %TD GS= p
4. .% OP 430. % OP =4,uEG 0p

Figure 3.2.4-13: F Figure 3.2.4-14: S

Ba'Ti = 995 '250°C 4hrs Ba:Ti- .995 1.3259 4hr

. _ ,-h ...99.

Figure .. 41: F, Figure :. :. 3,.2.- S
------------------------------------------------------------------

Figures 3.2.4 ; 13-16: Microstructures of teudedBaTiO^'s,
•Ba:Ti = .99, .995 I
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Ba:Ti =.995 1325°C 4hrs Bo:Ti .995 13250C 4hrs

4:w

* 'I

iiil '! ' ii

94.0 % TD GSI u 94.0% TD GS=Ij
0.0 % OP =45pjEGG IOp 0.0% OP =45jEGG lop

Figure 3.2.4-17: F Figure 3.2.4-18: S

Bo:Ti =.995 1325 0 C 4hrs Ba:Ti =.995 1325*C 4hrs

I"A

94.0% TD 94%TD GS =Ip
4.%TDGS= Iy , O.0%OP =45p EGG Isu

0.0 % OP = 45p EGG lOp

F-vurp J.2.4-19: S Figure 2 .2.4-20: S

;.'.. = - .2.4 17-2u Microstructure3 of the undoped BaT!i 3 ' >
ba:Ti = .995
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Ba:Tj = .995 13750C 4hrs Ba:Ti =.995 13750C 4hrs

ffa -Ti 1.0 120. 4hs B:i 0.0 1*5*

AAi

[,,
A Ba=i =.95175C4hyB T.=99 :35(34rs .

i7

| I 11 - - ,. . ... "

90.3 % TD GS:20 90.3 %TD GS20 4 t

0.3 % OP Iop 0.3 % OP lop
Figure 3.2.4-21: S Figure 3.2.4-22: F

SBa:Ti = 1.00 125000 4hrs Ba:Ti = 1.00 1250C 4hrs I

-1 0
.* ._ ' J.I. v  V

.- -+' .. ._ _ .. -"- ... ._ . .. . , 3  -

93.3 % TD GS 4pu I 93.3 % TD GS 4p'
0.6 %OP lOp 0.6 %OP IOpu

Figure 3.2.4-23: S Figure 3.2.4-24: F

Figures 3.2.4 ; 21-24: Microstructures ot the undoped BaTiO 's.
Ba :Ti = .995, 1 .0003
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Ba TiO- 1. 000 3

1250 °C - 4 hours : This specimen exhibits a grain size ranging

from 1-8 microns, with an average size of 4 microns. Normal

grain growth is occurring. With a density of 93.3 % theoretical,

this sample sintered amazingly well. The fracture surface broke

through the grains, unlike any of the other 1250 0 C specimens

with Ba:Ti < 1. Porosity is mostly intergranular, and slightly

connected, with a very small amount of intragranular porosity.

This particular specimen showed regions within the dielectric

that were very porous, Figures 3.2.4: 25-26 , which are probably

due to uneven distribution of the PVA binder sytem.

1325 _0C - 4 hours This specimen differs from all those with

Ba:Ti < 1 in that it exhibits no trace of exaggerated grainU
growth. This indicates the composition must be stoichiometric,

or very nearly so. Normal grain growth is occurring, with the

grain size ranging from 1-8 microns. The fracture surface

reveals some intragranular porosity, but the majority is

intergranular.

1375 °C - 4 hours Even 60 0C above the eutectic temperature of

Ti-rich BaTiO3 this specimen shows no sign of liquid formation

and the associated increase in the sintering rate. Normal

grain growth is occurring, with a grain size ranging from 1-10

microns. A slightly larger amount of intragranular porosity is

present, which is not surprising as the increased grain growth

rate will allow more pores to be absorbed rather than expelled.
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Ba:Ti=l.00 1250*C 4hrs Ba:Til.00 12500C 4hrs

,.::

'+.# ' . ... .-. .+,+"

I. ... 9A .+ .. .. . , , - +; ' t , +

.~Y.

93.3% TD GS=4? 93.3%TD GS=4,
1.6 %OP lOO) 1.6 % OP lOpu

Figure 3.2.4-25: F Figure 3.2.4-26: F

Ba:Ti= 1.00 1325C 4hrs Ba'Ti=l.00 1325 0C 4hrs

++, +.+t-,,;? ,.-, x WAII L , + '+

93.6 % TD GS=5,up 93.6%TD GS =5p
0.7 %OP I0op 0.7 %OP IOpu

•Figure 3.2.4-27: S Figure 3.2.4-28: F

Figures 3.2.4 ;25-28: Mcrostructures of the undoped BaTiO3 s.

Ba:Ti = 1.000
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I

Ba:Ti= 1.00 1375 "C 4hrs Ba:Ti=I.O0 1375C 4hrs

A, ( .

46':50
94.9 % TD GS=4u '- , 94.9 % TD GS=4p

0.1 % OP IOu 0.1% OP I0 

Figure 3.2.4-29: S Figure 3.2.4-30: F

I Ba:Ti=I.O0 1375C 4hrs Ba:Til1.O0 13751C 4hrs

/~ V1

LL

*,, . , . .' -- ;' tS, f . L .% . _. - -L

0.1%OP - .10 1%OP I 0,U
F i cire :2.4- 3 1 Figure 3.2.4-32: F

r.'s t' ru" t ,, .--f

.4 § 2 M~rostuctre5I te undoped BaTi0 A.
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Ba TiO3

1250 00 C 4 hours The compositions with excess barium sintered

much better than expected. Refer to Section 3.2.3 for a full

explanation .At this firing temperature the specimen exhibits

normal grain growth, the grains ranging from 1-8 microns in size.

Several porous regions were found within the dielectric, but it

is not known if this is due to a processing step, or some

inherent result of the excess barium. Porosity is both

intergranular and intragranular, the value of open porosity being

2.6 %. The intragranular porosity is rectangular in shape, which

is unusual. No evidence of a second phase present.

1325 00C - 4 hours :At ths sintering temperature grain growth

is markedly increased. The specimen consists mainly of grains on

the order of 10-15 microns in size. Very few regions of 1-2

*micron grains are seen. The density of this sample is only 2%

more than the 1250 00 firing run, but it has much larger grains.

Porosity is mostly intergranular, but closed. No evidence of a

second phase is present.

1375 00C - 4 hours The grains have grown very large at this

firing temperature, ranging from 5-30 microns. Although no

second phase is detectable, something in addition to the pure

BaTiO must be present to sinter these specimens so well ( see
3

section 3.2.3). The porosity is mixed evenly between

intragranular and intergranular. The fracture surface shows the

fracture plane passing through the grains instead of strictly
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Ba:Ti=l.005 1250*C 4hrs Ba:Ti=I.005 1250"C 4hrs

4,.0

IPAIP

, ,~~~. kA, " ,, . )I~ A*

A-.

92.1% TD GS=3p 921%TD GS=3p
2.6 % OP IO p 2.6% lop

Figure 3.2.4-33: S Figure 3.2.4-34: F

Ba:Ti =1.005 1325°C 4hrs Ba:Ti=I.005 13250 C 4hrs
I

94.1 % TD GS=IOp 94.1% TD GS=lOp ,

0.8 % OP lop 0.8 % OP lOp
Figure 3.2.4-35: S Figure 3.2.4-36: F

Figures 3 .2 .4 ; 33 -36 : Microstructures of the undoped BaT1O3's.
Ba:Ti = 1.005
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Ba:Ti 1.005 137500 4hrs Ba:Ti= 1.005 1375C 4hrs

94.3 % TD GS=I3p . 94.3 % TD GS= 13p -

* 0.6% OP lop 0.6% OP lop
Fiqure 3.2.4-37: S Figure 3.2.4-38: F

Ba:Ti= 1.01 1250C 4hrs Ba:Ti 1.01 1250 °C 4hrs

92.0 % TD GS=3p 92.0 % TD GS=3p

'p lOp
Figure 3.2.4-39: S Figure 3.2.4-40: F

figures 3.2.4j 37-40: Microstructures of the undoped BaTiO s.
Ba:Ti = 1.005, 1.01
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through the grain boundaries, indicating some sort of reaction is

occurring in the grain boundaries during sintering. No evidence

of a second phase is present by inspection and Kevex.

Ba TiQ
-. 01 3

1250 .C - 4 hours This specimen has a density 92.0 % of

theoretical, with only 1.7 % open porosity. The grains range in

size from submicron to 8 microns, with the porosity being mostly

intergranular. A few very porous regions appeared in the

interior of the dielectric, probably due to improper binder

mixing. This composition sinters better than expected, refer to

Section 3.2.3 for a full explanation. No evidence of a second

phase by inspection or Kevex.

1325 °C - 4 hours Surprisingly this specimen does not exhibit

. grains larger than the 1250 0 C specimen. These range from 1-2

microns, with only a few areas exhibiting 7-10 micron grains.

Density increased only 0.3%, and the open porosity decreased to

0.3 %. Normal grain growth appears to be occurring. Porosity is

intergranular, with a small amount of intragranular porosity

evident in the larger grains. The large grains are probably

agglomerates which sintered together. Still no evidence of a

second phase.

1375 0C - 8 hours At this temperature normal grain growth is

occurring, the grains ranging in size from 3-10 microns. The

density is up to 93.4 % theoretical, with the open porosity down

to .6 %. Porosity is mostly Intergranular. Some areas appear to
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Ba:TiI.01 1325*C 4hrs Ba-.Ti=I.OI 132500 4hrs

ItI

II

lop I # 9:38 % TD GS =2p
935.8 % TD 0.2%0OP GS=2p 0.2 % OP I0op

Figure 3.2.4-4t: S Figure :3.2.4-42: F

BaTi = 1.01 1375°C 8hrs BaTi =1.01 1375°C 8hrs

OY%6 .C4h,(

I 'Ok

93.4 % TD GS=5IP 93.4 % TD GS=5p

0.6 % OP 0%Sp 0.6% OP I0)

Figure 3.2.4--43: S Figu re 3.2.4-44: F

Figures- 3.-2. 4_ 4.1-44; Micrstiirtures of the undoped BaTiO31S.
Ba:Ti= 1.01
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have a second phase present, appearing as small globules, but

Kevex results show these to be BaTiO 3 .

Ba TiO
-102 3

1250 °C - 4 hours This specimen sintered to 92.8 %

theoretical, which was unexpected. Grains are mostly 1-2 microns

in size, with a few areas of 8-10 micron grains. Whether these

areas are due to agglomerates or the presence of a barium-rich

phase is indeterminable. Porosity is mostly intergranular, and

only slightly connected ( open porosity = 1.9% ). Still no

evidence of a second phase with the Kevex unit.

1325 C - 4 hours Increasing the sintering temperature in

creased the overall grain size; now the microstructure exhibitsm
only a few regions of 1-2 micron grains. Porosity is

intergranular, and closed. Density is 95.9 % theoretical, which

is very high for a barium-rich BaTiO 3  No evidence of a second

phase is present.

1375 °C - 4 hours Increasing the sintering temperature again

has increased the grain size, but this time it has a detrimental

effect on the density, decreasing it 0.3 %. As is evident from

the micrographs, the increase in grain growth rate has resulted

in more intragranular porosity than the 1325 0 specimen. The

grain size ranges from 1-15 microns, but only a few regions of

the smaller grains is can be seen. Surprisingly, still no

evidence of a second phase is observed.
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Ba:Ti =1.02 1250 0C 4hrs Ba:Ti = 1.02 1250 °C 4hrs

" " , 2'"

94.6.% TD GS=6p 94.6 % TD GS=62p
0.8 % OP l 0.8 % OP l0)1

Figures 3.2.4-45: S Figure 3.2.4-46: F

Figure 3.2.4 -47: S ir rcue oFigure 3.2.4-48 Fa s

Ba:Ti=1.02
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* Ba:Ti =1.02 1375 C 4hrs Ba'Ti=1.02 1375°C 4hrs

' 
9'

95.6 % TD GS =7p i 95.6 % TD GS=7p

0.7 % OP i0 % OP I3)J

Figure 3.2.4-49: S Figure 3.2.4-50: F

U Figures 3.2.4 : 49 - 50: Microstructures of the undoped BaTiO 3 's
Ba:Ti = 1.02

Microstructure Summary

The results of the microstructural analysis on the undoped

BaTiO 3 compositions can be summarized as follows:

Ba:Ti Ratio < 1.000

1) Compositions fired at 1250 0C - 4 hours exhibit normal

grain growth, intergranular porosity, a 1-2 micron grain

size,intergranular fracture, and no evidence of a second

phase. No liquid-phase sintering.

2) Increasing the sintering temperature to 1325 °C - 4 hours
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results in a duplex structure of very large, 10-80 micron

grains interdispersed with small, 1-2 micron grains. This

is due to exaggerated grain growth, the degree of which

increased as the amount of excess titanium increased. The

excess titanium forms a liquid phase at 1312 0C. Porosity

is intergranular in the small grain matrix, and

intragranular in the large grains. Fracture is through

the grains. A second recrystallized phase is evident in

the grain boundaries.

3) Increasing the sintering temperature to 1375 0C - 4 hours

results in a completely large-grained microstructure, on

the order of 10-80 microns. This is due to uniform

liquid-phase sintering of the matrix compared to the EGG

of a few grains. Increasing the amount of excess titanium

increases the final grain size. Porosity is closed and

mostly intragranular. Fracture is through the grains. A

second, recrystallized phase is evident in the grain

boundaries.

4) Individual grain surfaces on the fired surface exhibit a

great deal of angular "steps" and planes, which are
0

indicative of the crystal orientation. This type of

surface is usually generated by either an

evaporation-condensation process or surface diffusion

process.

Ba:Ti = 1.000

* 51 The stoichiometric composition exhibits normal grain
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growth at all sintering temperatures, indicating the

absence of a Ti-rich phase. Grain sizes range

V Ba:Ti > 1.000

6) The excess barium compositions sintered better than

expected. This is believed to be due to the presence of

BaCO leftover from the preparation process, which
3

dissociates at low temperatures ( 811 °C ) and aids the

sintering. This is supported by the fact that changing

the sintering temperature from 1250 0C to 1375 0C did not

change the porosity or density significantly (< 2% ) for

- any of the barium-excess compositions.

7) Compositions sintered at 1250 0C - 4 hours exhibit normal

grain growth, grains in size from submicron to 8 microns,

and intergranular porosity,

8) Increasing the sintering temperature to 1325 0C - 4 hrs

results in similiar structures with a slight increase in

the density and grain size (3-10 microns), and a decrease

in the porosity. Only the Ba:Ti = 1.005 deviates from

this behavior. It exhibits a larger grain size, 10-15

microns, and as a result contains a greater amount of

intragranular porosity. No reasons as to why this occurs

is evident from the microstructure.

9) Increasing the sintering temperature to 1375 C - 4 hours

results in structures similiar to that of the 1325 0C - 4

hours specimens with an increase in the grain size and a
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decrease in the density. This is due to the enhanced

grain growth rate allowing more pores to be absorbed

instead of expelled. Again the Ba:Ti = 1.005 specimen

deviates, exhibiting a larger grain size.

Specimens with excess barium contained a large number of

grains with "lines" through them, which may be indicative of

twinning. The excess titanium specimens did not exhibit this

structure. The variations in microstructure between these

compositions had a large effect on the degradation; refer to

Section 3.4.1 for an analysis of the current-time behavior of

these specimens.

3.2.5 Electrodnn

After sintering, the pellets were electroded with a fritless

Pt paste and subsequent heating to 800 0C for 3 hours. The

circular electrodes were kept at least 1 mm from the edge to

prevent surface conduction problems. The choice of Pt as the

electrode material for the specimens was based upon past studies

which have found that other electrode materials such as Ag, Au,

Pd, or combinations thereof can result in electromigration,

enhancement of current injection mechanisms etc. Platinum has

never been found to exhibit such problems.

Prior to testing the electroded units are stored in a dryU

atmosphere to prevent adsorption of water from the environment.

Failure to do so results in erratic I-time behavior.

To date, all of the pellets needed for our studies have been
I

eletroded.
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3.3 ELECTRICAL MEASUREMENTS

High-voltage degradation measurements have been carried out

on the undoped BaTiO 3 compositions with Ba:Ti = 0.980, 0.990,

0.995, 1.000, 1.005, 1.010, and 1.020 at 85 0C and 150 °C with

applied fields ranging from 500 to 8000 V/cm. All measurements

have been made in a dry atmosphere to date. The majority of

these measurements are a result of the UMR/PSU joint program

described in Section 1.2.2. . Both universities are making I-time

measurements, with a purposeful overlap to ensure consistency of

results.

3.3.1 Measurement System

The experimental apparatus used to make these measurements is

illustrated in Figure 3.3. Each component will be describedI
separately:

Furnace - The furnace consists of a Cu inner shell with a

heavy Cu faceplate, which is wrapped with heat tape and

surrounded by one inch of fibre insulaton. Copper was chosen to

insure an even temperature distribution. The entire unit is

surrounded by an Al box which not only physically contains the

insulation and inner shell, but when grounded serves as the

shielding. An Omega 6100 temperature controller with a variable

autotransformer is capable of varying the furnace temperature up

to 300 °C, with a variation of ± 0.7 °C maintainable for an

indefinite period of time.

b
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S1601 HP 3054DL

KEKEITHLEY 1601 9

KEITHLEYIGHELECTROMETEPL

I

Figure 3.3.1 Current-time, voltage measuring system.

Atmosphere System - The atmosphere system is used to run

either dry or humid atmospheres through the furnace. Dry

0 atmospheres are obtained by passing air through an in-line

dessicant. Humid atmospheres are obtained by passing the furnace

air through water, which is heated in an Erlenmeyer flask wrapped

*with heat tape. A dew point hygrometer was used to calibrate the

relative humidity as a function of water temperature, keeping the

gas flow rate constant.

* Electrical Measurement System - The current readings are

collected using a Keithley 619A two-channel electrometer operated

by a Hewlett Packard 85 computer. The voltage supply is a

* Keithley 1608 high-voltage supply, capable of delivering 3100
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VDC. The system is currently capable of measuring two specimens

at a time. Specimens are mounted in spring-loaded test fixture

which is connected to the electrometer with coaxial cable to

minimize no4se problems.

3.3.2 Ex perimental Procedure

Current-time Studies

Numerous difficulties were encountered collecting the I-time

data. A precise procedure must be followed in order to get

reproducible results. A review of the problems is included here

in order that they may be helpful to someone else making these

measurements.

1) Specimen Handling - In order to obtain high fields across a

specimen with minimum voltages it is necessary to use theU
thinnest specimens practical. Unfortunately, the thinnest disk

units obtainable by dry pressing are about 10 mils thick. In our

joint PSU/UMR program we initially tried to press thicker units,

and then subsequently ground them thinner using a diamond wheel

with alcohol as the lubricant. This worked just fine until the

current measurements were analyzed. Random results were the

nuLrm, no matter how we re-sintered or dried the specimens. The

specimens appear to have suffered irreparable damage, probably

surface cracks.

The problem was eliminated by building a protection circuit

for the electrometer, which allowed the use of higher voltages to

be used without concern for a sample short. This circuit can be

a simple neon bulb placed in parallel with the electrometer,
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across which the voltage will drop should a short develop. PSIJ

has developed an alternate, more sophisticated protection

circuit.

Another important precaution to take is to store the

specimens to be measured in a sealed container with dessicant

immediately after heating to attach the electrodes. Samples

stored under ambient conditions yield inconsistent results,

undoubtedly due to the absorption of water.

2) Requilibration - Two questions arise when studying

degradation concerning the measurement procedure. a) Does

allowing a specimen to degrade invalidate further data taken on

the same sample at higher f ields ? b) Is the degradation of a

specimen a reversible process ? ie: Can a degraded sample be

brought back to an undegraded state ? Past studies 2,0only

monitored the leakage current until degradation became evident,

at which time the field was removed In order to not destroy **'.

specimen. A standard wait time was employed between

measurements. In our study we wish to monitor specimens

degrading in order to obtain further clues as to what is

happening.

With this in mind I-time measurements were initially carried

out to standard times independent as to whether degradation was

occurring or not. A standard wait time (30 minutes) was used,

after which the field was Increased and the next I-time

measurement was performed. The results obtained in this manner

can be summarized by:]

1) The current does not always increase as the field is
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increased.

2, Sometimes the current value starts off at the same level

1E at which it ended on the previous run.

These results could imply that the resistivity of the sample

is dependent upon the field, but this is unlikely in light of the

P. magnitude of the field increase. It is unlikely that the carrier

mobility is sufficiently dependent on the field to account for

the observed behavior. In addition, if the same field is

- successively applied the current does not duplicate the previous

result, but instead starts off at a level corresponding to the

previous run's final current. Obviously the degradation is

permanently affecting the resistivity of the specimen. Any

current measurements taken on a sample which had been previously

degraded were meaningless. Increasing the wait time or shutting

off the field when degradation began resulted in the same

unrepeatable results.

The question then is, can a degraded specimen be brought back

to an undegraded state? To answer this question we measured the

leakage current of a specimen which exhibited degradation, then

removed the sample and heated it at an elevated temperature. The

* I-time experiment was repeated, and compared to the previous run.

In this manner we have determined the answer to be yes; a sample

can be brought back to an undegraded state if the ref iring is

sufficiently high. our degraded specimens required firings of at

least 1000 00C for 8 hours in order to be "re-equilibrated". To

be on the safe side a 1200 0C- 8 hour reequilibration is

currently being used in our studies. Following this treatment
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the samples give reproducible results.

This type of behavior In itself is an important clue to the

mechanism behind the degradation process, the consequences of

which are discussed in Section 3.4.

Even those samples not exhibiting degradation gave improved

repeatibility of results if a reequilibration was performed

between I-time measurements.

I-time Procedure - Based upon the previous mentioned problems

the following procedure was adopted for the I-time measurements:

1) Following electroding, specimens are stored in a sealed

container with a dessicant.

2) Specimens are loaded in the furnace, the temperature

equilibrated, and the I-time data collected.

3) Regardless if degradation occurred or not, the specimens

are removed and reequilibrated at 1200 °C for 8 hours.

Ferroelectric-Paraelectric Behavior - Some doubt arises

concerning the value of measuring the degradation tendencies of

BaTiO 3 above the Curie temperature, where the crystal structure

is cubic. In our study we are measuring the degradation

0tendencies at 150 C. If the trends remain the same for both the

ferroelectric and the paraelectric regions, then we could

conclude that degradation Is not dependent upon the lattice

structure. This would be another important clue in determining

the mechanism behind degradation.

Current-Voltage Studies

Past studies have indicated that degradation is due to, or
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* perhaps results in, non-ohmic current injection behavior. For

this reason we are interested in studying the I-V characteristics

of the specimens being studied for degradation behavior. This

analysis requires no additional results other than the I-time

data which was collected as a function of applied field. Simple

plots of log current density (J) vs. log field (E) will reveal if

non-ohmic behavior is occurring. Refer to Section 3.1.2 for

background information on current injection mechanisms. Several

important problems need to be considered:

1) A matter of what time to take a current reading for I-V

analysis arises. Should the current reading be the

minimum value, equilibrium value, or a value at constant

time ? There are arguments in favor of each, so in

Section 3.4.2 the figures appear with the I-V behavior at

various times.

2) The validity of applying non-ohmic current injection

analysis to specimens which exhibit degradation is

questionable. Equations describing the current injection

mechanisms assume quilibrium is attained, which obviously

never happens if degradation is occurring. What has been

referred to in the past 38as non-ohmic behavior based upon

I-V curves may be nothing more than high current levels

due to the degradation process.

For those specimens which attain equilibrium current values

for various fields, current injection analysis may be utilized

a with confidence, but that is the only case.. Any other behavior

makes the analysis uncertain.
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L- 3.4 Results and Discussion

Fr High-voltage degradation measurements have been made on the

the undoped BaTiO 3's for Ba:Ti = 0.98, 0.99, 0.995, 1.000, 1.005,

1.01, and 1.02, at 85 and 150 °C under applied fields ranging

from 500 to 8000 V/cm. In order to obtain a matrix of varying

densities, porosities, and grain sizes, specimens were sintered

at three temperatures ( 1250, 1325, 1375 0C - 4 hours ) . In

this manner, the effect of each of these variables on degradation

can be evaluated. All measurements have been carried out in a

dry atmosphere. The majority of these measurements are a result

of the UMR/PSU joint program. PSU has made the electrical

measurements at 85 0C, while UMR has provided the test specimens

and made the degradation measurements at 150 0C. A purposeful

overlap of I-time measurements were initially made in order check

consistency, the results of which were excellent. Analysis of

these data will be broken up compositionally, and by the ]
measurement temperature. References to the microstructure,

density, porosity, and grain size sections of this report are

numerous, and therefore referall between sections is

recommended. Data Is presented in the form of I-time results,

with the corresponding I-V curves. The results from the 85 °C

measurements will be presented first, followed by those made at

150 °C. Tables 3.4.a, 3.4.b, and 3.4.c contain the current

density values for the undoped BaTiO 3 's sintered at 1250, 1325,

and 1375 0C under applied fields of 500, 1000, 2000, 4000, and

8000 V/cm at 9000 seconds
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Field (V/cm) Ba:Ti Ratio Current Density (amps/cm2 )

0.980 1.02 x 10 - 9

0.990 1.86 x 0
-100.995 4.24 x 101

500 1.000 4.81 x 10

1.005 2.87 x 108

1.010 6.08 x 108

1.020 7.97 x 10
8

0.980 3.86 x 1o
- 9

0.990 4.19 x 10
9

0.995 8.95 x 10

1000 1.000 9.12 x 10 1

1.005 1.03 x 10-_

1.010 1.33 x 10
7

1.020 1.08 x 10 7

0.980 1.24 x 10
- 8

0.990 1.15 x 10
8

0.995 2.47 x 109

2000 1.000 1.88 x 10 -9

1.005 6.89 x 10- 7

1.010 8.53 x 10-7
1.020 3.40 x 10

U 0.980 3.49 x lo -8

0.990 2.12 x 10 -9
0.995 5.41 x 10 - 9

4000 1.000 3.59 x 10-

1.005 2.21 x 10-6
1.010 1.99 x 10-6
1.020 5.28 x 10

0.980 4.44 x 10 - 8

0.990 1.82 x 108
0.995 7.84 x 10 9

p 8000 1.000 1:08 x 10 8

1.005 5.98 x 10 6

1.010 5.33 x 10-6

1.020 1.79 x 10 6

TABLE 3.4a: Current density values at 9000 seconds for the
undoped BaTiO3 's fired at 1250°C for 4 hours.
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Field (V/cm) Ba:Ti Ratio Current Density (amps/cm
2

0.980 7.57 x 10-10
0.990 1.51 x 10 - 9

0.995 1.22 x 10- 1
500 1.000 5.19 x 10-10

1.005 4.34 x 10-8

1.010 1.00 x 10- 7

1.020 2.86 x 10-8

0.980 2.18 x lo
- 9

0.990 3.83 x 10
9

0.995 3.18 x 10- 1
1000 1.000 6.97 x 10-10

1.005 8.37 x 10 -

1.010 1.37 x 10-8
1.020 3.62 x 10 -

0.980 4.42 x 10 -9

0.990 1.04 x 10-
8

0.995 1.65 x 10-8

2000 1.000 3.48 x 10-
1.005 3.60 x 10-7
1.010 5.62 x 10-7
1.020 2.30 x 10

0.980 1.33 x 10
- 8

0.990 5.18 x 10-8

0.995 2.46x 10-7

4000 1.000 5.15 x 10 - 9

1.005 1.53 x I0 6

1.010 3.05 x10
- 6

1.020 9.48 x 10
- 7

0.980 9.32 x 108
0.990 3.40 x 10- 6

0.995 6.93 x 10-8
8000 1.000 2.21 x 1o

1.005 7.19 x 10-5
1.010 1.90 x 10 -

1.020 5.01 x 10 -6

TABLE 3.4b: Current density values at 9000 seconds for the
undoped BaTiO3 Is fired at 1325

0C for 4 hours.
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Field (V/cm) Ba:Ti Ratio Current Density (amps/cm
2

0.980 9.56 x 19
- 10

0.990 2.06 x 10- 9

0.995 1.81 x 109
500 1.000 1.79 x 10 -9

1.005 1.13 x 10 -8
1.010 2.58 x 10 -9
1.020 6.57 x 109

0.980 2.84 x 10
- 9

0.990 6.77 x 10- 9

0.995 6.48 x 10- 9

1000 1.000 4.28 x 1o-9

1.005 4.93 x 10 -8
1.010 9.89 x lo- 8

1.020 3.60 x 10

0.980 1.45 x 10 -8

0.990 7.98 x 10- 8

0.995 5.50 x 108
2000 1.000 1.14 x 10--

1.005 3.02 x 10-7
1.010 6.16 x 10 -7
1.020 1.01 x 10

I 0.980 6.58 x107

0.990 4.13 x 10- 8
0.995 8.74 x 10 8

4000 1.000 7.85 x 10 - 6
1.005 1.42 x 10 -6

1.010 1.40 x 10-6
1.020 2.06 x 10 -

0.980 4.99 x 10 -6

0.990 8.10 x 10 -5

0.995 5.49 x 10-
8000 1.000 1.45 x 10-6

1.005 1.16 x 10-

1.010 6.33 x 106

1.020 1.14 x 106

TABLE 3.4c: Current density values at 9000 seconds for the
undoped BaTiO 3 Is fired at 13750C for 4 hours.
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Ti-Rich BaTiO 3

3.4.1 : Ba TiO - 85 °C
.98 3

1250 C- 4 hours: 84.5 % TD 2 um ave. GS
8.2 % OP Figures 3.4.1a-b

This is the most porous specimen, and it exhibited the best

resistance to degradation of all the samples studied. This is

quite a surprising result, as it contradicts nearly all the

results which have been collected in past studies. Even at 8000

V/cm it exhibited no tendency to degrade. This particular
4

specimen was tested at fields up to 25000 V/cm, and it still

showed no tendency to degrade; the sample's breakdown strength

was reached first. The I-V curves appear to exhibit non-ohmic

behavior, however the current values are non-equilibrium and

still decreasing. This is reflected by by an overall lowering of

the I-V curves as time increases. Note the slope of the I-V

curve decreases with increasing field, indicative of the more

rapid achievement of a steady-state current.

------------------ __ 
__

1325 °C - 4 hours: 93.3 % TD 1 um ave. GS
0.0 % OP Figures 3.4.1c-d

4 Increasing the sintering temperature increased the density

and decreased the amount of open porosity. This sample exhibited

exaggerated grain growth (EGG), a result of which is a large

4 amount of intragranular porosity. Current levels at low fields
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X -7

remain unchanged, with less time for a steady-state current to be

achieved. However, at 4000 V/cm and above degradation begins

to occur. I-V behavior is ohmic, with a transition to a higher

slope at 8000 V/cm, measured at 9000 seconds. This change,

however, is due to the onset of degradation, not a switchover to

a non-ohmic current injection mechanism.

1375 0C - 4 hours: 93.5 % TD 40 um ave. GS
0.1 % OP Figures 3.4.1e-f

Increasing the sintering temperature results in a matrix of

large grains, with a great deal of intragranular porosity.

Again, the behavior remains unchanged at fields 2000 V/cm, but

at 4000 and 8000 V/cm the current dramatically increases and

degradation occurs at an enhanced rate. Note only a small change

in density produced these results. The shape of the I-time curve

is also important: a rapid increase in current occurs over a

period of several hundred seconds ( termed the "rapid degradation

region" -* RDR ), followed by a gradual decrease of the slope

until a linear region is reached. Increase the field, decrease

the time of the RDR. The I-V behavior is ohmic at low fields,

with a jump in the current and increase in slope at 4000 V/cm,

again due to degradation.

A complete analysis of this observed behavior is included

with the summary of results for the excess Ti compositions.
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3.4.2 Ba .99TiO - 85 °C
9 3

1250 0 C - 4 hours: 84.2 % TD I um ave. GS
8.4 % TD Figures 3.4.2a-c

IAgain the most porous specimen exhibits the best resistance

to degradation. No degradation occurred for all fields studied.

Current levels are approximately the same as for the 0.98

specimen. I-V behavior is nearly ohmic, the erratic slope due to

the non-steady-state current.

1325 °C - 4 hours: 94.7 % TD 1 um ave. GS
0.0 % OP 30 um EGG

Figures 3.4.2c-d

Increasing the sintering temperature results in a duplex

structure of large 30 um grains interdispersed with small I

um grains; approximately a 50/50 mix. Degradation begins to

occur at 4000 V/cm, with a dramatic increase in degradation and

current levels (2 orders of magnitude) at 8000 V/cm. This is the

same behavior that the 0.98 specimen exhibited, except for the

large increase at 8000 V/cm. I-V behavior is ohmic up to 4000

V/cm, with an increase in slope at 8000 V/cm due to the

degradation, not necessarily due to a non-ohmic current injection

0 mechanism.

-. . . . . . . . . . . .

1375 0 - 4 hours: 94.1 % TD 25 um ave. GS
0.5 % OP Figures 3.4.2e-f

This specimen exhibits a large grain matrix with nearly all
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the porosity intragranular. At 500 and 1000 V/cm the sample does

not degrade, with a transition to degradation for fields 2000

V/cm. This represents a substantial change from the behavior

exhibited by the 0.98 specimen. Degradation occurs more

rapidly, and the current levels are 1.5 times higher. Note

that the density has decreased for this sample compared to the

1325 0C specimen due to the increased grain growth rate

entrapping more pores. Also, the RDR occurs over a shorter time

with increasing fields, but the slope of the degradation rate

does not change in the linear region. I-V behavior appears to

exhibit a transition to a slope greater than two, but again this

is due to the degradation.

3.4.3 Ba .995TiO - 85 °C

1250 °C - 4 hours: 89.8 % TD 1 um ave. GS
4.3 % OP Figures 3.4.3a-b

Similiar to the 0.98 and 0.99 specimens, this porous specimen

exhibits no degradation. I-V behavior is approximately ohmic. No

other significant changes.

1325 C - 4 hours: 94.0 % TD 1 um ave. GS
0.0 % OP 45 um EGG

Figures 3.4.3c-d

Increasing the sintering temperature, thereby increasing the

density, and decreasing the open porosity results in dramatically

different behavior. No change in the current levels or behavior

at 500 and 1000 V/cm, but at 2000 V/cm degradation begins to
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occur, with la ge increases in current and degradation at 4000

and 8000 V/cm. This also represents an increase in the current

and degradation rate compared to the 0.98 and 0.99 specimens.

I-V behavior exhibits a deviation to non-ohmic behavior, due to

the onset of degradation.

U

1375 0 C - 4 hours: 90.3 % TD 20 um ave. GS
0.3 % OP Figures 3.4.3e-f

f Increasing the sintering temperature resulted in a decrease

in the the density, due to rapid grain growth and the

corresponding increase in the intragranular porosity. This is

* readily visible in the microstructure. Current levels remain

essentially unchanged compared to the 1325 C specimen for fields

2000 V/cm. The 4000 V/cm I-time run is suspect and marked

, thus. However, at 8000 V/cm the current level is an order of

magnitude greater. I-V behavior is ohmic up to 4000 V/cm.

Summary of the High-Voltage Degradation Behavior
~for the Excess Titanium Compositions

1) In general, increasing the sintering temperature resulted in

an increase in the density, a decrease in the open porosity, an

increase in the intragranular porosity, and an increase in the

grain size. This resulted in a greater tendency to degrade.

There are several things this behavior could be attributed to:

- Increasing the grain size decreases the grain boundary

diffusion length. This points towards the diffusion of a grain

boundary species, such as V , as the possible cause of
0
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degradation.

- Increasing the sintering temperature above 1311 0C results in

the excess titanium phase forming a liquid which

recrystallizes in the grain boundary upon quenching. The

composition of this second phase is not agreed upon ( refer to

0Section 3.1.3 ). Below 1311 C the excess titanium exists as

TiO 2  Perhaps the excess-titanium eutectic composition is

causing the degradation. Smyth et.al.81 prepared a sample of

4 the excess-titanium composition and found it did not degrade,

but whether or not the same applies when it is in the grain

boundary is unknown.

- If V 0 diffusion is the cause of degradation (Section 3.1.1),
0

then perhaps the large amount of intergranular porosity in the

porous specimens somehow blocks their migration, and thereby

improves the degradation resistance. An V encountering a

pore could only "transport" across it either by circumvention,

or by oxygen evolution at the other side. Both of these

processes would inhibit the migration process.

- The porosity of those specimens with the greater tendency to

degrade was intragranular. This could indicate only

intragranular porosity has a large effect on resistivity

inhomogeneities within individual grains due to

field-splitting.
I

- Other than the effects of field-splitting, we cannot think of

any reasons why porosity would increase a specimen's tendency

to degrade,assuming the I-time measurement Is made in a dry

atmosphere. In a humid environment one would expect an
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increase in open porosity would increase the degradation.

2) Degradation does not specifically seem to be dependent upon

* the density. Comparing the 1325 and 1375 0 C - 4 hours specimens

shows that while the density increases only a small amount (< 1%

),or even decreases (0.99 and 0.995 specimens ),the

*degradation behavior substantially worsens. This implies either

the grain size, porosity typ or the existence of a second phase

must be causing the change in behavior.

-3) For those samples which degrade, increasing the field

substantially decreases the RDR time, and increases the current

non-ohmically, but does not- change the degradation rate in the

region of gradual current increase. Current levels also

"jump" several orders of magnitude when a field sufficient to

induce degradation is applied. These observations could be a

result of several things:

- Whatever is causing the degradation has a field-activated

mobility or concentration. A critical fieldis reached, and

either the mobility or concentration of the migratory species

suddenly increases, which results in degradation.

- The shape of the I-time curves is an important clue as to what

is happening. The RDR has to be due to the rapid migration of

some mobile species initially in the specimen, or it could be

due to the buildup of a space-charge at the cathode associated

with the SCLC injection mechanism. The sustained high current

level would then be due to the current injection mechanism

itself. The gradual increase in conductivity could then be

attributed to the migration of V0 due to the non-linaer
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potential drop across the dielectric.

4) Changing the degree of nonstoichiometry did rnot change the

current levels at fields < 2000 V/cm. However, at 4000 and 8000

V/cm the degradation behavior was substantially different;

increasing the excess titanium decreases the current levels and

the tendency to degrade. Increasing the excess titanium

concentration past several hundred ppm does not change the defect

chemistry of the primary phase, BaTiO 3'but it does increase the

amount of the intergranular Ti-rich phase. Perhaps this "blocks"

the migrating species by decreasing its mobility.

As is usual with this kind of research, more questions seem

to be raised rather than answered. The next section covers the

analysis of the stoichiometric composition.

3.4.4 Stoichiometric BaTiO

The stoichiometric specimens exhibit the overall lowest

current levels and the best resistance to degradation of all the

compositions studied. Individual analyses:

61250 0 C - 4 hours: 93.3 % TD 4 urn ave. GS
1.6 % OP Figures 3.4.4a-b

This sample exhibits normal grain growth, with a grain size

0 ranging from 1-8 urn, and only 1.6 % open porosity. No

evidence of intragranular porosity is evident from the

microstructure. Steady-state currents are achieved at all fields,

with no evidence of degradation occurring. I-V curves are ohmic.
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1325 0C - 4 hours: 94.3 % TD 5 um ave. GS
0.3 % OP Figures 3.4.4c-d

Increasing the sintering temperature increased the density

slightly, decreased the open porosity, and increased the grain

size. There is no evidence of exaggerated grain growth,

indicative of the lack of a Ti-rich phase. Current levels are

the same as the 1250 0C specimen, except at 8000 V/cm where

degradation begins. I-V curves are erratic, but approximately

ohmic.

1375 °C - 4 hours: 94.9 TD 4 um ave. GS
0.1 % OP Figures 3.4.4e-f

Increasing the sintering temperature results in only a minor

increase in the density and decrease in the open porosity,

leaving the grain size virtually unchanged. However, the current

levels and degradation behavior have substantially increased at

4000 and 8000 V/cm. I-V behavior shows a change in slope from

ohmic to non-ohmic.

Summary for the Stoichiometric Composition

4 Evidently, for the stoichiometric case the change in

degradation behavior is not due to a change in the grain size,

porosity,or density. This may lend evidence towards the V
0

4 diffusion model of degradation. Samples sintered at 1375 0C and

then quenched would have a higher V concentration than those
0

specimens sintered at 1325 or 1250 °C, which could explain the

" difference in behavior.

The fact that the stoichiometric composition exhibited the
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lowest current levels indicates the excess Ba or Ti

decreases the resistivity, either through the presence of a

second phase or by alteration of the defect chemistry. The

latter is unlikely in light of the limited solubility ( Section

3.1.3 ) of Ba or Ti onto the BaTiO lattice.1 3

The next section covers the results obtained for the

Ba-rich compositions.

Ba-Rich BaTiO 3

The excess Ba compositions sintered exceptionally well, due

to the presence of BaCO3 ( Section 3.2.3 ). The Ba-rich phase in

the past has been found to be Ba2 TiO4 , which exists in the grain

boundaries. All of the excess Ba compositions exhibited higher

current levels, > 1-2 orders of magnitude, than the excess Ti

compositions. The individual analyses follow.

3.4.5 Ba T i O  - 85 C

1250 OC - 4 hours: 92.1 % TD 3 um ave. GS
2.6 % OP Figures 3.4.5a-b

This specimen exhibited degradation at all fields.

Increasing the field again results in a decrease in time over

which the RDR extends, with no effect on the degradation rate in

the linear region. The I-V behavior exhibits ohmic behavior at
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1000 seconds, and non-ohmic behavior at 9000 seconds. This is

due to the degradation, which occurs at a faster rate at higher

[ i fields.

1325 C - 4 hours: 94.1 % TD 10 um ave. GS
0.8 % OP Figures 3.4.5c-d

Increasing the sintering temperature increases the density by

2 %, decreases the open porosity by 0.8 %, and increased the

grain size to 10 um. These changes had no effect on the

degradation tendencies or the current levels. I-V behavior also

remains unchanged, still reflecting the the differing degradation

rates as a function of field.

1375 0C - 4 hours: 94.3 % TD 13 um ave. GS
0.6 % OP Figures 3.4.5e-f

This increase in the sintering temperature resulted in only a

0.2 % increase in density, a 0.2 % decrease in the open porosity,
I

and an average grain size of 13 um. Again, no change in the

degradation behavior is observed. I-V behavior is initially

ohmic, but as degradation proceeds the slope of the I-V curve

increases.

3.4.6 Ba TiO - 85 C
- .01 3

1250 o C - 4 hours: 92.0 % TD 3 um ave. GS

1.7 % OP Figures 3.4.6a-b

This specimen, unlike the 1.005 specimen, reaches a

steady-state current at 500 V/cm. Increasing the field results

-144-
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" in a non-ohmic increase in the current, and an increase in the

degradation rate. Current levels are lower than for the 1.005

specimen. I-V behavior, which is non-ohmic, reflects

degradation.

p. 0
1325 C 4 hours: 93.8 % TD 2 um ave. GS

0.2 % OP Figures 3.4.6c-d

Increasing the sintering temperature results in a 0.8 %

increase in the density, a 1.5 % decrease in the open porosity,

and virtually no change in the average grain size. I-time

degradation behavior remains unchanged, as does the I-V behavior.

1375 C 4 hours: 93.4 % TD 5 um ave. GS
0.6 % OP Figures 3.4.6e-fI

A further increase in the sintering temperature resulted in a

0.4 % decrease in density, a 0.4 % increase in the open porosity.

and a 5 um average grain size. Grain growth is occurring at

a faster rate. No changes in the current or degradation behavior

is observed. The I-V curve, which is linear and has a slope of

two, would lead one to suspect SCLC is occurring, but again this

is probably due to the degradation.

3.4.7 Ba TiO - 85 C
"-----. 0 2 3

1250 0 - 4 hours: 94.6 % TD 3 um ave. GS
0.8 % OP Figures 3.4.7a-b
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This specimen sintered to a high density, despite the low

firing temperature. Current levels are nearly the same as the

other excess barium compositions, but degradation does not occur

significantly until 8000 V/cm. I-V behavior is nearly ohmic.

1325 °C - 4 hours: 95.9 % TD 6 um ave. GS
0.3 % OP Figures 3.4.7c-d

Increasing the sintering temperature increased the density by

1.3 %, decreased the open porosity by 0.5 %, and increased the

average grain size to 6 um. Initial current levels are lower

than the 1250 °C specimen, but degradation occurs at all fields.

I-V behavior reflects the occurrence of degradation as the curve

switches from ohmic to non-ohmic behavior as the time increases.

--------- ---------------------

1375 0C -4 hours: 95.6 % TD 7 um ave. GS
0.7 % OP Figures 3.4.7e-f

Increasing the sintering temperature resulted in a 0.3

% decrease in the density, an average grain size of 7 um,

and an 0.4 % increase in the open porosity. This specimen

behaves nearly the same as the 1250 °C specimen, with slightly

lowered current levels. The specimen exhibits only slight

degradation at 4000 and 8000 V/cm. I-V behavior lies between

that of SCLC and ohmic.
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• S§ummary of the High Voltage Degradation Behavior.for the Excess Barium Compositions

~at 85 OJC

,-" Increasing the sintering temperature of these compositions

resulted in little change in either the density, porosity, or

grain size. Correspondingly, very little change was observed in

• " the current levels or degradation behavior within individual

compositions. The results and analysis can be summarized as
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specimens. However, increasing the amount of excess Ba results

in overall lower current levels, thereby Increasing the

resistivity. The 1.005 composition exhibits the worst behavior.

It also has the largest grain size and the most amount of

intragranular porosity. The microstructures of the 1.01 and 1.02

specimens does not appreciably change. These facts, as f or the

excess titanium compositions, would suggest either :a) Grain

boundary diffusion Is causing the degradation; i.e., increasing

the amount of excess Ba decreases the grain size, thereby

increasing the grain boundary diffusion length, or b) The larger

percentage of intragranular compared to intergranular porosity is

detrimentally effecting the resistivity of the grains through

field-splitting effects.

3) Comparison of the degradation behavior between the excess

Ba and Ti compositions reveals a major difference. When

degradation occurs In the excess Ti compositions, the

current rises rapidly ( the RDR ),and then tapers off to a

linear region. The excess Ba compositions which degrade also

exhibit two regions of degradation, but the initial rise in

current is never as rapid. Yet, at the end of 10000 seconds, the

overall change in current level is the same. This would suggest

several things:

0a) The degradation mechanisms for the excess

- barium and titanium compositions are different.

b) The mobility of the migratory species changes In the

* grain boundaries due to the different grain boundary

phases. We expect little difference In the defect
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chemistry of the primary phase, BaTiO 3, when

excess Ba or Ti are present.r
150 0 C Measurements

In order to study degradation as a function of temperature,

we have begun making I-time measurements at 150 0 C. At this

temperature BaTiO 3 is in a paraelectric, cubic state. We seek to

determine if the change in lattice structure changes the

degradation phenomena. If it does not, then evidence points

further towards grain boundary phenomena causing degradation. If
L

it does, then we'll need to focus our attention more on the

structural properties and defect chemistry of the primary, BaTiO 3

phase. To date, I-time measurements at 150 0C have been made on
* 0

only the porous specimens which were sintered at 1250 - 4

hours. Figures 3.4.8 - 3.4.14 contain the I-time, I-V results of

these measurements. Individual analyses follow.

3.4.8 Ba TiO - 150 °C
.98 3

1250 0C - 4 hours: 84.5 % TD 2 um ave. GS
8.2 % OP Figures 3.4.8a-b

This specimen exhibits interesting behavior. At the lowest

field, degradation occurred almost immediately, following the

type of curve exhibited by the 85 0C I-time runs. However,

increasing the field to 1000 V/cm and greater resulted in a

different form of curve, even though degradation occurred. No
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rapid degradation region is observed. This particular specimen

was measured on the I-time apparatus before it was discovered

that reequilibration at 1200 0C - 8 hours is needed to remove the

effects of previous degradation. In this case, the migratory

species would already have a concentration gradient built up

within the specimen due to the previous degradation run.

Similiar curves were obtained in the past on all of the specimens

run without requilibration. I-V behavior lies between that of

ohmic and SCLC, but these curves probably mean nothing in light

of the requilibration problem. This curve was included even

though the data is suspect, in order to show the effects of

previous degradation.

* 3.4.9 Ba 99TiO3 - 150 0C

1250 0C - 4 hours: 84.2 % TD 1 um ave. GS
8.4 % OP Figures 3.4.9a-b

This specimen was also ran at successively higher fields

without reequilibration. The results are similiar to the .98

specimen in that degradation at the lowest field, 500 V/cm, is

rapid and exhibits a RDR region. Further increases in the field

still result in degradation, but the shape of the curve is

different. Current levels are approximately the same as for the

0.98 specimen. I-V behavior is non-ohmic, but is probably

without meaning due to the lack of reequilibration. The

remaining compositions were run with reequilibration.
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This specimen exhibits current levels which are lower than

for the 0.98, and 0.99 specimens, and approximately 2 orders of

magnitude greater than for 85 0C. The latter is expected

considering the activation energy is on the order of 1 eV. The

former was not expected since the 0.995 specimen exhibited the

highest current levels for the 85 0C I-time runs. Note at 500

* V/cm the sample approaches a steady-state current, but at higher

fields degrades. I-V behavior is nearly ohmic.

3.4.11 Ba.000 TiO - 150 °C

1250 °C - 4 hours: 93.3 % TD 4 um ave. GS
1.6 % OP Figures 3.4.11a-b

The stoichiometric specimen exhibits degradation at all of

the fields studied. Current levels compared to the Ti-rich

compositions are approximately the same for the first 100

* seconds, but then degradation occurs rapidly, resulting in final

current levels 1-2 orders of magnitude higher. This is

surprising considering the stoichiometric composition

exhibited the best behavior during the 85 O I-time run. Current

levels are 2-3 orders of magnitude greater than the 85 0C run,

which is unexpected in light of the activation energy of 1 eV.
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Note although the increase in field results in higher current

levels, it does not change the degradation rate. This could mean

the mobility of the species causing degradation is not field

dependent. I-V behavior is non-ohmic, but may be due to the

degradation occurring.

------------------ =-------------------------==-=--- -------------------------3.4.12 Ba T00TO - 150 °

1250 0C - 4 hours: 92.1 % TD 3 um ave. GS

2.6 % OP Figures 3.4.12a-b

This specimen exhibits degradation at all fields. Current

levels are 2 orders of magnitude greater than the 85 0 C run, but

exhibit nearly identical behavior. Note the field does not

change the degradation rate. Current levels are higher than the

excess Ti compositions. I-V behavior appears to be

described accurately by the SCLC injection mechanism.

3.4.13 Ba .01TiO 3 - 150 'C
-- - - - - -- - - - - -1.01- -- -- -- ---3-

1250 C - 4 hours: 92.0 % TD 3 um ave. GS
1.7 % OP Figures 3.4.13a-b

Agair, degradation is observed at all the fields, but at 500

V/cm degradation does not set in until nearly 6000 seconds.

Current levels are an order of magnitude greater than the 1.005

specimen, and 2 orders of magnitude greater than the 85 °C run.

The former is unexpected as the 1.005 specimen exhibited worse

behavior at 85 0C. Again, the field has no effect on the

degradation rate. I-V behavior approaches that predicted by the

SCLC injection mechanism.
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3.4.14 Ba 02 TiO - 150 0C

1250 0C - 4 hours: 94.6 % TD 3 um ave. GS
0.8 % OP Figures 3.4.14a-b

This specimen exhibits slightly different behavior from the

rest. At all fields, a rapid increase in current occurs, but

past this point the current levelled off and achieved a

steady-state condition. This could be indicative of the SCLC

injection mechanism, as a large initial rise would occur due to

the build-up of the space-charge, with an equilibrium established

thereafter. However,the I-V curve, which is linear for this

specimen, has a slope of 1.5, not two as expected for the

trap-free square law of SCLC. More work needs to be done on

these specimens to confirm or reject this possibility.

Overall current levels are slightly lower than in the 1.01

specimen, and 2 orders of magnitude greater than the same

specimen run at 85 0C.

Summary of High Voltage Degradation Measurements
for the Undoped Compositions at 150 "C

High-voltage degradation measurements are being made to

determine not only the temperature dependence of the degradation,

but to also determine the effect of changing the crystalline

structure of BaTiO 3 from tetragonal to cubic. The results, which

have been carried out only at 150 C on the 1250 °C - 4 hours
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specimens, were closely related to the 85 0 measurements, with

the following differences noted:

1) Degradation did not occur for the excess Ti compositions at

85 0C, however, at 150 0C they all degraded to some extent. This

could be indicative of several things:

- The degradation mechanism is activated, which would be related

to the mobility or perhaps the concentration of the charge

carriers.

Changing the rrystal structure of BaTiO 3 changes its

degradation behavior. BaTiO 3 exhibits large differences in

electrical characteristics between the paraeletric and

ferroelectric states; the same may be true for degradation.

2) The stoichiometric composition exhibits higher current levels
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and a greater degradation tendency than the excess Ti

specimens. This would lead one to believe that the Ti-rich

* second phase lowers the fiela-enhanced diffusion coefficient of

the migratory species. It is possible that the slightly larger

grain size of the stoichiometric composition is causing this

• -effect.

Further comparisons could be made, but a complete set of data

[Am needs to be collected at 150 0C before the full story can be

elucidated.

3.5 Future studies

From the results we have obtained thus far in our high

voltage degradation study, many clues have been obtained

concerning the mechanism behind degradation. However, more

research needs to be made before the mechanism can be delineated.

Future studies include:

1) Continuation of the I-time studies of the undoped

compositions, expanding the range of densities and porosities

for the excess Ba and stoichiometric compositions.

* 2) Calcining the excess barium powders at a higher temperature

to remove the BaCO 3, with subsequent sintering and

degradation studies.

3) Completing the I-time studies at higher temperatures, namely

150 and 125 0C.

4) Repeating the entire I-time studies, this time in a humid

atmosphere. In this manner the effect of water on the
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degradation rate can be determined.

5) Begin the I-time studies on the doped compositions in order

to see if altering the defect chemistry alters the

degradation behavior.

b) PSU will soon have the technique established for tape casting

the powders obtained from the organometallic technique. By

using multilayer configurations we hope to study the

thickness dependency, and the effect of sealing the

electrodes on the degradation behavior.
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4. Thermally-Stimulated Polarization Depolarization
Measurements

Thermally-stimulated polarization / depolarization (TSPC/DC)

measurements are sensitive tools by which polarization phenomena

and charge transport in insulators can be studied. The

measurement basically involves monitoring the leakage/charging

current passing through a material as a function of temperature.

Current minima/maxima are observed when charges are released

from localized trapping states (i.e. donor or acceptor states,

ionic point defects), or when crystal structure changes occur. We

believe this sensitivity of the current spectra to material

properties could make TSPC/DC measurements a useful tool for

studying degradation phenomena.

"a Initial TSPC/DC measurements were made on the BaTiO3

compositions and commercial capacitors which were used to study

degradation phenomena. From these measurements it became

apparent that TSPC/DC current spectra yield much more information

concerning material properties than was expected. We believe

TSPC/DC measurements also yield information concerning

spontaneous polarization, domain switching rates, aging

phenomena, phase transitions, energy levels of point defects, and

overall defect chemistry; all of which help us further understand
*

the underlying nature of the material being studied. In

* - Acknowledgement goes to Dr. L.E. Cross of the Materials
Research Lab at Penn State University who has assisted in the

* interpretation of the TSPC/DC results; his help is greatly
appreciated.
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addition, TSPC measurements are an excellent way to determine the

low-temperature resistivity and activation energy of resistivity.

Based upon these expectations and early results, the program

concerning TSPC/DC measurements has been expanded beyond studying

only degradation phenomena. To date we have collected a large

data base of TSPC/DC spectra, and are in the process of

interpreting the results. This requires analysis in terms of the

thermodynamics 8 2 and lattice dynamics 8 3 of ferroelectricity.

Several auxiliary measurements, such as polarization vs.

field, and the piezoelectric and electrostrictive

coefficients,Qi j , need to be made on our specimens before a full

interpretation of the results in these terms can be made. A

Sawyer-Tower apparatus is currently being rebuilt and interfaced

with our computer system at UMR. This will allow us to determine(
the temperature dependency of the spontaneous polarization, as

well as the nature of the phase transitions; i.e. first or second

order. During August 1984, a trip was made to Penn State to

begin measuring the Qi'j coefficients of our samples. Future

trips will hopefully allow us to complete these measurements.

Before presenting the results and discussion of the TSPC/DC

measurements collected to date, in order to acquaint the reader

with what TSPC/DC measurements have been used for in the past, a

short literature review is included.

4.1 Literature Review

As stated previously, TSPC/DC spectra reflect the

resistivity, the energetic distribution of traps, and changes in
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crystal structure of a material. TSPC measurements examine the

current behavior of a material subjected to a DC stress while

being heated at a constant rate from low temperatures. If

charges are released from traps during heating, the magnitude of

the current released can be expressed by
8 4

aJ
r-E0 1 -Ea

I(T) Aexp - exp- B exp ----d (1)

L. To

where: Eo= activation energy of localized trapping state
k = Boltzmann constant
T = absolute temperature

* T to T = temperature range over current release
AB = constants; dependent upon trapping state and

experimental parameters.

This equation pertains primarily to the thermal ionization of

carriers into the conduction band (electrons) either from band to

band processes or from donor and impurity centers during

"polarization" (i.e. heating with an applied field). The

magnitude of current minima and maxima resulting from changes in

crystalline structure will be dependent upon resistivity

differences between crystal structures, and whether the structure

change represents a ferroelectric-cubic (F-C), or

ferroelectric-ferroelectric (F-F) transition. The latter is of

particular interest to us in the study of polarization phenomena

in BaTiO which exhibits two F-F transitions and one F-C
3,

transition. During a F-F transition a current peak will be

produced in the TSPC spectrum, the magnitude of which will depend

upon the change in magnitude and direction of the spontaneous
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polarization, P During a F-C transition, the P goes to zero;
S s

the presence and magnitude of a current peak during this

transition will then depend upon how Ps varies with temperature,

i.e. is the transitio. first or second order ?85 These

effects as they pertain to the TSPC/DC results obtained on the

BaTiO compositions are contained in Section 4.3.2.
3

TSDC measurements involve measuring the charge released from

a polarized material which is being heated at a constant rate

from low temperatures. Again, current peaks will appear as the

direction and magnitude of the Ps changes with crystal structure

and temperature. Essentially, dipoles will reorient to the

lowest free energy position, if they are not locked in place due

to physical constraints imposed by the crystal structure or

microstructure. An equation for the magnitude of the current

produced by dipole reorientation during heating can be

represented by
84

U ~2T
*Ndu a rE a, r Ea *(2)

I(T)= kT t exp TJexp J xp -- r dT

where: TP = polarization temperature

Nd = dipole concentration
u = dipole moment
t= dipole relaxation time
a = factor of dipole orientation freedom
b = heating rate
E = applied field
f = trap depth
T to T = heating range

with other terms being defined previously.

Chen 8 6 reviewed methods for the kinetic analysis of thermally
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stimulated processes. These methods included thermoluminecence

(TL), thermally-stimulated current (TSC), ionic thermocurrentsI
(ITC), and thermally-stimulated electron emission (TSEE).

Shindo8 7 reviewed formula derivations for the spectral peaks

occurring in TSPC/DC measurements, and recognized the spectra

caused by reorientation of permanent dipoles were similiar to

those caused by ionic transfer.

Hong and Day 8 8 studied ionic motion in glasses using TSPC/DC

measurements. Polarization peaks were attributed to to bulk

polarization and were dependent upon glass composition. A type

of dipole orientational polarization involving Na ion movement

around nonbridging oxygen ions were also found. Similiar work by

Agarwal and Day8 9 investigated alkali ion motion in both single

alkali silicate glasses and in mixed alkali glasses to determine

polarization and conduction mechanisms.

90Bucci and Fieschi investigated thermally-activated dipole

reorientation in Sr and Ca-doped NaCl using the ITC technique.

They were able to use this technique to determine impurity

solubility and activation energy. In addition, qualitative

measurements on Teflon, calcite, and quartz were performed to

illustrate polarization in non-ferroelectric dielectrics.

McKevver and Hughes 9 1 measured the TSPC/DC behavior in alkali

halides and found the resulting spectra was due to

Impurity/vacancy dipoles. In related studies, Hino 9 2 made

TSPC measurements on solid dielectrics such as organic polymers,

ZnTe, and Al-SiO 2Si metal oxide semiconductor compositions.

Through his measurements Hino was able to determine dipolar
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relaxation times, trap levels, and ionic space charge

polarization.

Morin and Oliver 9 3  studied ionic and electronic point

defect energy levels in the band gap in SrTiO 3 using TSPC/DC

measurements. Al+ 3 acceptors were found to be 0.18 eV above the

W +3valence band, Fe acceptors 0.075 eV above the conduction band,

and oxygen ion vacancies 0.085 eV below the conduction band.

Siegwarth and Morrow 9 4 made TSPC measurements on SrTiO 3 ceramics

+5 +5
doped with V and Nb The observed current peaks were not

due to ferroelectric or antiferroelectric transitions but to the

presence of of a thermoelectric state existing for permanent

dipoles in the material. Lebedeva et.al.95 investigated

SrTiO 3 using TSPC techniques to measure electron trapping levels

in the band gap and found them to range from 0.50 to 0.92 eV.

4. 2 Experimental Procedure

In our program we are studying the following variables and

their effect on TSPC/DC behavior of BaTiO 3:

Variables Studied in the TSPC/DC Proqram

1) Compositional

Donor and Acceptor doping ( La, Nb, Al, Mg

Nonstoichiometry ( A:B 0.96 - 1.04

Shifters ( Sr, Zr, Pb

Commercial capacitors ( NPO, BX, Z5U)

2) Microstructural

- Porosity
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- Grain size / distribution

3) Experimental

- Applied field

- Heating Rate

- Aging time following poling
!

To date, forty-three compositions have been measured,

including a number of commercial capacitors; only the La and

(Mg-doped, and Zr and Pb-shifted compositions have not been

measured. The measurements have been carried out on only maximum

density specimens, which still allows determination of the effect

of grain size and porosity due to the vastly different sintering

characteristics of the nonstoichiometric specimens. Applied

fields range from 250 to 8000 V/cm, with a constant heating rate.

4The effect of poling and subsequent aging, and variation of the

heating rate on TSPC/DC behavior has not yet been measured.

4.2.1 Compositions/Specimens

In order to determine if the technique could predict

degradation tendencies, initial TSPC/DC measurements were made on

I BaTiO3 compositions and commercial capacitors. These initial

results prompted the expansion of the program in order to study

the value of TSPC/DC measurements in terms of understanding

ferroelectric behavior. In addition to the original forty-six

BaTIO 3 compositions which were prepared for degradation analysis,

an additional twenty-one Sr-shifted BaTiO3 compositions with A:B

= 0.995 to 1.005 were prepared for this study (Section 3.2.1).
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The excess barium powders used for the TSPC/DC runs were calcined

at 850() C which results in large differences in sintering

behavior, and hence the microstructure of the specimens (section

3.2.3). In all cases the excess Ba acted as a grain growth

inhibitor, the resulting grain size of the specimen typically on

the order of 1 micron or less.

Disk specimens electroded with platinum were prepared as

* outlined in Section 3.2, with the maximum density specimens being

chosen for initial study.

4.2.2 Electrical Measurements

In order to monitor the TSPC/DC behavior at low temperatures

(-1000C), a sensitivity of l1 amps is required. This

* sensitivity was achieved by building a completely enclosed,

shielded test chamber which is connected to an electrometer with

grounded triaxial cable. Figure 4.2.2a is an illustration of the

TSPC/DC chamber. It essentially consists of a stainless steel

outer chamber which houses a removable inner assembly. This

assembly contains a spring-loaded test fixture and thermocouples,

separated and supported by teflon to insure electrical isolation.

Three valves connect the chamber to a vacuum supply ( mechanical

), a dry inert atmosphere ( helium ), and a bubbler exhaust. The

dry inert atmosphere is passed through the system to insure a

moisture-free environment. Heating is provided by heat tape

wrapped around the stainless steel outer chamber, and is
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* Figure 4.2.2a: Diagram of the TSPC/DC test chamber. a) copper
wire to the electrodes, b) alumina tube, c) Teflon insulation, d)
thermocouple, e) O-ring, f) helium inlet, g) vacuum gauge, h)
inner copper tube, i) thermocouple spaghetti, j) screw, k) Teflon
insulation, 1) test sample, m) metal frame, n) set screw, o)
electrodes, p) spring, q) set screw, r) shaust outlet, s) vacuum

* outlet, and t) stainless steel container

controlled with a Eurotherm temperature controller capable of

controlling the heating rate.

A Hewlett-Packard 4140B picoammeter / DC voltage source

measures the current and supplies the DC voltage; its sensitivity

is 10-  amps. All measurements are made with this picoammeter
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in conjunction with a HP 85 3497A Data Acquisition Control Unit

which monitors the temperature and stores the data on disk. A

X-Y recorder also records the current--temperature results; which

serves as a backup in the event of disk failure.

Capacitance measurements are made using a General Radio

GR1689 Precision RLC Digibridge, which is also connected to the

HP3497A system. Data is plotted with a Bausch and Lomb DMP-29

X-Y graphics plotter.

The procedure to make TSPC/DC measurements is as follows:

TSPj_/DC Measurement Procedure

1) Desired test specimen is loaded, sealed into the test

chamber, and connected to the picoammeter.

2) The chamber is evacuated and then heated to 165 °C forK
two hours to aid in moisture removal from the system.

3) The test chamber is purged with dry helium gas and cooled

to -100 0C by immersing the test chamber in liquid

nitrogen.

1st Polarization

4) Heating is started at a controlled rate ( 4.4 0C/min ),

the desired field is applied, and the current is

monitored. Data is taken at a minimum of 10 second

intervals, the rate proportional to the time rate of

change of the current. Monitored temperature range is

from -100 to 165 C.
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2nd Polarization

5) Once 165 0C is reached, the sample is immediately

quenched to -100 0C with the field still applied.

The measurement cycle is repeated, constituting the 2nd

polarization. 1
Depolarization

( 6) Upon completion of the 2nd polarization, the sample is

again quenched to -100 0C, the field removed, contacts

shorted to eliminate space charges, and then heating

begins and the measurement cycle repeated.

Capacitance vs. temperature measurements at 1000 Hz are made

using the same procedure, with the same heating rate.

Initially, three polarization measurements were made, but in

nearly all cases the sample is fully poled by the 2nd

polarization. 3rd polarization measurements exactly duplicated

the 2nd polarization runs; a reassuring result.

The remainder of this section concerning TSPC/DC measurements

will be divided into two sections: 1) TSPC/DC measurements, and

2) TSPC/DC measurements and their relationship to degradation

phenomena. A full interpretation of these measuremnts is not yet

4complete in terms of ferrolectric behavior. However, general

observations can be made which support the viewpoint that the

current spectra's behavior is directly related to atomic

processes characteristic of ferroelectric materials.
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4.3 Observed TSPC/DC Behavior

rSince our last report the TSPC/DC program has been greatly

expanded in an effort to determine its value in terms of

elucidating ferroelectric behavior. This section presents the

w results and preliminary analyses of the measurements which have

been carried out on single crystals, commercial capacitors, and

polycrystalline BaTiO 3. Complete analysis of the data will not

be possible until Sawyer-Tower, and Q i,j measurements are made,

but general trends are included.

Data is presented in three forms: 1) ± Log J (amps/sq.cm)

vs. Temperature, 2) Dielectric Constant vs. Temperature, and 3)

]/K vs. Temperature. The first of these is simply the TSPC/DC

spectrum, usually containing the first and second polarization

currents, and the depolarization current. Knowledge of how the

dielectric constant changes as a function of temperature aids in

the "visual" interpretation of the TSPC/DC spectrum, as well as

yielding fundamental numerical information concerning the nature

of the phase transitions, and the expected magnitude of current

peaks. 1/K vs. Temperature graphs, which are obtained from the

dielectric constant data, are useful in: a) illustrating the

Curie-Weiss law, b) determining the Curie constant (C.C) and the

Cur-e temperature (T ), and c) determining if the phase

transition is first or second order (i.e. studying the

temperature dependence of the spontaneous polarization, PS). All

of these are needed in order to analyze the results in terms of

* Devonshire theory of ferroelectricity.
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This section of the report will be divided into the

analyses of the various specimens measured:

1) Single Crytals

2) Commercial Capacitors

3) Undoped BasTiO 3 Is

4) Acceptor and Donor-doped BaTiO3

5) Sr-shifted BaTiO3

(Before presenting the results, a simplified analysis of what

TSPC results signify needs to be presented. Figure 4.3a is a

graph of Log J vs. T with four simple curves. Positive current

on these graphs correponds to leakage current; i.e. normal

electron flow in the direction of the anode. Negative current on

these graphs corresponds to electron flow in the opposite

C direction, and is indicative of the charging, or displacement

current in a ferroelectric as its dipoles align with the field.

Curve #1 would be the type exhibited by a nonferroeletric

* ceramic material as it is heated. The slope of the line would be

proportional to the activation energy of the conduction process.

Curve #2 is similiar, but contains a peak in the positive

E direction. The peak could correspond to several things, but in

this case we will assume it is due to a discrete electron trap,

such as a donor impurity, reaching a sufficient "kT" to empty its

E electrons into the conduction band. The temperature at which

this occurs is proportional to the energy depth of the impurity,

and the magnitude of the peak proportional to the impurity

concentration.
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Figure 4.3a: Simplified TSPC behavior of ideal systems described
in the text.U

Curve #3 exhibits a transition from negative to positive

current, and is characteristic of polarizable, high-resistivity

solids. When a field is applied at low temperatures, the

specimen begins to polarize (i.e. negative current), the degree

or magnitude of which is dependent upon the temperature and, if

the material is ferroelectric, how "locked-in" the dipoles are.

At this low temperature the leakage current of the solid is less

than that of the charging current due to its high resistivity;

i.e. low concentration and mobility of the charge carrier.

However, as the temperature increases, the leakage current will

eventually increase to a value greater than the charging current
S

and a transition to positive current will occur.
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Curve #4 is similiar to curve #3 but in this case a peak in

the negative direction is included. This peak may be attributed

to the occurrence of a phase transition; for later purposes it

will be assumed to be due to a ferroelectric-ferroelectric

r transition. In this case, as the phase transition occurs, the

value of the spontaneous polarization, Psi abruptly increases,

, resulting in a current peak in the negative direction. The

magnitude of this peak will depend primarily on the change in

magnitude of PS' and the ability of the dipoles to align in the

direction of the field. It would be possible for P to increase,

yet the number of polarization directions accessible to decrease,

I resulting in an overall lessening of the net polarization. Note

we can also correlate these peaks to the variation of the

dielectric constant with temperature. If P decreased we would

expect the current to peak upwards into the positive current

regime.

In reality no systems are so simply described. The P is not

the only thing which will effect the magnitude, direction, and

presence of peaks in the TSPC/DC spectra. Electrostrictive

effects, microstructure, and the nature of the phase transition

will all play a role; the purpose of our TSPC/DC program is to

r determine them.

In the following analyses frequent reference will be made to

the four examples c Figure 4.3a; references will be termed as

curve #1,2,3, or 4.
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4.,-3.1 SinglePKystal Measurements

E] Initial TSPC/DC measurements were carried out on a variety of

single crystal specimens in order to: 1) Study both ferroelectric

and nonferroelectric "simple" systems (i.e. non-polycrystalline)

in order to achieve an understanding of the results, and 2) To

establish a base line from which to compare the results from

polycrystalline materials. Figures 4.3.1a-f contain the results

of the TSPC/DC behavior of the sin ile crystals measured.

Figure 4.3.1a is of Al-doped SrTiO This paraelectric

crystal initially exhibited negative current as it polarized

(i.e. space charge buildup and electron cloud distortion ), and

then switched to positive current as the leakage current

increased. Surprisingly, the current increased rapidly with

U increasing temperature, indicative of the occurrence of some form

of degradation. This specimen mimics the behavior of curve #3,

Figure 4.3a.

Figures 4.3.lb-d are of undoped, Nb-doped, and Al-doped Tie 2 '

Figure 4.3.1b, the undoped crystal, is an excellent example of

curve #3; in this case for a paraelectric material. Note the low

current levels of the TSDC; due to its low dielectric constant

TiO 2 does not store much charge. Nb acts as a donor-dopant in

Tie2' and Figure 4.3.1c reflects this fact. Current levels are

several orders of magnitude greater, which is expected due to the

rise in carrier concentration. The depolarization current is

constant throughout the temperature range, but at a unexpected

high value. Possibly ionic point defects present due to the
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* Figure 4.3.1b: TSPC/DC behavior of an undoped TiO 2 single
crystal.
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doping have migrated, resulting in ionic polarization of the

solid. Al acts as an acceptor in TiO 2 , and will either have the

effect of increasing the V ' concentration (ionic compensation),0

or will act as an electron trap through hole generation

(electronic compensation). In either case we would expect the

conductivity of the crystal to decrease. Figure 4.3.1d shows the

TSPC/DC curve appears to be nearly duplicate of the undoped

single crystal, which leads to questions concerning the

efficiency of Al acting as an acceptor. Nonetheless, it can be

seen how the TSPC/DC behavior serves as a useful tool in

determining the low temperature resistivity characteristics of a

solid.

Figure 4.3.1e-f are TSPC and TSDC curves for a BaTiO 3 single

4 crystal. The three phase transitions which occur over a -100 to

165 0 C temperature range are clearly seen. The interpretation of

this graph is not yet complete, particularily in terms of why the

current is positive throughout the entire range with the

exception of the Curie point; here the current peaks strongly

into the negative region as PS goes to zero and the sample

discharges. These results are significantly different from the

polycrystalline specimens, which is not unexpected, yet to date

not clearly understood. The TSDC behavior is typical; negative

current peaks are due to charge release as dipoles are free to

reorient in the absence of a field.

The results from these measurements are particularily useful

in analyzing the TSPC/DC behavior of the commercial capacitors,

which is contained in the next section.
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4.3.2 Commercial Capacitor Measurements

(In connection with our effort to use TSPC/DC measurements as

a tool for studying degradation, we have measured the TSPC/DC

current spectra of a number of commercial capacitors. Figures

*4.3.2a-f are TSPC/DC graphs and capacitance curves for NPO, and

BX formulations, and are representative of the measurements

carried out on other capacitors measured with similiar

formulations.

Figures 4.3.2a,b and c are TSPC/DC and capacitance results of

a NPO capacitor. Note the simple behavior is similiar to that of

* curve #3, figure 4.3a, and to the results on the undoped TiO 2

single crystal. The second polarization of figure 4.3.2a remains

positive because the capacitor is already polarized. The

C depolarization curve initially starts off positive, due to

"freezing in" the charges, but as the temperature increases they

once again become free to move and the sample discharges. The

* capacitance curve is nearly constant over the entire temperature

range. NPO capacitors are made primarily from paraelectric TiO 2,

which is reflected by the TSPC/DC results.

* Figures 4.3.2d, e, and f are TSPC/DC and capacitance results

for a BX capacitor. The range of constant capacitance from

figure 4.3.2f is reflected by the TSPC results of figure 4.3.2d.

* Note in figure 4.3.2e, which are the results for another BX

capacitor plotted without the log scale to exhibit more detail,

the presence of a whole series of peaks in the TSPC curve. BX

4 capacitors are primarily made from BaTiO 3 with shifters added to
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lower the Curie point. The TSPC spectrum illustrates how these

shifters actually result in a whole series of Curie points whichId
are spread out over a large temperature range due to chemical

inhomogeneities. If the capacitor formulation were fired for a

sufficiently long time we would expect homogenization to occur

and the series of peaks to coalesce into one. This simple

experiment is being carried out now.

4.3.3 Undoped BaTiO Measurements

TSPC/DC and capacitance measurements have been carried out on

undoped BaTiO 3's with Ba:Ti ratio ranging from .96 to 1.04. For

simplicity the results of only three of these compositions will

be presented here, figures 4.3.3 d, e, and f are of Ba:Ti =

0.995, 1.000, and 1.005. They are fairly representative of the

other Ba:Ti ratios, at least in terms of the analyses we have

made to date. Table 4.3.3 contains a summary of the Curie

analyses in terms of the transition temperature, Curie

temperature, and Curie constant. These data are included in

spite of the fact they have not yet been fully analyzed.

Microstructures are the same as those presented in section 3.2.4.

The analysis of these results in terms of positive/negative

current, peak direction and magnitude, and ferroelectric theory

are not yet completely understood, but many general points can be

pointed out. The analysis will be divided into individual

explanations of the 1st and 2nd polarization, and depolarization

currents, followed by compositional and microstructural effects.
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Composition TTR T c  T TR- Tc  Curie Constant

IF( 0 K) (0K) 0OK)
------------------------------------------------------------------------

Ba TiO 40:3.8 :351.3 52.5 6.40 E-06
.96 3

Ba TiO, 40, 3 371.0 32. 3 6.70 E- Of-
i

Ba TiO 405.7 374.0 31.7 7. 77 E-06
.98 3

Ba TiC, 403.0 356.9 46.1 6.15 E-06
.99 3

Ba 9 9 5 TiO 3  403.8 356.0 47.8 7.18 E-06

Ba TiO 404.3 369.5 34.8 7.60 E-06
.998 3

Ba oooTiO3 401.8 377.3 24.5 5.36 E-06

Ba T002TIO3 403.1 374.2 28.9 6,.94 E-06

Ba T005TiO3 405 8 369.7 36.] 7.91 E-06

Ba 01TiO 404.2 360.7 43.5 5.11 E- Ot

KBa 1.02 TiO3 402.6 354.6 48.0 5.15 E 0,

Ba T03TIO3 404.0 294.2 109.8 4.85 E-06

Ba1,04 T i O 3 402.0 348.1 53.9 9.17 E--Ub

Table 4.3.3: Curie-Weiss analysis for the undoped BaT C
compositions.

First Folarization

Figure 4.3.3a is a TSPC graph of the 1st polarizaiion

BaTiO nder an appJied field of 500 V/cm. In generalthis

figure is representative of all the ist polarization runs made on

the undoped BaTiO 3 s, with the exception of behavior at the

tet vagonal-cubic transition point, and the magnitude ot the
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" Figure 4.3.3a: TSPC behavior of the first polarization, in this
case for pure BaTiO 3.

!0
current levels. At -100 °C, where the field is first applied and

heating begun, BaTiO3 is in a rhombohedral crystal phase: point

group 3m, eight possible polar axes along the <111> directions,

and P equals z 8 uC/cm . In all cases, for virgin

specimens, a positive current was initially observed. This is

possibly indicative of the inability of the dipoles to align with

the field, allowing the IR leakage current of the specimen to

dominate the current spectrum. j
At z -65 0 C BaTiO3  changes crystal structure to

orthorhombic symmetry: point group mm, twelve possible polar axes

2
along the <110> directions, and PS equals z 10 uC/cm

The temperatures of the phase transitions observed in our

measurements are a little high compared to values reported. This
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is probably due to the fact that our measurements are dynamic,

and the fact that increasing the D.C. bias voltage increases the

rq temperature of the phase transitions. Nonetheless, at -65 0Cthe

current rises, and then immediately changes sign. As the

temperature is increased further, the leakage current becomes

dominant once again and a transition to positive current is

exhibited.

At Z 15 0 CBaTiO 3changes crystal structure to tetragonal

I3

symmetry: point group 4mm, six possible polar axes along the

2<100> directions, P Sequals z 16 uC / cm .The current

abruptly changes sign to negative, which is probably due to the

sudden increase in P rThis transition appears to be much more

sudden than the rhombohedral-orthorhombic transition. Increasing

the temperature again results in a transition to positive current

as the leakage current increases.

At z 125 00 the Curie point is reached, and BaTiO 3

changes to a nonferroelectric, cubic state. The TSPC behavior at

thi's transition varies widely, and seems to be dependent upon the

- grain size. Large grains ( i.e. > 5 microns ) do not restrict

domain wall motion, allowing P Sto spontaneously disappear; this

his characteristic of a first order phase transition.

Correspondingly, at the Curie point a large peak into the

negative region is seen. Small grains clamp the domains,

resulting in a more gradual change of PS near the phase

transition; this is characteristic of a second order transition.

Since PS does not change discontinuously no peak into the

negative region is observed. Refer to Figure 4.3.3b for a

-190-
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Figure 4.3.3b: Variation of the spontaneous polarization and its
observed effect on TSPC and inverse susceptibi-
lity behavior.

graphical renresentation of the variation of PS as a function of

temperature for first and second order phase transitions, and its

effect on the TSPC and inverse susceptibility behavior.

I* Following the transition to cubic symmetry the TSPC behavior

simply exhibits the temperature dependence of the leakage

current, the slope of which is dependent upon the activation

4 energy of the material, the magnitude of which is dependent upon

the resistivity of the specimen. Refer to section 4.5 for an

analysis of the activation energies obtained from TSPC

* measurements on the undoped BaTiO3 Is.
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Second Polarization

Figure 4.3.3c is a graph of TSPC behavior during a second

polarization for undoped BaTiO 3 under an applied field of 500

V/cm. The sample is already poled from the first polarization

* run. At the beginning of the measurement at -100 C the

" sample exhibits negative current, with a transition to positive

• " current as the leakage current increases. Now when the

rhombohedral-orthorhombic phase transition occurs a peak in the

negative direction is observed, opposite from the first

polarization measurement. Why this occurs is not yet clear, but

it must be related to differences in domain wall movement for the

unpoled and poled states. Note also that now as the temperature

-6.0

7.0 Ben1.000 T10 3

E g2nd PolerizatlonS-9. ,"
L, -10.0 /
kA
Q-19.0

-J * ..-. I

200 K.----
-7 .o/ .... . .

P4 170 200 230 260 290 320 350 380 410 440

TEMPERRIURE (OK)

Fiqure 4.3.3c: General TSPC behavior during the second
polarization, in this case for BaTiO 3.
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7

increases, the current stays negative up until the temperature

reaches the orthorhombic-tetragonal transition. Evidently the

field induced from the polarization exceeds the effects of the

external field. For higher temperatures the second polarization

phenomena is similiar to that of the first polarization, with

slight changes in the current magnitude, but no changes in the

current behavior. There are exceptions to this rule for some of

the BaTiO 3 compositions that have been studied, but as of yet no

explanation for this behavior has been found.

Depolarization

Figure 4.3.3d is a TSDC graph for BaTiO3 which was poled at a

* field strength of 500 V/cm. The sign of the current is negative

throughout the entire spectrum, with the exception of behavior at

* the Curie point. The negative current is expected, as the field

*acting on the dielectric now is due to the net polarization which

was induced during the polarization runs; i.e. the + - is

reversed. At the two low temperature phase transitions negative

. peaks are observed, the magnitude of which are nearly always the

same as the magnitude exhibited during the second polarization.

The behavior at the Curie point again seems to be dependent upon

* the grain size and its effect on whether the transition is first

or second order, but the magnitude and direction of the

depolarization peak is not yet understood. :1

Compositional Effects

Figures 4.3.3e, f, and g are TSPC/DC, capacitance, and
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Fiure 4.3.3d: General TSDC behavior, in this case for BaTiO 3
depolarized from 500 V/cm.

. Curie-Weiss graphs for the undoped BaTiO compositions with

Ba:Ti = 0.995, 1.000, and 1.005. These are fairly representative

of all the TSPC/DC results collected on the excess Ti and excess

Ba compositions. Analyses of the individual polarizations /

depolarizations follow those presented in the previous section.
r

The compositional effects between these spectra can be summarized

as follows:

1) For Ba:Ti < 1.000, a large negative peak appears at the

Curie point, whereas for excess Ba compositions the peak is

absent. From the dielectric constant curves we can see this

is not due to a difference in magnitude of the dielectric

constant. However, a larqe difference can be seen in the

-194-
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Curie-Weiss behavior. The 0.995 specimen exhibits behavior

5indicative of a first order transition, while the 1.005

specimen exhibits behavior indicative of a second order

transition. We believe this variation in the P vs.S

temperature is the cause for the difference in the TSPC

behavior.

The question becomes, why do excess Ba compositions

exhibit second order behavior in contrast to the excess Ti

compositions ? Due to the limited solubility of either excess

Ba or Ti we would not expect the defect chemistry to be

altered to such an extent as to change the nature of the phase

transition. Besides compostional differences, the other major

difference lies in the microstructure of these specimens.

From section 3.2.4 we know that the grain size of the .995

specimen is z 20 um due to exaggerated grain growth.

The grain size of the 1.005 specimen is z 2 um. (Note:

the Ba-rich compositions used for the TSPC/DC measurements

were calcined at a high temperature, which changes the

sintering behavior. Refer to section 3.2.3) We believe this

is the cause of the change in TSPC/DC behavior. Large grains

act essentially as a group of single crystals, which offer

little resistance to the the movement of domains in response

to fields or stresses. Small grains clamp the domains, making

it difficult for them to move or form 900 domain walls to

relieve stresses. It appears TSPC measurements are an

ex-:ellent way to determine stoichiometry.
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2) The current peak and change in the dielectric constant during

* "the orthorhombic-tetragonal phase transition is more abrupt

for the Ti-rich compositions. We believe this is also a

consequence of the grain size.

3) The magnitude of the leakage current levels as a function of

composition closely follow the results obtained in the

* high-voltage degradation section. Refer to section 3 for an

analysis of the effect of second phases on the leakage

current, sintering behavior, and grain size.

4.3.4 Acceptor and Donor-doped BaTiO Measurements

Figures 4.3.4 a, b, c, and d contain the TSPC/DC,

capacitance, and Curie-Weiss results for Nb and Al doped BaTiO3 F

with dopant levels of 1% and 5%. Each will be discussed

separately.

Nb-doped BaTiO Measurements

Niobium acts as a donor when incorporated into the perovskite

lattice on the Ti site. Refer to section 3.1.3 for an

*analysis of how a donor alters the defect chemistry. Niobium is

also known to shift and depress the Curie point of BaTiO 3, making

it a useful additive in altering the dielectric properties. We

would expect that due to our powder preparation process, the Nb

would only act as a shifter; it is evenly distributed throughout

the powder. Curie points broadened over a wide temperature range

* are a result of chemical inhomogeneity.

Figure 4.3.4a contains the results for a Nb doping level of

9I• -199-



1%. Note the current levels are no higher than for a pure BaTiO 3

specimen, nor are sudden increases in the current present whichI
could be related to a donor level suddenly emptying its electrons

into the conduction band. The Nb dopant is being ionically

compensated. The capacitance curve shows the Curie point has

been shifted down to z 100 0 C, with the other low temperature

transitions being "washed-out", typical of an impurity addition

which shifts the tetragonal-cubic transition. The TSPC/DC

behavior reflects this behavior; the phase transitions are barely

evident. No negative peak is exhibited at the Curie point, the

transition is second order.

Figure 4.3.4b contains the results for a Nb doping level of

5%. At this dopant level Nb is still being ionically

compensated. The dielectric constant maximum has been shifted

to room temperature. The rSPC behavior reflects these

results nicely. The temperature at which the dielectric constant

reaches a maximum value corresponds to point at which the 1st

polarization curve changes sign. The second polarization remains

negative over the entire temperature range until the leakage

current dominates at = 90 0C. In general, the TSPC mimics

the behavior of curve #3, figure 4.3a.

Al-doped BaTi0 Measurements

+3

Al acts as an acceptor when incorporated into the

perovskite lattice on the Ti+ 4 site. Refer to section 3.1.3

for an analysis of how an acceptor alters the defect chemistry.
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Figure 4.3.4c contains the TSPC/DC results obtained for an Al

doping level of 1%. As can be seen from the graphs, Al does not

shift the Curie point. In addition, the magnitude of the

dielectric constant does not seem to be changed, although the

relative maxima at the lower two phase transitions have been

reduced. This is also reflected by the TSPC behavior; the

magnitude of the current levels has not changed but the magnitude

of the current peaks at the two lower phase transition

temperatures has been lowered. From these results it is

impossible to judge whether or not the Al is acting as an

effective acceptor.

Figure 4.3.4d contains the TSPC/DC results for an Al doping

level of 5%. Again the Curie point is not shifted, but the

magnitude of the dielectric constant is drastically reduced. Al

appears to be eliminating the ferroelectric behavior. This is

confirmed by the TSPC/DC results, which show no trace of current

peaks at any of the phase transitions. The specimen is behaving

as a simple high resistivity ceramic. It can not be determined

whether a high concentration of Vo  is destroying the behavior,

or if it's due to the presence of a second phase.

Future studies concerning the effect of doping are being

carried out on donor and acceptor-doped nonferroelectric

SrTiO 3 .
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4.3.5 Sr-shifted BaTiO Measurements

SIn, order to observe the relative movement of phase

transitions and its effect on the current spectra the first

TSPC/DC measurements were made on Sr-shifted BaTiO During this
3.

* time 25 mole% Sr sample was tested which had an unbelievably high

dielectric constant at the Curie point, z 29000 ( figure

4.3.5a ). This immediately created interest in: 1) What is

causing this anomaly ?, 2) Is it reproducible ?, 3) Can this

abnormally high dielectric constant be shifted to room

. temperature with a higher Sr doping level ?, and 4) How is the

TSPC/DC behavior affected, and can it help explain the phenomena

3000 T

* 2700C
.o750 SrF.250 TO i3

" 2400k "Z 1000 Hz
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Ln 2100k

L 1800p

i 1500[
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Figure 4.3.5a: Anamolous dielectric constant behavior of the 25
mole % Sr-shifted specimen.
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In order to answer these questions we prepared another 21

compositions with the formulae: (Bai xSrx]yTiO3  x = 0.25,

0.30, and 0.35, and y = 0.995, 0.998, 0.999, 1.000, 1.001, 1.002,

and 1.005. The increased amount of Sr should shift the Curie

point down to room temperature. The small variations of

nonstoichiometry were chosen in order to determine stolchiometry,

since it was suspected that the high dielectric constant of the

25 mole % specimen was due to cation stolchiometry. In addition,

since sintering is dependent upon cation stoichiometry, the

influence of both grain size and density can be studied. Only

half of the needed microstructures have been analyzed on an SEM,
4

but in general these compositions follow the same trends as the

undoped BaTiO3 's presented in section 3.2.4. Table 4.3.5

contains the densities of the specimens prepared from the 21

compositions; maximum density specimens were chosen for study.

Note: the densities were calculated assuming a linear change in
density between SrTiO 3 and BaTi03; see Figure 4.3.5.

To date, TSPC/DC and capacitance measurements have been

carried out on all 21 compositions. Figures 4.3.5a-i contain the

4 results for 9 of these 21 compositions, representing all three

Sr-shifted levels with cuts above and below stoichiometry for

each one. Tables 4.3.5a and b contain the results of the

4 Curie-Weiss analysis carried out on these compounds. These

results were collected recently and have not yet been fully

analyzed. However, some of the questions raised earlier can be

answered in simple terms for each Sr-shlfting level:
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MOLE % Sr A:B Ratio Bulk Donsity (g/cm 3 ) % Theoretical

I
0.995 5.31 91.9

0.998 5.45 94.4

0.999 5.55 96.1

25 1.000 5.57 96.4

1.001 5.53 95.7

1.002 5.49 95.1

1.005 5.54 95.9

L 0.995 5.58 97.4

0.998 5.55 96.8

0.999 5.54 96.6

30 1.000 5.46 95.2

1.001 5.54 96.6

1.002 5.48 95.5

1.005 5.55 96.8

0.995 5.47 96.1

0.998 5.48 96.3

0.999 5.47 96.1

35 1.000 5.53 97.2

1.001 5.47 96.2

1.002 5.45 95.8

1.005 5.46 96.0

TABLE 4.3.5 Densities of Sr-shifted barium titanates by
ASTM C-20; Xylene immersant.
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Mole Sr A:B Ratio TR TC TTR - TC Curie Constant

S(K) (°K) (°K)

0.995 317.7 308.4 9.3 8.91 E-06

0.998 323.8 314.7 9.1 6.08 E-06

0.999 323.0 314.1 8.9 7.85 E-06

25 1.000 323.0 307.7 15.3 7.14 E-06

1.001 324.2 264.5 59.7 5.22 E-06

1.002 324.1 314.5 9.6 6.92 E-06

1.005 323.3 300.3 23.0 8.06 E-06

0.995 308.5 302.8 5.7 7.78 E-06

0.998 308.1 301.5 6.6 7.48 E-06

0.999 307.7 300.2 7.5 7.20 E-06

30 1.000 308.5 302.6 5.9 6.63 E-06

1.001 307.5 296.0 11.5 7.88 E-06

1.002 307.4 259.8 47.6 6.35 E-06

O 1.005 306.9 277.0 29.9 9.86 E-06

0

TABLE 4.2.1a: Curie analysis for the Sr-shifted BaTIO 3 composition:
titanates : Sr = 25, 30 mole %
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*

Mole % Sr A:B Ratio T T T - T Curie Constant
TTR C TR

(K) (0 ( K)

0.995 293.0 286.3 6.7 8.13 E-06

0.998 292.5 286.9 5.6 8.45 E-06

0.999 290.8 284.5 6.3 7.49 E-06

35 1.000 290.9 284.2 6.7 7.65 E-06

1.001 291.5 284.1 7.4 7.88 E-06

1.002 291.1 284.5 6.6 7.69 E-06

1.005 291.2 281.8 9.4 8.28 E-06

TABLE 4.2.3 : Curie analysis for the Sr-shifted BaTiO 3 composition
Sr =35 mole %

I
THEORETICAL DENSITY vs. COMPOSITION
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5rl10 3  Mole % BaTiO 3

.6
Figure 4.j.5: Assumed variation in theoretical density for the

BaTiO -SrTiO 3 system.
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V.

25 mole % Sr-shifted BaTiO

Figures 4.3.5a-c contain the TSPC/DC, dielectric constant,

and Curie-Weiss graphs for A:B ratios of 0.990, 1.000, and 1.001.

Doping with 25 mole % Sr has resulted in the Curie point being

shifted to = 50 °C, a decrease of z 75 °C. Note the

orthorhombic-tetragonal transition is shifted to = -30 0C, a

decrease of z 50 0 C, and the rhombohedral-orthorhombic

4 transition is shifted to z - 85 °C, a decrease of only z

22 0C. Obviously each phase transition is not affected the same

by the addition of Sr.

[@ Changing the stoichiometry has a drastic effect on the

dielectric constant and the Curie-Weiss behavior. Excess Ti has

reduced the magnitude by a factor of two, while the excess Ba has

decreased the magnitude by a factor of ten. It seems the high

dielectric constant is highly dependent upon the degree of

stoichiometry, although the excess Ti composition still has a

dielectric constant of nearly 13000. The Curie-Weiss plots for

these compositions also differ significantly; as we move from

excess Ti to excess Ba through stoichiometry, we see the order of

the tetragonal-cubic transition continually changes more towards

second order, and the Curie constant increases. We're not sure

why these occur et.

The TSPC/DC behavior of these compositions differ in several 4
respects: 1) The magnitudes of the current peaks decrease from

the excess Ti to Ba compositions. 2) The shapes of the current

peaks depend upon the order of the phase transition. Even the
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6

low temperature peaks reflect the temperature rate of change of

the dielectric constant. 3) The excess Ba composition exhibits

higher current levels from room temperature and up. 4) The major

difference between the high and low dielectric constant

compositions is the TSDC behavior. The lower dielectric constant
U

compositions exhibit a peak into the positive region during

depolarization.

30 mole % Sr-shifted BaTiO3

Figures 4.3.5d-f contain the TSPC/DC, dielectric constant,

and Curie-Weiss plots for A:B ratios of 0.998, 1.000, and 1.002.

Doping with 30 mole % Sr has resulted in the Curie point being

shifted to z 35 0C, a decrease of z 90 °C from undoped

BaTiO Note the low temperature transitions are shifted to

z -38 and -88 0C, changes of z 58 and 25 OC respectively.

Compared to the 25 mole % specimens, it appears the phase

transitions are moving closer together.

*The composition with the highest dielectric constant was

again stoichiometric, but only peaked at z 18000. However,

this is still quite high. Varying the stoichiometry had the same

effect on the results as the 25 mole % Sr specimen, in terms of

dielectric and TSPC/DC behavior.

35 mole % Sr-shifted BaTiO

Figures 4.3.5g-i contain the TSPC/DC, dielectric constant,

and Curie-Weiss plots for A:B ratios of 0.995, 1.000, and 1.005.

* Doping with 35 mole % Sr has resulted in the Curie point being

shifted to z 20 0C, a decrease of z 105 °C from undoped
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BaTiO 3 behavior. Note the low temperature phase transitions

occur at z -48 and -88 °C, decreases of 68 and 25 C

respectively. The temperature at which the rhombohedral-

orthorhombic phase transition occurs is not changing as we add

more Sr; it occurs at z -85 OC for all three doping levels.

The other two transition temperatures are steadily decreasing.

The dielectric constant behavior for 35 mole % Sr does not

follow the same pattern as the 25 and 30 mole % additions. All

of the excess Ti compositions have a dielectric constant of

15000, the stoichiometric composition 13000, and the excess Ba

compositions 9000-12500. However, the dielectric constant

everywhere else is higher as we move from excess Ti to excess Ba.

This is reflecting the grain size dependence of the dielectric

constant. The Curie-Weiss plots also reflect the transition in

grain size by a transition to second order behavior. Otherwise,

the TSPC/DC plots are very similiar to those of the 25 and 30

mole % Sr specimens.

In terms of the questions raised at the beginning of this

section: 1) No, we have not yet been able to determine the exact

cause of the anomaly; several clues have been found, but more

experimental work is needed. 2) Yes, the behavior does seem to be

experimentally repeatable, though a dielectric constant of 30000

has not yet been produced other than in the 25 mole %

stolchiometric composition. 3) Yes, the Curie point anomaly can

be shifted down to = room temperature by adding 35 mole % Sr.

0 4) Ar of yet we cannot say if the TSPC/DC behavior will give us
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the clues we need to understand why such a high dielectric

constant is observed. We think that TSPC/DC measurements

combined with dielectric constant and PS vs. temperature, and

QI measurements will allow us to determine the reason. Any

conclusions drawn to date must necesarily be tentative ones due

to lack of complete experimental work, and insufficient knowledge

concerning the interpretation of the TSPC/DC results themselves.

4.4 TSPC/DC Measurements and Their Relationship to DeQradation

Low-voltage degradation measurements of commercial capacitors

were carried out first in our research program and hence TSPC/DC
I

measurements on "good" and "bad" capacitors were made. It was

hoped in the low-voltage program that some of the commercial

capacitors would exhibit the classic "short", due to a dendritic

growth which can be cleared with application of a voltage high

enough to vaporize the metal. These dendrites grow along

structural imperfections ( i.e. delaminations, cracks, open

porosity ) which we thought the TSPC/DC apparatus might be able

to detect. Unfortunately, no classic shorts have been detected

as described in Section 1.

Microstructural analysis showed that the commercial

capacitors exhibited very little porosity and a total lack of

delaminations. The commercial capacitors are excellent in terms

of lack of physical flaws. It appears that in order to prove

whether or not TSPC/DC measurements can distinguish between

capacitors with or without physical flaws we'll have to

manufacture our own "good" and "bad" units. Personnel at PSU are
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currently working on a project to purposely induce porosity and

delaminations into multilayer capacitors in a controlled fashion;

I we hope to participate in this program by life-testing some of

the units, and measuring their TSPC/DC behavior. Until this time

no definitive conclusions can be drawn concerning whether or not

. TSPC/DC measurements can detect physical inhomogeneities. Based

upon all of our results, it appears TSPC/DC measurements are much

more sensitive to material properties, as compared to physical

properties.

The only "failures" generated during life-testing were those

capacitors ( compositionally NPO or BX units )which exhibited a
i-

gradual increase in conductivity, in most cases changing 2-3

orders of magnitude. These capacitors still had a room

temperature resistance of 10 6 - 8  ohms. TSPC/DC

measurements on these capacitors showed a distinctive difference

after degradation- when compared to passed units, but

unfortunately none of the capacitors which exhibited this gradual

increase were run on the TSPC apparatus before life testing. The

following section describes the differences between the spectra

of "failed" and "passed" capacitors.

4.4.1 NPO Capacitor "Failure"

Figures 4.4.1a-b represent unencapsulated NPO capacitors from

the same lot; the first was subjected to no accelerated life

testing while the second "failed" the 85 °C / 85% R.H. 1.5 VDC

life test. The untested unit was later life-tested and passed.
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Both exhibit a stable polarization current over the region which

they have a constant capacitance, with an increase in current

above = 85 0C corresponding to the dominance of the leakage

current. Activation energies for the two specimens were the

same. The sample which failed exhibited virtually no discharge
U

current until z 85 0C, at which point it again duplicated the

behavior of the untested unit. Note the current levels are the

same.

Based upon these results it appears the TSPC/DC measurement

shows no difference between untested and failed units. However,

measurement of the resistance of the "failed" unit showed it had
L.3

reverted back to z 10 13 ohms following the TSPC/DC

measurement. This is a strong indicator that water was the

culprit in this failure; the TSPC/DC procedure undoubtedly dried

the capacitor out during evacuation and heating at 165 0C. Still

*. then, in this case the TSPC/DC measurement does not appear to

distinguish between a good capacitor and one prone to failure.

4.4.2 BXCapacitor Failures

Figures 4.4.2a-e are results of TSPC/DC studies performed on

unencapsulated BX capacitors from the same lot which were found

to be failure prone during the 85/85 1.5VDC life test. Figure

4.4.2a is of an untested BX capacitor from this lot. Similiar to

the BX capacitor described in Section 4.3.2, the TSPC/DC spectrum

reflects the compositional nonhomogeneities which result in the

flattening and broadening of the tetragonal-cubic transition.

Figures 4.4.2b-d exhibit the effects of life testing on the
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current spectra. Figure 4.4.2b shows the results of accelerated

life testing. Sample #2 was subjected to 1000 VDC for 17 hours;

sample #3 was subjected to 800 VDC for 42 hours. Both specimens

passed these life tests, however, their TSPC/DC results differ.

Sample #3 exhibits normal behavior, with no appreciable deviation
p

from the untested specimen. Sample #2 was completely different;

it exhibited no negative current characteristic of charging. The

BX capacitor has become a resistor, losing its capacity to store

charge. Note, -Lhowever, that a leakaqe current measurement--at

room temrperature - would have shown a normal, low value.

Increasing the temperature to z 60 °C resulted in a sharp

rise in current, with an eventual short; the breakdown voltage of

the dielectric was reached.

Figure 4.4.2c shows the results of samples which were

life-tested 1000 hours at 85 0 C / 85 % RH, 1.5 VDC; sample #4

failed the life test while sample #5 did not. Again a large

difference in the TSPC behavior is seen. Sample #4 is behaving

as a typical, nonferroelectric ceramic; the linear increase in

current reflects the activation energy.

Figure 4.4.2d shows the results of a BX capacitor which was

not- life tested but failed during the TSPC run. At z -20 C

the sample abruptly changed resistivity. A second polarization

run showed the sample remained in the low resistivity condition.

Water could not be the cause of this failure due to the

moisture-free environment, nor could it be the result of a

dendritic growth; metals increase in resistance with increasing

temperature. None of the capacitors which had failed life
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testing exhibited evidence of dendritic growths; the TSPC

measurement would show the high leakage current decreasing withU
increasing temperature if this were the case.

Figure 4.4.2e shows the TSPC spectrum of a BX capacitor which

failed methanol testing following thermal shock treatment

Although we could not find the cause of this failure, this

specimen did not fail the life test nor show a change in TSPC

behavior.

4.4.3 Degradation of BaTiO

In accordance with the high-voltage testing program we have

been measuring the change in TSPC/DC behavior of degraded vs.

non-degraded specimens. Figure 4.4.3a is a typical graph of the

kind of results we have obtained from these studies, in this case

for pure BaTiO 3, density = 94.9 % theoretical. From the high

voltage studies we know this sample does not degrade at fields

2000 V/cm at 85 0C, but it does degrade for fields 1000 V/cm

at 150 0C. Correspondingly, the TSPC run at 500 V/cm shows

normal behavior, and does not change if run repeatedly, or if the

run is halted at a temperature and the current monitored. All

are indicative of a lack of degradation.

At 1800 V/cm the specimen shows an increase in leakage

current levels which is expected, but Ohm's law would predict

only an increase of = 1/2 an order of magnitude, not the 1-2

order of magnitude increase observed in both the ferroelectric

and paraelectric regions of the TSPC spectrum. Degradation of

the specimen is occurring; repeating the TSPC/DC measurement of
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FiQure 4.4.3a TSPC behavior of BaTiO measured at various
fields; degradation is occarring.
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this specimen at 1800 V/cm results in ever increasing leakage

currents. Note the current peak at the Curie point isU
eliminated: this could indicate either the high current levels

are masking the previously observed behavior, or degradation is

resulting in a major change in the crystalline structure or

defect chemistry. The BaTiO 3 specimen is essentially turning

from a capacitor into a resistor.

At 5000 V/cm the spectrum continues to exhibit the effect of

degradation occurring; now the orthorhombic-tetragonal peak is

disappearing. The transition from negative to positive current

is occurring at lower temperatures, indicative of the increasing

conductivity as degradation occurs.

BaTiO 3
I -2.99g

-2.79 ""*.-,..... ..

-3.40 W. 29eV

.2 e
E -4.10

U0 -4.80

C. 1800 Wcm2 -5.59
JO " ....... I = .89 ev

-6. 20 I

0 -6.90

1500 V/cm-7.6 " ..... I - .92 ,vI

-8.30

-9.0'
2.25 2.30 2.35 2.49 2.4S 2.59

1000/T ( 0
K -

1 )

)?igurc 4.4.3b: Variation of the activation energy for BaTiO 3 in
the paraelectric region with field.
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v

Figure 4.4.3b shows how the activation energy of conduction

decreases in the paraelectric region as the field is increased

and degradation occurs. This is undoubtedly due to the increase

in mobility of the migratory species causing degradation. This

agrees with the results we have obtained in our high voltage

studies.

These results are representative of all the BaTiO 3

compositions which degrade and have been run on the TSPC/DC

apparatus. The results of our measurements using TSPC/DC

behavior to study degradation phenomena can be summarized as

follows:

Summary of TSPC/DC Behavior as it Relates to Degradation

1) TSPC/DC measurements have not been found capable of

detecting the structural flaws which lead to low voltage

degradation. Therefore it is not a useful technique to

predict capacitor reliability.

2) TSPC/DC measurements do exhibit a large difference between

those capacitors which failed the life test and those which

did not. This is also true for those BaTiO3 compositions

0 which do and do not degrade. Therefore, TSPC/DC

measurements are useful tools for studying degradation

behavior, but not predicting it.

3) None of the commercial capacitor failures from the low

voltage life testing program were due to dendritic growths.

0 The TSPC spectrum would have exhibited decreasing leakage

current levels with increasing temperature if this were the
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case.

We hope to use TSPC/DC measurements to determine whether or

not degradation is destroying the ferroelectric behavior of

BaTiO in some manner, or if it simply masks it. Remember the
3

disappearance of the characteristic current peaks exhibited

during structure changes as degradation occurs. This would be an

important finding, as it may confirm or reject our suspicions

that the degradation is due to grain boundary phenomena, and not

necessarily due to the defect chemistry of the primary phase.

-
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4.5 Activation Energy Determination from TSPC Measurements

Two of the easiest quantities to derive from TSPC

measurements are the low temperature resistivity and activation

energy of the conduction process. The resistivity at any

temperature is found by:

E
o = -(1)

J

where o = resistivity (ohm-cm)
E = applied field (volts/cm)2
J = current density (amps/cm)

Note the current necessarily needs to be positive, i.e.

leakage current. The activation energy is found by simply

plotting Log J (amps/cm 2) vs. Inverse Temperature. The slope of

this line is equal to -0/k, where * is the activation

energy of the conduction process, and k the Boltzman constant.

Table 4.5 contains the activation energies determined in the

paraelectric region of the undoped BaTiO 3 compositions, Ba:Ti =

0.96 to 1.04, and the acceptor and donor-doped BaTiO 3's. In

general, compositions with excess Ti have an activation energy

less than one, and compositions with excess Ba greater than one.

Ba:Ti = 1.002 and 1.02 are exceptions to this general behavior.

These numbers agree well with a degradation study carried out by

Keck27, and are useful In terms of analyzing degradation

behavior. No attempt will be made here to explain why the

activation energy values vary as they do.
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Composition Applied Field (V/cm) Activation Energy (eV)

Ba .96TiO3  500 .51

Ba TiO 500 .71
.97 3

Ba TiO 500 .61
.98 3 0

Ba TiO 500 .90
.99 3

Ba TiO 500 .91
.995 3

Ba .998TiO3  500 .94

Ba o00Ti03 500 1.09

Ba 002TiO3 500 .98

Ba 1.005 TiO3 500 1.10

Ba 01TiO3 500 1.34

1Ba. 02 TiO3 500 .76

Ba 03TiO 3  500 1.05

Ba1 TiO 500 1.10

BaTi Al 0 5015
.99A.01O3 500 1.58

BaTi Al 0 500 1.063 95 .05 3

BaTi Nb .03 500 .37

BaTi 9 5 Nb 05 03  500 .90

TABLE 4.5: Activation energies of various doped and undoped
barium titanates.
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Figures 4.5a and b ire activation energy plots for the

Nb-doped BaTiO 3 compositions, which constitutes donor-doping.

Note at the 1 mole % doping level the activation energy is only

S.37 eV, with a transition to .90 eV with 5 mole % donor

additions. This is indicative of the two compensation

mechanisms; partially electronic for the 1 % level, and ionic for

the 5 % level. The activation energy for the electronically

compensated BaTiO 3 reflects the depth of the donor level more so

than the ionically compensated BaTiO 3, whose activation energy is

composed more so of a mobility term.

Figures 4.5c and d are activation energy plots for the

Al+3 -doped BaTiO3, which constitutes acceptor doping. At 1 mole

% levels the activation energy is quite high, 1.58 eV, which is
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a
-. probably indicative of an electronic compensation mechanism; the

acceptor centers are acting as electron traps. Increasing the

dopant level to 5 mole % decreases the activation energy to 1.06

eV, which is probably indicative of the a transition to the ionic

compensation mechanism; i.e. the creation of an V for every

two Al+ 3 ions added.

Figure 4.5e is an activation energy plot for Ba TiO which
.99 3

exhibits an important point. The two lines represent the

temperature dependence of the current in the ferroelectric and

paraelectric states. Note the activation energy is different;

lower in the ferroelectric state compared to the paraelectric

state. This may be due to the internal strains and fields in the
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ferroelectric state somehow altering the mobility of the carrier.

Figure 4.5f is an activation plot for BaTiO 3 which

illustrates another important point. The activation energy is

dependent upon the applied field. This could be indicative of

either a field-enhanced mobility, or carrier concentration.

Figures 4.5e and f illustrate effectively the importance of

defining the conditions under which the activation energy is

measured. AC resistivities were not measured, but undoubtedly

would yield another value for the activation energy.

This section was included to illustrate the TSPC

measurement's ability to yield low temperature activation

energies. We have used this technique to measure other ceramic
0

materials such as LaCrO3 and LaMnO3, with excellent results.
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4.6 Summary of Results from the TSPC/DC Measurements

TSPC/DC and capacitance measurements have been carried out onr
a wide variety of specimens, including single crystals,

commercial capacitors, and doped, undoped, and shifted BaTiO 3 's.

The results from these experiments can be summarized as follows:

1) TSPC/DC measurements are capable of determining:

- the temperature at which phase transitions occur

- the formulation of a commercial capacitor (i.e. NPO, BX,

Z5U) and its useful temperature range of constant

capacitance

- the order of the tetragonal-cubic phase transition in

BaTiO 3 ; i.e. first or second order. This is an indirect

measurement of PS vs. temperature.

- whether or not BaTiO 3 is stoichiometric; which is judged

through the grain size and its effect on the presence of

current peaks

- the effects of donors and acceptors on the ferroelectric

behavior, resistivity, and activation energy

- the effects of shifters and depressors on the ferroelectric

behavior

- distinguishing between "good" and "bad" capacitors

followinq life testing

- the low temperature resistivity and activation energy

2) TSPC/DC measurements cannot predict the ability of a

capacitor to pass life testing.
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4.7 Future Studies

In addition to the many things we have already found TSPC/DC

measurements useful for, we feel these measurements can also

yield a great deal of information concerning domain switching

rates, aging phenomena, and ferroelectric theory. The real cruxI
of the matter in studying these phenomena lies in interpreting

the TSPC/DC results in terms of the thermodynamic and lattice

dynamics theories of ferroelectricity. This will require the

completion of a large set of auxiliary experiments. In addition,

we wish to expand the TSPC/DC program to include all the

variables listed for study earlier In this section. Therefore,
4

our future studies include:

S.1) Integrating the Sawyer-Tower measurement system into our

computerized test setup in order to obtain PS vs. temperature

* dependencies, as well as hysteresis effects.

2) Completion of the Q J measurements at Penn State University.

*, 3) Studying TSPC/DC behavior as a function of:

- applied field
- heating rate
- grain size and distribution
- porosity
- poling field and subsequent aging

4) Preparing a larger set of Zr-shifted BaTiO 3 's and measuring

their behavior.

5) Obtaining more single crystal specimens and measuring them.4

6) Measuring donor and acceptor-doped specimens in which

electronic compensation is occurring.

-4
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